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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

When the Bell Regional Holding Companies were formed as a result 
of the 1982_Consent Decree most observers were surprised to find that 
they had adopted elaborate corporate structures and business 
philosophies in which the provision of regulated telephone service was, 
in Judge Greene's words, "at best a pedestrian sideline,," Regulatory 
bodies have been struggling to realign their practices in recognition 
of the new structure of the industry and new competitive realities. In 
support of this effort NRRI has released several reports l on aspects of 
the divestiture and the emergence of new entities in the communications 
industry. This report is the latest in the seriese 

The present report describes the regulatory consequences of the 
new corporate structureS5 In particular, it reports on the unregulated 
enterprises of the Regional Holding Companies; it does not deal with 

1David Chessler, Comments on the NYPSC/NECPUC Investigation of 
,Relations Among Bell Operating Companies, their Regional Holding 
Companies' and the Central Services Organization (Columbus: National 
Regulatory Research Institute", 1984).. David Chessler, "Suggestions for 
a Sample Project Plan for an Investigation by a State, Commissions into 
Relations Among a Bell Operating Company, the Central Services 
Organization, and Certain Other Entities," Report to the NARUC 
Committee on Communications (Columbus, National Regulatory Research 
Institute, February 28, 1984)@ David Chessler, Appropriate Strategies 
for Regulating the Bell Regional Holding Companies and Bell Communica
tions Research, Inc.. (Columbus: National Regulatory Research .-
Institute, 1984).. Jane I., .. Racster, Michael DOl Wong, Jean-Michel 
Guldmann, The Bypass . Controversy: A New Form of Competition in 
Telecommunications (Columbus: National Reguiatory Research Institute, 
1984). Vivian Witkind Davis, Michael Do Wong, Bryan Ka Clark, 
A Review of the Current Status of the Regulation of Shared Tenant 
Services (Columbus: National Regulatory Resear~h Institute, 1985)e 
Jane Lo Racster, The National Exchange Carriers Association (Columbus: 
National Regulatory Research Institute, 1985)@ David Chessler and 
Bryan K .. Clark "NRRI Report: State Commissions Scrutinizing Yellow 
Pages Subsidiaries of the Bell Regional Ho Companies" 
NRRI Quarterly Bulletin, vol .. 7, no" 1 (January, 1986), p .. L. Jane 
L .. Racster, A Survey of State Pooling Arrangements (Columbus: 
National Regulatory Research Institute-, 1986).. David Chessler ~ 
Changing Directions for Structural and Accounting Approaches 
to Deregulation (Columbus: National Regulatory Research Institu~e, 
forthcoming, 1986)0 
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the activities of the telephone companies except in passing. The 
report concentrates on present practice, rather than new legislation, 
although it tries to discern emerging trends. Some commissions and 
legislatures have reacted to the new situation by exempting the holding 
company activities and even some telephone company activities from 
regulation. Others have sought to broaden the powers of the regulatory 
bodies. These legislative and regulatory initiatives are not 
discussed, unless they have already been implemented. 

The report also discusses in some detail the differing 
organizations and management styles of the new holding companies, with 
extensive treatment of the new unregulated and nongermane enterprises. 
Although it proved impossible to get detailed information about how 
successfully individual non-telephone company subsidiaries have been 
competing in the market, no Regional Holding Company claims that its 
competitive activities are profitable overall. 

Information on the activities of the Regional Holding Companies 
comes from a variety of published and private sources, including a 
survey of state commissions which NRRI conducted in May through July, 
1985. Information on the activities and attitudes of state commissions 
comes almost entirely from that survey. 

For some years the FCC has been following a policy of deregulation 
in which it requires that the deregulated activities of the telephone 
companies be placed in a separate subsidiary_ This is to reduce the 
risk that cros's subsidy might burden the monopoly ratepayers or injure 
competitors. The FCC has found ample authority in the Communications 
Act to regulate holding companies. At times it has formally found them 
to be common carriers, arguing that they meet the definition of a 
resale carrier. Although the courts have sustained FCC regulation of 
firms that are common carriers by resale, they have not reviewed any 
order in which the FCC formally held a holding company to be a common 
carrier. The courts have sustained all regulations the FCC has seen 
fit to impose upon holding companies and non-telephone company 
af filiates of .common carriers, ruling that no company can evade FCC 
regulation by reorganizing its corporate structure: the FCC can 
"pierce the corporate veil." 

State statutes differ widely. Some state commissions have been 
successful in using authority over the transfer of public utility 
assets to influence the creation of subsidiaries by the Regional 
Holding Companies (as in California)e Other commissions have been told 
that the utility can create subsidiaries without asking permission, but 
that the commission has discretion as to whether and how it may 
recognize those subsidiaries when setting rates for the common carrier 
(as in Minnesota) 8 There have been some complaints (by the New England 
commissions, for example) that the creation of a multitude of 
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affiliates increases the complexity and cost of the regulatory 
process .. 

Much of the controversy seems to stem from a belief that the 
unregulated activities should be subsidizing local telephone service. 
Except for Yellow Pages advertizing where profit margins of twenty-five 
to thirty per cent are common, few of the new activities seem to have 
much potential for high profits, even if mechanisms could be 
established to divert some of the profits for the benefit of the common 
carrier's monopoly ratepayers. In particular, customer premises 
equipment (CPE) profits seem to have been illusory for years, with much 
of the alleged profitability stemming from mechanisms whereby CPE 
investment was a major vehicle whereby the local telephone companies 
shared in the profits of interstate toll service~ Certainly, there is 
little evidence that any major segment of the CPE market is now 
profitable .. 

In the few instances where state commissions have made formal 
studies of diversification by the Regional Holding Companies they have 
found little benefit to the general public& It is perhaps for this 
reason that NARUC has been unable to proclaim a policy on 
diversification by telephone companies and their holding companies .. 
NARUC has supported the provision of new services that are offered by 
the operating telephone companies as part of the telephone networke It 
has not, to date, supported the provision of services which are related 
to common carrier telecommunications by corporate affiliates of 
telephone companies, although NARUC has not opposed such services 
either. NARUC has not taken any action with respect to affiliates' 
activities when these are essentially unrelated to telecommunications~ 

State commission investigations have tended to concentrate on 
specific actions by the holding companies, although there have been 
some state commission investigations of the public benefits provided by 
the Regional Holding Companies and of the need for changes in 
regulatory practice. The overall investigations have found little 
public benefit from the creation of the holding companies, and much 
public detriment in the form of increased costs and complexity of the 
regulatory process~ However although the investigations that 
concentrated on individual issues may have found difficulty in 
accomplishing the solutions the commission initially sought, they have 
generally been able to find acceptable alternative methods of 
accomplishing the same effective end~ 

The provision of procurement and other services to the operating 
telephone companies by centralized service subsidiaries is not a new 
phenomenons Indeed, it is difficult to the present 
arrangements from pre-divestiture in which service under 
the "License Fee Contracts" was AT&T i S General 
(and Bell Telephone Laboratories)® 1980s the Bell 
Operating Companies were performing most procurement themselves, rather 
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than relying upon Western Electric as a jobber as they had in the past, 
but the use of centralized procurement entities by most of the Regional 
Holding Companies is a continuation or resumption of a long time 
practice of the Bell System.. Depending on their "affiliated interest" 
statutes and general investigatory powers, most commissions seem to be 
finding ways of meeting their regulatory needs despite the new 
arrangements. However, in some instances this has required litigation 
or the threat thereof, and in other cases commissions have complained 
that the cost of conducting rate cases and other investigations has 
been increased by the new arrangements. If the centralized service 
subsidiaries begin to provide some services to third parties, an issue 
will arise of the extent to which cost savings due to the scale of 
operations caused by the telephone company ought to be repaid to the 
telephone company in lower prices, and the extent to which the cost 
savings might properly be appropriated by the holding company for its 
shareholders .. 

It is not possible to generalize about the attitude of utility 
commissions toward telephone company diversification.. At NARUC 
meetings resolutions have passed that support germane diversification 
by the Bell Operating Companies (that is, for new services provided 
using the telephone network).. However~, more general resolutions in 
support of nongermane diversification by the Regional Holding Companies 
have not passed.. Some commissions or commission staffs have issued 
reports claiming that utility diversification in general is not in the 
public interest. Other commission staffs claim that some of the 
constraints on the Bell Operating Companies make it difficult to sell 
established services (particularly when customers wish a single-source 
supplier), and so are not in the public interest® 

This report concludes that there are difficulties with the 
nongermane activities of the Regional Holding Companies, and that the 
holding company structure makes it more difficult for state commissions 
to defend the public interest as they see it& It does not conclude 
that they are insurmountable. Constraints are probably more in the 
public interest than outright prohibitions~ Since the report's subject 
is the unregulated activities of the Bell Regional Holding Companies, 
it does not discuss, except in passing, the new and improved. services 
of the operating telephone companies, or whether the telephone 
companies themselves are competing effectively in the market§ 

The pr.ovision of research services to the Bell Companies 
by BellCore has been controversial@ The of such services by 
Bell Telephone Laboratories before .divestiture was similarly 
controversiale State commissions questioned. the true of 
the research: was it the the 
unregulated manufacturing and other An 
audit by the NARUC Staff Subcommittee on Accounts found some doubtful 
areas, in which the research to benefit outside manufacturers 
or potential competitive activities of the Companies 
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(services that might eventually be offered through 
subsidiaries). Because the massive NARUC audit 
available, only a general discussion is included in this present 
report. Another reason for not analyzing the BellCore sitl,lation in 
detail is that BellCore has not released its formal response 
to the NARUC audit. 

The Regional Holding Companies appear to be poor 
results in the CPE markets& While they are reluctant to talk about 
details, most of them claim to be emphasizing voice-data integration~ 
which is a market that is not yet showing substantial sales When 
pressed for customers' names, the Regional Holding Companies talk about 
companies to which they sold PBXs, or else which bought some computers 
in a computer store.. As a result~ it appears that overall~ some 
ninety-five per cent of the Regional Holding Companies' revenues stem 
from local telephone services, including Yellow Pages. 

Most of the Regional Holding Companies state that are 
concentrating on particular niches in the CPE market. Most claim to be 
concentrating on office automation in~olving the integration of voice 
and data.. Unfortunately, analysts claim, and some Regional Holding 
Companies confirm, the market for integrated voice-data communications 
has not developed as quickly as expected $ 

Even beyond the matter of the selection of a niche in the CPE 
market, there are persistent reports that some of the Regional Holding 
Companies have fragmented their sales forces to such an extent that 
they were unable to deal with customers effectivelYe Indeed 1 in some 
Regional Holding Companies the CPE subsidiaries were to be 
competing with each other.. Other Regional Holding Companies (including 
Southern New England Telephone) have had to retreat from a national 
presence to a regional one~ In 1985 there were many reorganizations of 
CPE sales forces in the Regional Holding Companies~ If there is a 
trend, it is for the telephone and activities of the 
Regional Holding Companies to be separated 
with a separate subsidiary holding company 
Enterprises) to act as corporate overseer of 
activities. 

The holding companies' difficulties 
cannot conclude that if the separate subs 
removed they would immediately increase 
Sales forces competing against each other, 
voice-data markets which have not had much 
difficul ty in coping with markets which are 
price cutting, and thus much 
Indeed, telephone companies have been very effective 

one 

and 

service, despite restrictions on j marke of CENTREX with CPE 
which are intended to maintain the iveness of the CPE ma~:kets ~ 
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Cellular radio is in an. anomalous situation. In some states 
it is a regulated common carrier activity_ In others it is an 
unreguLated competitive activity. Many states have not established 
their policies on the matter. Because the regulatory status of the 
cellular subsidiaries has not been determined in many states, although 
they appear to be telephone companies under federal law and some state 
laws, the present report, which is on unregulated activities, did not 
emphasize the cellular subsidiaries. As expected, given the need for 
substantial investments to provide cellular service and the recent 
dates of the FCC orders establishing the service, the Regional Holding 
Companies were just beginning to provide the service at the time of 
NRRI'ssurvey of the state connnissions (leaving little on which to 
report). Furthermore, the FCC divided the cellular industry into two 
segments, one firm in each market (or metropolitan area) owned by w~re 
line carriers (generally a consortium of the telephone companies 
providing service in the area), and one owned by others. 

In recent developments, just as this report was being written, 
some of the Bell Regional Holding Companies sought to acquire interests 
in the non-wire line cellular carriers outside their service areas. 
These acquisitions are subject to the approval of the Justice 
Department, the District Court with jurisdiction over the 1982 Consent 
Decree, and the FCC which established the two-provider policy, and 
which must rule on all radio license transfers under the Communications 
Act. At this writing, the Justice Department has not sought to prevent 
any of the acquisitions, although it has requested modifications of 
some of the terms of sale. The District Court has required that the 
Regional Holding Companies request "waivers" of the provisions. of the 
Consent Decree, and has granted the waivers subject to severe 
restrictions, in some instances requiring partial divestitures and in 
others reducing the acquiring RHC to the status of a passive investor. 
The FCC has not been reported to have ruled on the transfers, or to 
have imposed its own conditions. Since these events are very recent, 
and most occurred after this present report was written (but before it 
went to, the printer), the discussion of the most recent rulings is very 
brief ~nd parts of it appear in different places in the report. 

Arnajor area of regulatory controversy has been the practice of 
most of the Bell Regional Holding Companies of collecting Yellow Pages 
advertizing revenues through a subSidiary and crediting only a portion 
of the revenues to the operating telephone companYg The present report 
seeks primarily to explain how the Regional Holding Companies are 
approaching the Yeliow Pages. market and what the new developments are 
in Yellow Pages publishing, including the development of new media. 
Further detail on individual state actions on Yellow Pages is in 
another NRRI report. 2 

2David Chessler and Bryan K. Clark, "NRRI Report: State 
Commissions Scrutinizing Yellow Pages Subsidiaries of the Bell Regional 
Holding Companies," NRRI Quarterly Bulletin, vol .. 7, no .. 1 (January, 
1986), p. 1. 
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Of the divested Bell Operating Companies, only those belonging to 
Bell Atlantic continue to provide print Yellow Pages directories 
themselves, including the collection of revenues for print advertizingo 
The remaining holding companies transferred the Yellow Pages function 
to a non-telephone company subsidiary of the holding company. (The 
former "Associated Companies" of the Bell System, Cincinnati Bell 
and Southern New England Telephone, also retain Yellow Pages in the 
operating company.) 

Other Regional Holding Companies provide a portion of the revenues 
to the operating companies through a contractual arrangement. Despite 
references in the court orders governing the divestiture to the purpose 
of retaining Yellow Pages in the Bell Operating Company side of the 
business (to support local service rates, and because having a plethora 
of suppliers rather than just a single AT&T would be more competitive), 
several of the Regional Holding Companies have sought to limit the 
extent to which the Bell Operating Companies share in the Yellow Pages 
revenues and particularly in the growth of those revenues. Thus, in 
NYNEX, BellSouth, Southwestern Bell, and U S West service territories, 
the Yellow Pages issue has been confrontational. Commissions have 
taken a variety of approaches, some of which are still in hearing and 
some others of which are now in litigation. These confrontational 
approaches include declaring Yellow Pages to be a tariffed service (as 
in Kansas), requiring the operating telephone company to reacquire 
Yellow Pages from the other subsidiary (as in Colorado), abrogating the 
contracts for the provision of Yellow Pages (reportedly in New York), 
and considering all Yellow Pages revenues when setting rates, 
regardless of the entity to whose books the Regional Holding Company 
happened to credit them (in many states, such as Minnesota). Requiring 
competitive bidding for acquisition of Yellow Pages publishing rights 
from the telephone company for a period of time is under consideration 
in some states (such as Wyoming). when it granted Pacific Telesis 
permission to create a Yellow Pages subsidiary the California Public 
Utility Commission stipulated that the revenues would be treated as 
operating income of the telephone company for rate making purposes. 
(It appears that in most other states th~ carrier did not require the 
commission's permission to move Yellow Pages operations to a subsidiary 
of its parent, but this is still in litigation in some states, such as 
Colorado.) So far, rulings on Ameritech's contracts hold them to be in 
the public interest. 

In the body of the report there is an extensive discussion of 
electronic Yellow Pages, both by on-line data basis~ and by computer 
media, such as tapes, flexible diskettes ("floppy disks"), and the new 
Compressed Digital disks ("CD ROMs").. Publishers of reference works in 
the print media see CD-ROMs (technically, these are similar 
compressed digital phonograph records) as an extension of the normal 
print media, and are starting to increase rates for such reprint 
rights. To the extent that electronic editions of the Yellow Pages use 
the proprietary customer lists of the operating telephone companies, 
commissions will be concerned as to whether the telephone companies 
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are selling or leasing the rights to those lists at full market value. 
Several commissions have already had to evaluate whether telephone 
companies are receiving appropriate compensation in contracts for use 
of the lists, including compensation for increa~es in the values of the 
lists as advertizing revenues grow, and new media are createde 

The competitiveness of the Yellow Pages market is also at issue. 
Southwestern Bell in particular has been developing new Yellow Pages 
"products" that compete for advertizing revenues with existing Yellow 
Pages of other telephone companies. It appears that customers evaluate 
Yellow Pages and certain other advertizing media as reference works: 
the more complete the better.. Thus, we find that in most cities 
newspaper classified advertizing is nearly monopolized by one 
newspaper. We alsG find that several of Southwestern Bell's 
competitive ventures in Yellow Pages are in areas where Yellow Pages 
listings of the established telephone companies are scattered into 
several books: in New York there are separate business and consumers 
directories, and in Washington, D.C. separate directories are issued by 
the three companies serving the metropolitan area. The report 
concludes that the most complete directory in each market will be the 
most successful. 

Some of the Bell Operating Companies are providing business 
referrals through directory assistance (Southern Bell) or a new service 
using WATS (New York Telephone). This, too, competes with both 
conventional and electronic Yellow Pages. 

The effect of this diversification on the Regional Holding 
Companies is difficult to ascertain. A thorough search of press 
reports indicated that market analysts for major brokerage houses think 
that the potential for profitability and growth is greater in the 
regulated telephone business than in some markets such as CPE.. Indeed, 
many analysts thought that the diversification was depressing the stock 
prices 'Of the Regional Holding Companies, and statements to the 
contrary could not be found. Examination of the increase in the 
Regional Holding Companies' stock prices since divestiture is not 
conclusive. The nongermane, non-telephone activities of the Regional 
Holding Companies are only a small portion of the total company 
(generally less than five per cent, and certainly less than ten per 
cent). Table 1 summarizes the financial results of the Regional 
Holding Companies since divestiture. It is not conclusive as to 
whether the Regional Holding Companies which have been more aggressive 
at diversifying have had better or worse than average financial 
results.. It is also not conclusive as to how the financial markets 
have evaluated the diversification as reflected in the stock price. 
However, as is pointed out in the report, it is sometimes difficult to 
distinguish between the rhetoric and the reality of RHC nongermane 
diversification. Particularly in the case of U S West, management's 
statements give the impression of substantial conglomerate activity, 
but, except for some real estate investments, it is difficult to find 
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TABLE 1 

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF THE SEVEN BELL REGIONAL HOLDING COMPANIES 

Earnings Per Share Return on Equity Per Cent 
Revenues Per 9 Mos. 9 Mos. Pct. 9 Mos. 9 Mos. Per 1983 1985 Per Cent Total 

(Billions) Cent Ending Endtng Chng. Ending Ending Cent Price Price Change Return 
Company 9/30/84 9/30/85 Chng. 1984 9/30/84 9/30/85 9 Mos. 9/30/84 9/30/85 Chng. 12/31 12/1 in Price Inc. Div. 

Amerit $6.2 $6.7 8.1i. $10.17 $8.10 $8.49 4.8% 15.2% 15.2% 0.0% $66 $99.125 50.2% 64.3% 
Bell At 5.99 6.76 12.9% 9.94 7.51 8.25 9.9% 13.5% 14.2% 5.2% 65 99.50 53.1% 68.2% 
BellSou 6.99 7.8 11.6% 4.28 3.06 3.60 17.7% D.5% 14.9% 10.4% 28 44.625 59.4% 73.7% 
NYNEX 7.06 7.65 8.4% 10.10 7.66* 7.92* 3.4% D.78% 14.37% 4.3% 62 91.875 48.2% 63.0% 
Pac Tel 5.8 6.3 8.6% 8.46 6.45 7.16 11.0% 13.5% 14.3% 5.9% 56 79.375 41.7% 56.5% 
Southwest'n 5.3 5.9 11.3% 9.04 6.78 7.69 13 .4% 13.2% 14.2% 7.6% 59 80.25 36.0% 50.6% 
U S West 5.4 5.8 7.4% 9.24 6.61 7.23 9.4% 13.1% 13 .6% 3.8% 56 83.125 48.4% 63.2% 

Average 9.8% 9.9% 13.7% 14.4% 5.3% 48.1% 62.8% 

Source: John Mulqueen, "Bell Regional Post Higher Revenues as They Battle into Their Third Year," CommunicationsWeek, November 25, 1985, p. ClOD 
Horton 1. Brown and Daniel A. Burkhardt, "'Baby Bells '--Still Going Strong," Public Utilities Fortnightly, vol. 117, no. 1 (January 9,1986), p. ,,1-
Author's Calculations. 

*These were misprinted as 2.66 and 2.92 in Mulqueen. They were corrected by the author to the amounts shown. 



evidence that an unusual amount of nongermane activity is actually 
taking place. 

Anecdotal evidence that United Telecom's bond rating was lowered 
as a result of its diversification activities many not be applicable to 
the Bell Regional Holding Companies, whose diversification is actually 
limited in amount by the District Court. Financial analysis of the 
Regional Holding Companies should also compare them to General 
Telephone, where diversified activities are being balanced by 
profitable telephone companies. However, the present report has not 
compared the Bell Regional Holding Companies with the other telephone 
holding companies, including AT&T, even on an informal basis. 
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Introduction 

When the Bell Regional Holding Companies (RHCs) were formed in the 

aftermath of the 1982 Consent Decree many observers were surprised 

that the RH.Cs chose elaborate corporate structures with many 

subsidiaries; surprised, in part, because AT&T and the Bell Operating 

Companies (BOCs) had been resisting the Federal Communications 

Commission's (FCC) efforts to force the use of separate subsidiaries 

for the provision of customer premises equipment and a variety of 

"enhanced" competitive or potentially competitive services. Indeed, 

the Regional Holding Companies are still trying to get the FCC to 

rescind its restrictions even while they are actively creating and 

acquiring new subsidiaries for a variety of "nongermane" enterprises 

(that is, activities that are not public utilities or closely related 

to public utilities).l 

The new corporate structures and nongermane activities of the RHCs 

forced public utility commissions to reexamine their regulatory 

practices and powers. Legislatures in several states have considered 

broadening the powers of the regulatory bodies. In other states 

holding company activities and even some telephone company activities 

have been exempted from regulation. It will be some time before 

regulatory practice stabilizes. Some markets (as economists use the 

term) that are now thought to be competitive will belie their early 

promise, forcing regulators to develop new methods to deal with 

"essential" services offered under near-monopoly conditions (perhaps 

two firms sharing a market; perhaps one firm retaining most of the 

1For a discussion of the circumstances under which utility 
managers and regulators will prefer separate subsidiaries or cost 
accounting techniques, see David Chessler, Changing Directions for 
Structure and Accounting Approaches to Deregulation, (Columbus: NRRI, 
forthcoming, 1986) 0 (Hereinafter Structure and Accounting.) 
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market, with a few small firms competing for a small portion of the 

business in specialized segments). Other markets will become 

surprisingly competitive forcing regulators to find ways of "freeing" 

the public utility firms so the public may benefit from the lower 

prices and greater variety of services that competition brings. 

In 1983 the New York Public Service Commission and the New England 

Conference of Public Utility Commissioners began an investigation of 

NYNEX, the Bell Regional Holding Company that controls the New York 

Telephone Company and the New England Telephone Company. NRRI was 

asked by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners's 

Committee on Communications to comment upon that investigation2 and 

suggest issues and approaches that might be considered by other states 

contemplating investigations of their own RHCs.3 Later in the year, at 

the request of the Washington State Legislature, NRRI prepared a 

report4 which extended the earlier analyses by considering the 

regulatory and legal problems that arise when separate subsidiaries are 

established by public utilities, whether at the behest of their 

regulators or their corporate owners and managers. 

For its 1985 program year NRRI planned two research projects on 

the structure of the telecommunications industry. One dealt with new 

2David Chessler, Comments on the NYPSC/NECPUC Investigation of 
tions Among Bell Operating Companies, Their Regional Holding Companies 
and the Central Services Organization (Columbus: National Regulatory 
Research Institute, 1984). (Hereinafter Comments on NYPSC/NECPUC.) 

3David Chessler, "Suggestions for a Sample Project Plan for an 
Investigation by a State Commission into Relations Among A Bell 
Operating Company, the Central Services Organization, and Certain 
Other Entities," Report to the NARUC Committee on Communications 
(Columbus: National Regulatory Research Institute, February 28, 
1984). (Herinafter "Suggestions for an Investigation. ") 

4David Chessler, "Appropriate Strategies for Regulating the Bell 
Regional Holding Companies and Bell Communications Research, Inc .. in 
New Directions: State Regulation of Telecommunications: Sympos 
Proceedings (Olympia: Washington State Legislature, Joint Select 
Committee on Telecommunications and University of Washington, Graduate 
School of Public Affairs, 1984); reprinted by NRRI (Columbus: National 
Regulatory Research Institute, 1984).. (Hereinafter "Appropriate 
Strategies .... ) 
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entities in telecommunications markets. Under this aegis NRRI has 

published a report on state regulation of "smart buildings" (shared 

tenant services),S and will release a series of papers on the economic 

theory applicable to telecommunications markets that are, in various 

degrees, competitive. The second project dealt with the Bell Regional 

Holding Companies, and includes the present report, a report on "Yellow 

Pages,"6 a comprehensive discussion of the use of accounting 

separations and separate subsidiaries for regulation (forthcoming)7 and 

reports on the National Exchange Carriers Association and the several 

state exchange carriers associations. 8 

The present report is intended as a recounting of the ways in 

which the seven (or nine 9 ) Bell RHCs have organized their businesses 

and the extent to which they have chosen to engage in nongermane 

activities. It then describes the reactions of the state commissions 

to what the RHCs have done, with particular attention to the 

5 Vivian Witkind Davis, Michael D. Wong, Bryan K. Clark, A Review 
of the Current Status of the Regulation of Shared Tenant Services 
(Columhus: National Regulatory Research Insti tute, 1985). (Here
inafter Shared Tenant Services.) 

6Davi d Chessler and Bryan Clark, "NRRI Report: State Commissions 
Scrutinizing Yellow Pages Subsidiaries of Bell Regional Holding 
Companies," NRRI Quarterly Bulletin, vol. 7 no. 1 (January, 1986). 
(Here-Lnafter "Yellow Pages .... ) 

7Chessler, Structure and Accounting. 

8.Jane 1.,0 Racster, The National Exchange Carriers Association 
(Columbus: National Regulatory Research Institute, 1985), and Status 
Report on Intrastate Pooling Arrangements and Alternative Toll Revenue 
Distribution Mechanisms (Columbus: National Regulatory Research 
Institute, 1986). 

9Although they are not Bell Regional Holding Companies created to 
the 1982 Consent Decree, Cincinnati Bell and Southern New England 
Telephone (SNETCO) share many of the characteristics of the RHese Study 
of these two companies is instructive: although they are smaller than 
the other RHCs, they are free of the "line of business" constraints, so 
their activities may foreshadow the actions of the other RHCs as the 
others succeed in getting the constraints lifted This foreshadowing is 
discussed in more detail below. Charts of corporate structures of the 
seven RHCs, Cincinnati and SNETCO are included as figures 1 through 9. 
Because of their bulk and the need to refer to them frequently, they are 
grouped in appendix A. 
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regulation or surveillance of corporate structure and intersubsidiary 

revenue flows, and the imputation of revenues from some nonutility 

subsidiaries to offset portions of the utility's revenue requirement. 

The information on industry structure in this report comes from a 

combination of publ.ic and private sources. Originally it was intended 

to come mostly from analysis of annual reports to shareholders and 

Securities and Exchange Commission annual reports lO-K, and these are, 

indeed, primary data sources.. However, the activities of the RHCs are 

changing so rapidly that we supplemented these public sources with 

review of announcements in trade publications like Telecommunications 

Reports and CommunicationsWeek, and conducted a surveylO of staff 

members of state commissions who deal with REC matters.. Originally, we 

had contacted the RHCs directly to get the annual reports and forms 

10-K, but this approach proved so inefficient and cumbersome 11 that we 

were forced to photocopy the reports and forms in The Ohio State 

University's library 12 and obtain other information indirectly through 

regulatory commissions. 

Nor has our difficulty in obtaining regulatory information about 

the RHCs been unique. Southwestern Bell unsuccessfully appealed the 

Texas PUC's order requiring filings on "affiliated interests," and the 

PUC was in the process of trying to obtain a contempt citation when a 

settlement was negotiated .. 13 There have been reports of similar 

laThe survey results are summarized in tables in appendix C and 
the survey form itself is in appendix B. 

llAmerican Transtech, transfer agent for the RHCs, repeatedly 
stated it had mailed public documents. None ever arrived. 

12We got a great deal of help from staff members at NARUC member 
commissions, for which we are grateful .. We supplemented this help with 
commercial document services. 

13Southwestern Bell's original pleading claiming that the filings 
would "expose business plans of its unregulated affiliates" was 
accepted by a hearing examiner, whose order was then overturned by the 
commissions The out-of-court settlement ultimately negotiated prov:L.des 
for omission of certain proprietary business information from the 
filings.. "Bell Reaches Agreement with Texas PUC on New Ventures 
Information," State Telephone Regulation Report, October 24, 1985. p. 
11 e 
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occurrences involving other carriers including IT S Westo Indeed, a 

U S West attempt to overturn an FCC order requiring it to submit 

capitalization plans for unregulated operations (on the grounds that 

U S \vest is not, itself, a common carrier) was rebuffed by the lTeSe 

Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, which held that there was 

a legitimate regulatory interest 14 so that although the commission 

lacks "comprehensive authority over holding companies"15 it is a 

"necessary and proper" action under 47 USC 154(i).16 As discussed 

elsewhere herein, there are several RHC challenges pending to the FCC's 

powers to investigate, require reports, and set conditions on RHC 

diversification. The new, post divestiture, lack of cooperation on the 

part of the BOCs has been remarked on by others: "[u]nfortunately, the 

BOCs would not release much of their data, so information had to be 

obtained primarily from other consultants. '[The BOCs] hear "NATA" and 

you can kind of hear the mental doors slam'~"17 

Information on the actions of the state commissions is taken 

entirely from the questionaire NRRI distributed. Despite the expected 

difficulties in getting the questionaire into the hands of the "right" 

respondent,18 NRRI got responses from some forty of the fifty-one state 

14" ••. [T]0 make sure that the equipment subsidiaries are not 
undercapitalized so that they do not become a drain on telephone company 
revenuesc .... The Commission has a legitimate interest in discovering 
whether the regional companies are using revenues from regulated 
telephone operations to support their unregulated equipment businesses~" 
North American Telecommunications Association v. FCC, U.S.C.A. Seventh 
Circuit, 84-2216, 84-2853, 85-1425 (August 27, 1985), Slip Opinion, 
p ~ 18. 

15Ibid. 

16 I bid., p. 19 .. 

17peter Meade and Fredric Paul, "Interconnections," Communications
W~e~ November 19, 1985, p. 47, contrasting the attitude of the BOCs with 
"manufacturers, all the big interconnects, and the top three or four 
independent telcos .. " 

18Several of the questions asked whether certain services or 
activities were "regulated." Respondents were free to interpret 
"regulated. Some interpreted it to mean "tariffed," others to mean 
"subject to rate base rate of return regulation," still others to mean 
"offered by the regulated telephone company," and yet others 
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commissions that have jurisdiction over the telephone industry. Where 

we learned of commission dockets that would deal with jurisdiction 

over, regulation of, or recognition of revenues of the RHCs or 

nontelephone subsidiaries, we made arrangements to obtain copies of the 

decisions when they are released. These will be summarized in the 

NRRI Quarterly Bulletin. 

The Intent and Effect of the Divestiture 

The stated intent of the divestiture in the 1982 Consent Decree 

was to divide the telephone industry into two segments, one competitive 

or potentially competitive, and one monopolized and not potentially 

competitive& Very early, some critics suggested that competition in 

some portions of the "long distance toll" business (which had been 

retained by AT&T) might be very slow to develop, if it developed at 

all, while some portions of the "local exchange" business, retained by 

the Bell Operating Companies, might show fairly substantial amounts of 

competition in the near future. And, indeed, we were immediately 

inundated by the controversy over "bypass," a term that really means 

"competition in the provision of some service formally a monopoly of 

the telephone company." Simultaneously we were treated to the 

spectacle of the FCC attempting to further "level the playing field" 

for message toll services by randomly allocating customers who had not 

made an "election," presumably on the theory that the elaborate 

"equal access" provisions of the Consent Decree, which were causing 

billions of dollars in added and accelerated investments for local 

telephone companies, were not leading to "sufficiently competitive" 

toll markets "fast enough." 

In fact, the Bell Regional Holding Companies quickly became active 

interpreted "regulated" to mean "considered by the commission in 
determining the revenue requirement of the regulated telephone company .... 
We have not generally tried to reconcile these definitions, except in 
one instance where a staff member uSEd the term "regulated" in one of 
the latter two senses, and a commissioner, obviously using the term in 
one of the more restrictive senses, objected~ 
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in competitive marketse 19 The station equipment market appears to be 

relatively competitive (although market shares of the leading firms are 

high enough so that the Federal Trade Commission-Justice Department 

merger guidelines would appear to require that it be treated as "highly 

concentrated," and prohibit most mergers as tending to have 

anticompetitive effects).20 Moreover, some have entered such 

competitive markets as the publication of business directories, and the 

retail sale and servicing of computers, either by starting new ventures 

or acquiring existing firms. Indeed, some of these ventures and 

acquisitions are in foreign countries. The arguments in favor of these 

ventures and acquisions fall into two broad categories, both of which 

are versions of "economies of scope": these are natural extensions of 

existing activities and provide better utilization of plant, personnel 

and other resources; or these are markets that seem to be potentially 

related to future telecommunications markets (particularly inforrnation 

services and customer premises equipment) so there may be some future 

advantage to the activity even if none is apparent at present. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Competitive Activities 
of Utilities and their Holding Companies 

The disadvantages of the entry of public utilities or public 

utility holding companies into competitive markets are twofold: 

competitive markets are more risky, raising the cost of capital to the 

firm and its customers; and resources, financial and even intangibles 

19Southern New England Telephone (SNETCO) had begun to expand 
outside its service area, particularly for the provision of customer 
premises equipment (CPE) even before divestiture, and became fully 
active shortly after the Consent Decree was announced~ Study of 
SNETCO's experience is particularly instructive, since in most respects 
it predates the other RHCs by about a year" An important difference 
between SNETCO (and Cincinnati Bell) and the seven RHCs that were 
created by divestiture is theat the seven RHCs have many restrictions 
on their activities (particularly in toll, computer and "enhanced' 
services) stemming from provisions of the Consent Decree; these 
limitations do not apply to AT&T, SNETCO and Cincinnati Bell~ 

20See Chessler, Structure and Accounting. 
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like management attention, are diverted. leading to poor service for 

the utility's customers 0 The argument that these competitive ventures 

are extraordinarily profitable and provide some "contribution" in 

support of monopoly services is sometimes made, but does not appear to 

be valid generally. For the competitive ventures to support monopoly 

services in any way some portion of their revenue would have to be 

considered operating revenue of the utility and applied against the 

revenue requirement. This is not being done by state commissions 

except in a few cases such as "Yellow Pages" revenues that had been 

treated as operating revenues in most jurisdictions for almost a decade 

before the divestiture and reorganization. Alternatively, the 

competitive activity and the monopoly activity would have to share some 

resource without increasing the amount of the resource required, thus 

reducing the monopoly revenue requirement. Again, this is rare, since 

most of the competitive activities are being offered through 

subsidiaries~ The allegedly increased profitability of the competitive 

activities is unlikely to decrease the cost of capital to the 

enterprise, since economic theory maintains that in financial markets 

increased profitability occurs as a payment for increased risk or 

market power 0 

On the whole, commission experience with diversification by public 

utilities has not been goode The abuses of the 1920s led to the 

passage of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 which 

effectively forbade nongermane activities and vertical integration21 of 

electric utilities. 22 With the merger movement of the 1960's came a 

flood of new abuses in regulated industries, primarily transportation 

--------------------
21When a firm is a major supplier of a subsidiary or parent 

corporation they are said to be "vertically integratede" 

22The classic treatment of the pre-1935 situation is James Co 
Bonbright and Gardiner Co Means, The Holding Company: Its Public 
and Its Regulation (New York: McGraw Hill, 1932) a A good early 
treatment of the act is Robert H .. Tucker, "The Public Utility Holding 
Company Act of 1935: Its Background and Significance," Southern 
Economic Journal, vol" iv, nOG 4 (April, 1938), ppo 423-438-,,---
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and banking. 23 The Interstate Commerce Commission was forced to ask 

Congress for authority to regulate rail holding companies, and 

scrutinize transactions between railroads and other firmse 

In telecommunications similar problems had not arisene While there 

were some anticompetitive uses of market power by utilities, the 

financial abuses that led to poor service, high rates and bankruptcy of 

other utilities did not occur. 24 However, on April 20, 1982, Bell 

Canada restructured itself into a holding company with regulated and 

unregulated subsidiaries, effectively placing the unregulated 

activities outside the scope of regulation. In November, 1982 AT&T 

released its Reorg~nization Plan,25 but it was not until afterwards 

that it was learned the extent to which the Regional Holding Companies 

would have similar structures, and, more importantly, seek to diversify 

into unregulated activities. 26 Controversy arose because some 

23See Manley R. Irwin and Kenneth B. Stanley, "Regulatory 
Circumvention and the Holding Company, II Journa~~ Ec<?nomic Issues, 
vol. vi, nOe 2 (June, 1974). 

24See Chessler, "Appropriate Strategies," pp. 3-11. 

25AT&T, Plan of_Reorganization, U.S. v. Western Electric Company, 
Inc. and American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Civil Action 
82 -0 1 92, U. S. D. C. D. D .. C., De c em be r 16, 1982 .. 

26AT&T, Information ~tatement and Prospect~s, November 8, 1983, 
the document that conveyed information to shareholders about the stock 
distribution, described the new structures, long after the 
reorganization plan was approved on July 8, 1983. u.s. v~ Western 
Electric Co., Inc., 569 F. Supp .. 1057 (D.D.C .. 1983) .. The RHCs' 
creation of subsidiaries for activities such as Yellow Pages, 
previously offered by the BOCs directly, is shown in this document. 
There is no indication, however, that the RHCs intended to engage in 
competitive activities other than the "exchange telephone service" to 
which the Consent Decree restricted them. The extent of the 
non-germane activities was hinted in some waiver motions late in 1983, 
but the full extent did not become apparent until a few weeks after the 
divestiture on January 1, 1984.. As Judge Greene later said "No one 
connected with the negotiation, the drafting, or the modification of 
the decree envisioned that the Regional Holding Companies would seek to 
enter new competitive markets on a broad scale within a few months_ let 
alone a few weeks, after divestitu[r]e [T]his court •. ~ did not 
have the slightest belief or intention that ••. the Regional Holding 
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activities which had previously been performed by operating telephone 

companies had been moved to direct subsidiaries of the holding 

companies, and perhaps from regulatory purviewQ 27 From the Federal 

perspective, the situation was not so serious. The FCC was following a 

policy of deregulation, anyhow. Furthermore, the FCC found ample 

powers in the Communications Act to regulate the activities of a 

holding company in the GTE case. 28 Indeed, recent court interpreta-

Companies would seek to transform themselves from custodians of the 
nation's local telephone service into conglomerates from which such 
services was as best a pedestrian sideline ~.. u .. s. v .. vJestern Electric 
Co., Inc., 592 Fe Supp .. 846 (D.D.C~, 1984), pp. 858, 859 .. 

27Chessler, Comments on NYPSC/NECPUC, "Suggestions for an 
Investigation," and "Appropriate Strategies .... The New Directions: 
State _~egulation __ of Telecommunications: Sympos~um prOc~i1_ipg~~--vofume 
contains many papers on how state commission powers would have to be 
revised and enhanced to deal with the new structures. It should be 
pointed out that commissions in Delaware, the District of Columbia, New 
Jersey, Virginia, and Hest Virginia were reported to be holding that 
germane activities (such as Yellow Pages) are part of the operating 
company for consideration in rate cases, regardless of their position 
in the formal corporate structure. (See survey responses.) 

28As discussed elsewhere herein, the FCC held GTE, the holding 
company, to be a common carrier, similar to a resale carrier, and 
subject to section 214 of the Communications Act (the certificate of 
public convenience and necessity). The FCC's detailed justification 
for finding common carrier status for GTE is in Application of GTE 
Corporation to Acquire Control of Telenet Corporation, Memorandum 
Opinion and Order, 72 FCC 2nd 91 (1979) ("GTE-Telenet").. this order 
was never appealed. A similar determination that U S West and the 
other RHCs are common carriers was recently before the courts which 
ruled that, since the FCC has power to do what it did (mainly require 
reports) under the sections of the Communications Act, the courneed not 
find whether the FCC had, indeed, found the RHCs to be carriers. See 
Consolidated Application of AT&T for Transfers fo Interstae Lines, 
Memorandum Opinion and Order, 98 FCC 2nd 141 (1984), pp. 146, 152, 153 
("Consolidated Application"). See also Policy and Rules Concerning the 
funishing of CPE, Enhanced Services and Cellular Communications 
Services, CC Docket 83-115, Report and Order, 96 FCC 2nd 1117 (1983), 
pp. 1118 n. 3,1146-1147 (subjecting the RHCs to common carrier rules), 
and 1151-1152 (ordering clause applying sec tions of the Communications 
Act [47 USC 154(i), 154(j), 201-205, 214, 220, 221, and 403] which 
apply to common carriers but not those (47 USC 215, 218, 219] which 
apply only to holding companies). (Hereinafter "CPE Policy.") The 
rulings of the court are discussed below. 
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tions of the FCC's powers have been so broad as to permit the FCC to 

substantially insulate telephone utilities from the nongermane 

activities of their holding companies. 29 Some states may lack 

comparable authority, but legislatures could find ways to grant it@30 

We now find the District Court which has jurisdiction over the 

Consent Decree wrestling with the question of whether to permit the 

RHCs to engage in these nongermane and competitive activities) 

particularly when it has been alleged that there has been a significant 

decline in the quality of telephone service since the divestitureQ31 

RHCs argue that the quality of telephone service is not a concern of 

the Court. Without getting into the question of the Court's 

jurisdiction in matters of regulated telephone services, if unregulated 

activities of the Regional Holding Companies are affecting regulated 

services, the Court may be the only body with jurisdiction over the 

unregulated activities, except for whatever implied jurisdiction the 

FCC or state commissions may find. 

Thus it is the court that has been petitioned to restrict the 

nongermane activities of the RHCs, limiting their nongermane revenues 

to ten per cent of their revenues from the telephone business,32 and 

perhaps preventing them from offering common carrier cellular service 

outside their regular service areas. 33 The precise interpretation of 

29For a discussion of the breadth of FCC powers in a related 
context, see Richard McKenna, "Preemption under the Communications 
Act," Communications Law Journal, vol .. 37, no .. 1 (January, 1985), pp" 
1-69 .. 

30See the discussion herein of the powers the FCC has claimed and 
courts supported .. Also see Chessler, "Appropriate Strategies," pp. 
13-17, 53-66; and Honorable Stanley York, "Proposed Telecommunications 
Legislation," in New ~!rections :~ate Regulation_ of Telecommunica
tion~, pp .. V-I to V-Il. 

31UeS .. v .. Western Electric Corp., 592 F. Supp" 846 (D .. D~Cs 1984)" 
pp .. 861-863" 

32U.S. v .. Western Electric Corp .. , 593 F. Supp. 846 (D.D .. C " 1984) ~ 
p" 872 .. 

33Anna Zornosa, "Judge Greene Tells BOCs He Will Not Ease 
Restrictions," CommunicationsWeek, January 20, 1986, po 1. 
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the restriction on "nongermane" activities has become controversial, 

since some of the activities the RHCs now consider nongermane may be 

subjected to utility regulation (cellular radio and, perhaps, shared 

tenant services come to mind), and others may be counted by some 

operating telephone company--the BOC (Yellow Pages comes to mind, but 

many other examples might be found). Furthermore, many of the 

nongermane activities are "startup" situations or otherwise 

unprofitable, so a revenue criterion is even harder to apply_ (The 

unprofitability is substantial; Bell Atlantic reported that its 

competitive sector as a whole has lost money this year [when comparing 

this with results of other regional holding companies, all of which 

appear to be losing money on nongermane activities, note that Bell 

Atlantic did not put Yellow Pages and some other profitable activities 

into its competitive section].) 

One major reason for undertaking this study is that the RHCs have 

shown a remarkable divergence in their strategies. Some have engaged 

in a wide variety of acquisitions and joint ventures~ Others have 

preferred to extend existing activities into new fields_ And some have 

done both. A state commission, in viewing some action of another 

commission for possible adaptation, should be aware of the differences 

among the RHCs, information that is difficult to acquire in any 

systematic way. 

The Current Controversies with Respect to 
Structure and Activities of the RHCs 

The present controversy over the structure of the RHCs involves 

their transfer of new ventures, traditional but nontelephone ventures, 

and even some telephone ventures into firms which are, nominally at 

least, beyond the reach of state regulatory commissions. The best 

known of these situations are the ones involving Yellow Pages and 

customer premises equipment, where a.ctivities that were ordered 

retained by the operating compa.nies so that the revenues might support 

local rates were transferred to the regional holding companies where 
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any benefits redound to the shareholderse 34 While Yellow Pages is a 

historic "cash cow," with no significant competition in prospect, 

the profitability of CPE has always been doubtfu1 35 and appears a 

particularly poor prospect in today's more competitive environment. 36 

The controversies over the new activities are twofold: they 

involve the diversion of RHC resources into activities which are not 

traditional for communications common carriers, which are outside their 

service territories and even overseas; secondly, where such expansions 

have occurred through acquisition the controversy as to whether risk to 

the ratepayer (particularly risk of diminished service quality) is 

being increased becomes particularly troublesome 0 

The third major controversy occasioned by the new RHC structures 

is the possible increase in certain headquarters expenses and the 

transfer of some activities such as purchasing, which were customarily 

34RHCs have claimed that this organization protects the telephone 
companys' ratepayers against the greater risks of inherently competi
tive activities. (See NYNEX response quoted in Chessler, Comments on 
NYPSC/NECPUC, ppe 34-35 and appendix page labeled "FILE NET 1113a" In 
fact, thestructure appears to increase cost to the ratepayers (in
creased risk and volatility raise the cost of equity capital) compen
sating benefit (an appropriate share of the profits). "Standard and 
Poo~~" has downgraded United Telecommunications, Inc. 's notes, 
debentures, and preferred stock. The rating agency said that while 
United's regulated telephone operations remain financially strong the 
financing of the US Telecom subsidiary represents va growing for the 
parent and 'meaningfully raises United is overall risk'. "on the 
News," Telecommunications Reports, vol. 51, no. 36, September 9, 1985, 
page 34.. (Emphasis in the original .. ) Evidence as to the way the 
financial markets view RHC diversification is discussed below.. Only 
Bell Atlantic lets the telephone companies continue to provide 
directory advertising. 

35Economic Implications and Interrelationships Arising from 
Customer Interconnection, Docket 20003, 61 FCC 2nd 766 (1976), pp. 
850-853, and 855-857 citing studies in New York, Vermont and 
Massachusetts, including the carriers' own EDC studiese See especially 
paragraphs 212 and 221 which conclude that CPC is being subsidized by 
other servicesa 

36Laurel Nelson-Rowe, "Two Years of Hard Lessons: Sonecar Cuts 
Back OA Effort after Stalled Push," CommunicationsHeek, August 26~ 

1985, P0 1, citing more competition and price cutting than expected. 
The issue of competition in the CPE market is discussed in more detail 
below" 
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done by operating companies, into headquarters groups 0 These problems 

do not differ in nature or degree from previous situations involving 

captive manufacturer and supply units or "license fee contracts" and 

precedents for appropriate state commission handling are decades 

old .. 37 

It is in the area of new activities that the RECs show the 

greatest differences. Bell Atlantic has had a very active acquisition 

program, purchasing subsidiaries in the cellular radio, computer and 

CPE markets. Pacific Telesis has been doing the same $ Both these 

companies have been active abroad, Bell Canada with its MAl computer 

retail chain in Canada, and Pacific Telesis with its Incomnet unit 

providing communications consulting in India and Chinae 38 An 

intermediate case is Southwestern Bell, which has acquired directory 

publishing operations from Contel and others, and is publishing 

directories in under contract to Telecom Australiae 39 Southwestern 

Bell is the only REC to announce the publication of a competitive 

"Yellow Pages" directory in the territory of another telephone 

company .. 40 As discussed below, Southwestern Bell had had the most 

37 See Chessler, "Suggestions for an Investigation," ps 13 .. 

38"BOC Monitor," CommunicationsWeek, September 9, 1985, po 10 .. 
"Incomnet" comes from Pacific Telesis' International "Intelligent 
Communications Networks .. " 

39John Mulqueen, "sw Bell Buys Directory Firm from Contel for $120 
Million," CommunicationsWeek, July 15, 1985, po Ie Southern New 
England Telephone, as noted elsewhere, began its expansion a year 
earlier than the other RHCs. Like most of the other RHCs its expansion 
has been primarily internal, but unlike most of the others it attempted 
to become national rather than remain regional.. (It has recently 
reverted to regional operations.) 

40It will be distributed to all residents and business in GTE's 
service territory in Pinellas County, Florida (St~ Petersburg, 
Clearwater Tarpon Springs). "Notes in the News," Telecommunications 
Reports, vol. 51, nO e 44 (November 4, 1985), pm 43.. Southwestern 
Bell's purchase of the assets of New York Yellow Pages, Incm a 
publisher of neighborhood "blue book" directories and trade-specific 
"Yellow Pages" may also represent additional competition for NYNEX's 
Yellow Page if Southwestern Bell Publications is able to put more 
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successful Yellow Pages operations of the BOCs prior to divestiture, 

and Yellow Pages advertizing is the most rapidly growing of the major 

media, with high profit margins of twenty-five to thirty per cent~ 

Most of the other RHCs have been sticking closer to their service 

territories, and growing internally. 

The RHCs seem to be finding a niche in the integrated voice-data 

portion of the CPE market. The size and growth of this market segment, 

and the effectiveness to date of the RHCs' approaches, are discussed 

below. Briefly, there is less customer interest than the RHCs had 

hoped, and some authorities think the RHCs have not approached the CPE 

market effectively. 

A Digression on Offshore Activities 

Prior to 1925 AT&T was quite active overseas, establishing 

telephone companies and manufacturing plants in Britain, Belgium and 

elsewhere@ In that year it arranged an exchange of properties with 

ITT, whereby ITT got AT&T's foreign properties (hence ITT manufactures 

"Bell Telephone" equipment in Belgium), and AT&T got ITT's domestic 

telephone operations. 41 Since then AT&T has not been active 

internationally, marketing Western Electric products through 1TT42 

until recently, and divesting itself of its holdings in Bell Canada 

over a period of years culminating in 1972. In view of AT&T's long 

history as a purely domestic company, regulators and others were 

surprised when a few of the divested Bell Regional Holding Companies 

showed interest in foreign markets. 

resources into the operation than New York Yellow Pages, Inc. could~ 

See "Southwestern Bell Publicatlons Buys New York Yellow Pages, Ups 
Involvement in Venture," Telecommunications Reports, vol. 51, no. 33 
(August 19, 1985), p. 8. Through acquisitions Southwestern Bell now 
has directory publishing operations in forty-five states" "sw Bell 
Unit Aquires Another Directory Company," CommunicationsWeek, October 
14, 1985, p. 50. 

41Anthony Sampson, The Sovereign State of ITT, (Greenwich~ Conn,,: 
Fawcett Crest, 1974), ppo 23, 101. 

42Sampson, ITT, p. 23. 
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If foreign operations, whether consulting, construction, or 

operational in nature, were purely peripheral to the principal business 

of the RHCs, and were clearly undertaken as "targets of opportunity," 

there lught be less cause for regulatory concern. However, the Pacific 

Telesis Incomnet subsidiary appears to be exposing its parent to the 

high risks of the very volatile international consulting, contracting 

and construction markets, while Bell Atlantic's MAl Canada subsidiary 

is a permanent overseas operatione Even apart from the inherent risks 

of the businesses these companies are in, by their location they expose 

their parents to risks of exchange rate fluctuations: if the 

subsidiaries attain any substantial size this can only raise the cost 

of equity to the parent. 

Apart from the exchange rate matter, which is an "insurable" risk, 

the main objections to the RHCs engaging in overseas operations appear 

to stem from unfamiliarity and preconceptions ("Bell is domestic 

only"), and the particularly high risk of some of the activities~ 

FCC Regulation of the RHCs 

The FCC has power to regulate telecommunications holding 

companies. There are three principal sources of this power: 

1. The FCC has direct power to investigate and require reports of 
holding companies, stemming from sections 215, 218, 219, 221 and 
222 of the Communications Act (47 USC 215, 218, 219, 221, 222).43 
Section 4(i) allows the FCC to make and enforce rules pertaining 
to these powers. The full scope of these powers, while obviously 
substantial~ is unknown since in most recent matters the FCC has 
chosen to exercise other powerso 

2.. The FCC has substantial "ancillary" power under sections 1 and 
301 of the Communications Act (47 USC 151, 301)~ While it has 
been relying on these sections more for setting the pattern of 
regulation of common carriers than of holding companies, the FCC*s 
seeming ability to use section 1 in particular to prevent state 
commissions from acting in ways that sections 2(b) and 221(b) 
(47 usc 152(b), 221(b» seem to reserve to the states suggests 

43Sect ion 222 appplies to "record" carriers. In addition to 
Western Union, it might apply to some specialized and value added 
carriers .. 
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that the FCC would be able to find in its general mandate 4q. 
sweeping authority over holding companies as welle 

3. The FCC has held that telecommunications holding companies, or at 
least those that derive a substantial portion of their revenues 
from ownership of communications common carriers, to be themselves 
common carriers. 

It is the third approach, that of determining telecommunications 

holding companies to be common carriers, that the FCC has been 

upon for regulatory purposes. Thus, this brief discussion of recent 

FCC actions with respect to investigation and regulation of the Bell 

RHCs will concentrate on the FCC's finding holding companies to be 

common carrierso 

The GTE-Telenet Decision 

In 1979 GTE Corporation, a holding company owning several 

communications common carriers, a "service corporation" and some 

equipment manufacturing companies which did business as suppliers to 

those common carriers, sought to acquire Telenet Corporation, the 

parent of Telenet Communications Corporation, a common carriere 

Neither GTE Corporation nor Telenet Corporation did itself provide 

communications services, and neither thought itself to be a common 

carrier. Nonetheless, the FCC held them to be common carriers, saying 

"(o]ur decision to require GTE and Telenet to file a Section 214 

application and secure our approval before consummating the merger of a 

wholly owned subsidiary of GTE, of GTE, and Telenet, the parent of 

44"For the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce 
in communication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as 
possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, 
Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with 
adequate facilities at reasonable charges oee and for the purpose of 
securing a more effective execution of this policy by centrali 
authority ••• and by granting additional authority with to 
interstate and foreign commerce in wire and radio communication .. 
47 USC 151 .. 
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Telenet Communications Corporation, a certificated common carrier was 

based on an examination of the actualities of the transaction~"45 

In its order on reconsideration quoted above, the FCC found that 

the Commission '4. has interpreted "carrier" in the context 
of Section 214 to include persons seeking to enter the resale 
communications fielde4o& GTE is a "carrier" in the sense in 
which that term has been consistently employed with respect to 
resale communications [and] [i]t is beyond dispute that our 
present policy would require GTE, if it were to enter the resale 
market directly or through a subsidiary, to file an application 
pursuant to Section 214 of the Act. 46 

The FCC went on to claim that 

Congress made the exercise of FCC jurisdiction turn upon direct 
and indirect control rather than corporate fictionso$oe Thus, 
[GTE] urges that GTE Corp. is not a "carrier" &40 because it 
does not provide common carrier services itself, ~"0 that it is 
not acquiring Telenet's facilities but only the ownership of the 
corporation itself ~ and that it will not operate Telenet IS 

facilities because Telenet will remain a separate corporation.~. ~ 

It is legal sophistry to argue (1) that GTE, a company with over 
$4 billion in telephone revenues is not a "carrier" because all 
of its revenues are derived through subsidiaries and the company 
itself has no assets, and (2) that a company does not acquire the 
assets of another company when it acquires all of its stock&~~~ 

45Application of General Telephone & Electronics to Acquire 
Control of Telenet Corporation, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 72 FCC 
2nd 91 (1979). ("GTE-Telenet .. It) 

46GTE-Telenet, 72 FCC 2nd 91 (1979), pp. 95, 96, citing Resale and 
Shared Use, 60 FCC 2nd 261 (1976), p. 316. The definition of resale is 
ibid .. ppo 271-274.. "Value added" and "resale" carriers need not own 
facilities or have radio licenses; indeed, the FCC states that "brokers 
do not take actual control of the leased facilities (ibid .. , po 27) but 
"processors" do (ibid .. , p. 274). The FCC noted that Western although 
regulated as a common carrier, was for the most part a "reseller" of 
facilities leased from the Bell System. (ibid., pp. 266, 297 n. 73). 
This circumstance may provide a precedent for state commissions which 
have regulated Western Union even though it did not own physical 
facilities in the state. 
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[the FCC] is not free to "disregard [the] .... 
such intercorporate relations."47 

actualities in 

The FCC found that the "courts have repeatedly recognized that 

the" definition of "carrier" in 47 USC 153(h)48 is "circular and 

unhelpful .. "49 The FCC then analysed the legislative history of Section 

3(h), incorporating by reference its discussion in Resale and _Shared 

Use. 50 The FCC examined the legislative history of Section 214, and 

argued that it is broader than Section 1 (paragraphs 18-22) of the 

Interstate Commerce Act, from which it is derived. 51 

The FCC's extensive discussion of its powers over holding 

companies and the applicability of various sections of the 

Communications and Interstate Commerce Acts to particular factual 

situations may be relevant to some state commissions. So, too, may be 

47GTE-Telenet, 72 FCC 2nd 91 (1979), pp .. 95-96, quoting Rochester 
. Tel .. Corp v .. U.S., 307 US 125 (1939) and GTE's "Reply Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim Upon Which 
Relief Can Be Granted," ITT v. GTE, (No. 2754, U.SoD.C .. , Hawaii): 
"The fact that GTE is a holding company did not prevent it from being 
subject to the jurisdiction of the ICC prior to 1934 and does not now 
prevent it from being subject to the jurisdiction of the FCC" (po 
23). 

48"'Common carrier' or 'carrier' means any person engaged as a 
common carrier for hire, in interstate or foreign communication by wire 
or radio ••• except where reference is made to common carriers not 
subject to this Act; but a person engaged in radio broadcasting shall 
not, insofar as such a person is so engaged, be deemed a common 
carrier. 

49GTE-Telenet, 72 FCC 2nd 91 (1979), p. 97, citing NARUC v. FCC, 
525 Fe 2nd 630 (D.C.C., 1976), cert. denied 425 U.S. 992 (1976), 
NARUC v .. FCC, 533 F .. 2nd 601 (D .. D .. C .. ·,--i976). 

5060 FCC 2nd 261 (1976), pp. 305-307, noting that the decision to 
regulate resale carriers was affirmed on appeal. AT&T v~ FCC, 572 F~ 

2nd 17 (Second Circuit, 1978) .. 

51GTE-Telenet, 72 FCC 2nd 91 (1979), p .. 99, quoting extensively 
from General Telephone Co. of the Southwest v. U .. S., 449 Fe 2nd 846 
(1971). 
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the FCC's admission that "we have often proceeded 'under Section 214 

and/or Section 310, without always stating clearly which [we were] 

relying on' ,,"52 

FCC Application of Common Carrier Regulation to the 
Bell Regional Holding Companies 

Although the FCC's actions in the GTE-Telenet merger were never 

appealed, the FCC considers them to be settled" More recently, the FCC 

has been consistent in holding the Bell Regional Holding Companies to 

be Common Carrier-so These holdings have been appealed~ and the 

results, while generally supporting the FCC's requirements, have not 

clearly supported the common carrier status of the RHCs as the basis 

for the FCC's actionss 

In 1983, reconsidering the application of the separate subsidiary 

requirements for CPE, Enhanced Services, and Cellular Services to the 

divested Bell Operating Companies, the FCC said r'[t]hroughout this 

order the term BOC is used interchangeably with the term Regional Bell 

Operating Company (REOC) unless otherwise noted~"53 The ordering 

clauses stated that " .... "pursuant to ...... 47 USC 154(i), 154(j), 

201-205, 214, 220, 221 and 403 ...... the provisions of s .... 47 CFR 

64 .. 702 are applicable to NYNEX, Atlantic Bell Companies [sic], Bell 

South, Southwestern Bell, American Information Technology Corp .. , U uS" 

52GTE-Teleriet, 72 FCC 2nd 91 (1979), p~ 105. 47 USC 310 deals 
with transfers of radio licenses, and involves public interest reviews 
similar to those involved in 47 USC 214.. "For reasons of administra
tive convenience" the FCC "routinely require[s] applicants ..... to file 
both Section 214 and Section 308 applications,," Ibid .. (Section 308 
deals with initial applications and renewals, and section 310 with 
transfers.. Section 309 is procedural, dealing with the "public 
interest, convenience and necessity" [47 USC 309(a)] reviews required 
under section 308 .. ) 

53 policy and Rules Concerning the Furnishing of Customer Premises 
Equipment, Enhanced Services and Cellular Communications Services 
by the Bell Operating Companies, 95 FCC 2nd 1117 (1983), pm 1118 n .. 3. 
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West [sic], Pacific Telesis Group ...... 54 Of the stated authorities, 

only 47 CFR 221 applies to holding comppanies; the other sections of 

title II apply to telephone companies. This order does not seem to 

have been appealed. 

In 1984, reviewing the transfer of assets between AT&T and the 

BOCs to implement the Consent Decree, the FCC, relying on its 

GTE-Telenet Decision, held the Regional Holding Companies to be common 

carriers. 55 Relying upon the decisions of the District Court with 

jurisdiction over the 1982 Consent Decree, the FCC further argues that 

"the !primary purpose' of the regional holding companies was to 

'serv[e] the Operating Companies and facilitat[e] their 

telecommunications functions."56 It is perhaps significant that 

Jeffrey Blumenfeld, while Chief of the U .. S. v .. AT&T Staff at the 

Department of Justice, expressed the view that, so far as the 1982 

Consent Decree is concerned, the Regional Holding Companies are 

actually the operating telephone companies,,57 One may speculate as to 

whether the Bell Regional Holding Companies preference for calling 

themselves "Regional Bell Operating Companies" is an implicit 

recognition that they are actual operating telephone companies 

was forced to divest certain local service telephone operations 

certain companies) and did so into seven corporations with 

54 I bid., ppe 1150-1151 .. 

55Consolidated Application of AT&T and Specified Bell tern 
Companies, 98 FCC 2nd 141 (1984), p. 152, modifying 96 FCC 2nd 18 
(1983), po 64, no 142 .. ("Consolidated Application.") 

AT&T 

.56"Brief for Appellee," U S West v" FCC, U .. S .. C~A@ DmD.Co, nos. 
84-1448, 84-1451 (March 5, 1985), p. 3, n .. 2, quoting "United States 
Western Electric Co., Inc., 592 F. Supp. 846 (D.D.C. 1984), p. 861 
Many similar remarks can be found elsewhere in this order 

57Chessler, "Appropriate Strategies," p. 35 n. 45, a 
remark by Nr .. Blumenfeld at the "New Directions"· SymposiuTI1® The 
justification for this view' of the status of the RHCs as carriers seems 
to be that the Consent Decree established the RHCs to local 
telephone service, so they are "holding themselves forth in a common 
calling even if they actually provide the service through facilities 
owned by others (their own subsidiaries in the case at hand). See U 
Department of Justice, Competitive Impact Statement, 47 FR 7170 
(February 17, 1982), at po 7174. Also u.S. v. AT&T, C~Ao 82-0192, 
(D.DeC.), Slip Opinion January 13, 1986, ppe 2-3, no 2. 
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sLlbsid.iaries ~.58 AT&T avered that the "holding company structure 

will cause no in the extent of state regulation of the 

BOCs .•. $ "59 

In its briefs in U S \,vestVs appeals of the "Consolidated 

ion" the FCC argues that it has authority under other sections 

of the Communications Act to regulate the RHCs, and that in particular 

i statutory mandate could not be limited by the corporate structure 

that a company to carry out its business purposes or by 

distInctions that are of no practical significance~"60 However in its 

brie s the FCC now argues that it has not decided the issue of whether 

u ~iJes t is ~ - . 61 . common carrler, Slnce "it 'saw no need' to decide the 

ques tion at that time .. 62 The U" S,' Court of Appeals in VJashington 

dismissed U S Hest's ,63 without finding whether or not U S West 

was a common carrier. 

U"S" v Western Electric Co , Inc. 
nOm , (December 16, 1982), speaks 

of RHCs and BOCs; the term REOC is not found therein. In the 
orde rultng on the plan the court referred to "Regional Companies" and 
said "(e]xcept where the distinction appears to be significant, the 

es and the Operating Companies will be referred to 
herein as the 
Inc w, 569 Fe 

ing Companies®" UeS" v Western Electric Co., 
1057 .D .. C. 1983), p .. 1062 ne 3" The 

"Information Statement and Of AT&T filed to inform 
sha.reholders of the stock distribution also uses the terms RHC and BOC 
(defined, p 3) and" es 1) 

on, p~ 451 ___________ , __ ~c __________ _ 

60" to 
a10 v FCC, U@Sm C 
1, 1985), pm 2 and 
813~ 822 (198L~) 

61"Brief for 
nos 84-1Lt48~ 

ition to Hotion to Dismiss," U S vJest, Inc", 
A. n D.C case nos. 84-1448, 84-1451 (February 
p 3, ne 2, quoting 56 Radio Reg. 2d. (p & F) 

6 p 11~ cit Consolida. ted cation, 96 FCC 2nd 18 
983), p" 6L!. n 142" 

6 "B 0 C tor 1 " C~mmunicationsHeek, December 30, 1985, p" 12. 
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In a related matter the u.s. Court of Appeals for the Seventh 

Circuit recently ruled that the FCC has authority under the "necessary 

and proper" clause of the Communications Act, 47 USC 154(i) to require 

the submission of capitalization plans for separate subsidiaries, even 

though it was "denied comprehensive authority over holding companies" 

in the Communications Act. 64 Indeed, the court held "[bloth the 

telephone line and the equipment attached to that line are within its 

regulatory reach, and the Commission cannot be prevented from 

regulating vrrthin its proper domain by the creation of paper entities; 

it can pierce the corporate veil in order to prevent frustration of its 

regulatory taskse"65 

The District Court's Attitude toward RHC "Diversification" 

Within weeks of the divestiture (January 1, 1984) the Bell 

Regional Holding Companies began to petition the court to allow them to 

engage in activities which would otherwise be prohibited by one or 

another of the restrictions of the 1982 Consent Decree. 66 These 

petitions can be distinguished from the many petitions the court 

disposed of in late 1983. 67 The 1983 petitions dealt with services 

that were normally provided by local telephone companies at the time, 

but under conditions that appeared to violate one or another clause of 

the decree. These 1983 petitions were granted quickly. 

64North American Telecommunications Association v. FCC, U.S~ C.A. 
7th Circuit, nos. 84-2216,84-2853,85-1425, (August 27, 1985), Slip 
Opinion, ppo 18-19. 

65Ibid, po 20, citing Computer & Communications Industry Assin 
v. FCC, 693 Fe 2nd 198 (D.D.C. 1982), p. 213. 

66U• S . Ve Western Electric Co., Inc .. , 592 F. SUppQ 846 
(DeD.C. 1984), po 859, n .. 47. Cf. ibid .. , p .. 858, expressing the 
astonishment of all parties tha~this should have occured "before the 
implementation of equal access and before the companies' commitme~lt to 
an efficient and economical telephone operation could be tested .. 

67For example, see UeS. v. Western Electric Co .. , 578 F .. Supp 
643, 653, 658, and 662 (DoD.C., 1983). 
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The 1984 petitions were of a different nature~ The RHCs were 

requesting permission to perform activities that had not been performed 

by Bell telephone companies before divestiture A The Justice Department 

commented that the petitions might amount to "'second phase' 

restructuring of the American telecommunications industryo"68 At the 

Department of Justice's suggestion the court established a general 

framework for dealing with the requests .. 69 From the court's point of 

view there were two sets of issues: "whether the peti tioning Regional 

Holding Company has made 'a showing' that 'there is no substantial 

possibility that it could use its monopoly power in the market it seeks 

to enter'''; 70 and whether "the court should refrain from taking a 

restricted view of its responsibilities" or "should measure the 

potential effect of entry on the decree's overall objectives~"71 

The court's discussion of the potentially anticompetitive aspects 

of RHC diversification will not concern us here .. However, the court 

devoted a great deal of attention to the potentially deleterious 

effects of RHC diversification upon telephone services.. The court was 

at pains to point out that it had modified the decree "to permit the 

Regional Holding Companies to publish the Yellow Pages and to market 

customer premises equipment, and it stated that this was being done to 

ensure the viability of the local companies and to reduce upward 

pressures on local telephone rates ... ~ [and] to provide that the 

plan of reorganization .... be .... ~ approved by the Courte"72 

The court waxed wroth at the RHCs, pointing out that none of the 

decree's architects 

68U .. S .. Department of Justice, "Memorandum," April 4, 1984, quoted 
in U~S. v. Western Electric Co., 592 F. Supp. 846 .D.C., 1984) p. 
850 n .. 2 .. 

69 U8 .. v. Western Electric Co., 592 F .. Supp .. 846 
p .. 850 ne 2. 

70 I bid", p. 851. 

71 Ibid .. , pp" 851, 855" 

72Ibid .. , p" 856 
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had in mind that there would be many new Regional Holding 
Company ventures in such a relatively short time;73 [and] 
this Court ••• which ••• drafted e •• section VIII(C)--did 
not have the slightest belief or intention that within a very 
short period of time the Regional Holding Companies would 
seek to transform themselves from custodians of the nation's 
local telephone service into conglomerates for which such 
service was at best a pedestrian sideline~74 Moreover, e e 

a wholesale departure from the status quo at this time would 
no~ be in the public interest •••• 7S 

The court cited several reasons for its conclusions, and most 

of these are of concern to regulators as well~ 

A principal problem is that the diversion of capital and 
managerial resources in the pursuit of outside ventures may 
impede the implementation of equal access ••.• 76 Under the 
decree, the Operating Companies' basic responsibility is to 
provide local telephone service to the public~ The Plan of 
Reorganization, in turn, established the Regional Holding 
Companies for the primary purpose of serving the Operating 
Companies and facilitating their telecommunications 
functions •••• [The] programs the Regional Holding Companies 
are formulating, and the priorities the companies seem to be 
assigning to these programs, constitute a serious threat to 
their obligations •••• 77 Bell Atlanti.c argues that its waiver 
requests must be granted even if diversification into new 
business will raise the company's cost of capital and divert 
the attention of its management from providing telephone 
service ... 0 .. 78 To the extent that the Regional Holding 
Companies' future business goals are responsible for the 
current service failures, the present Opinion may assist them 
in redirecting their focus on their primary role as providers of 

73U.S. v. Western Electric Co., Inc~, 592 F .. Supp. 846 (DoDeC., 
1984), po 859. 

74 I bid., p. 859. (Footnotes omitted; emphasis supplied.) 

75Ibid., p. 860. (Emphasis in the original.) 

76Ibid., p. 860. "These careful predictions do not instill 
conf idence that the capi tal and other resources of the Regional Holding 
Companies will be used to provide equal access and not for the pursui t 
of the outside ventures now being contemplated by these companiesa" 
Ibid. p. 861 .. 

77 I bid., p. 861. This stated purpose bears on the FCC's 
considering the RHCs to be common carriers. 
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local telephone service. 79 Diversification is also believed to 
have a negative effect on local rates~ The Regional Holding 
Companies must obtain the funds for their new ventures from some
somewhere, and e $. [t]hese requests [for rate increases ".. may 
stem from the need to raise capital for outside ventures, lavish 
advertising campaigns, and the construction of plants and hiring 
of staff suitable for what the Regional Holding Companies consider 
themselves to be--diversified conglomerates which are fast out
growing their modest and relatively pedestrian telephone origins. SO 

The Regional Holding Companies assert that all these problems 
and fears are outweighed by the benefi ts they would. derive from 
diversification, iee.) their ability to attract more capital and 
increase revenueG~ [to] enhance its financial viability by 
reducing its overall risks .,," [and] pass on its savings from 
lower capi tal costs to the ratepayers G" ". These arguments are 
~rrone?_~_~ every ~espect ,,81 [T]here is noevid-encethe Regfonal 
Holding Companies Y cost of capital would decrease as a result of 
diversificationo 82 Despite the representations now made by some 
of the Regional Holding Companies, it is unlikely that their new 
business ventures would produce supracompetitive profits which 
could be used for other purposes" .. ~ 0 [i ] f [they] were able to m" .. 

it would indicate that they were abusing their monopoly power .... 
[P]rofits would probably not exceed those earned by others $." 

and little ,,_. would be left over to provide financial assistance 
to the companies' telephone operations. 83 [E]ven if the Regional 
Holding Companies could, somehow, reap significant profits from 
their outside ventures they would not use them to benefit their 
regulated telephone affiliates. In fact. the opposite appears to 
be true. 84 [T]he Regional Holding Companies contend than an 

_._---_._------

79I bid .. , p .. 863. (Footnote omitted,,) 

80 I bid .. , po 863 .. 

81 I bid., p. 863 .. (Emphasis suppliedo) 

82Ibid., p~ 863, citing the role of regulation in reducing risk to 
the util i ty.. "Thus, to the extent that a Regional Holding Company 
raises funds jointly for both its competitive ventures and its regul
lated services, the cost of capital may be lower for the ive 
venture (because it will be averaged with the lower capital costs of 
the utility) but higher for the regulated telephone services The 
ratepayers will ... ® be subsidizing G~" the competitive venture[s]." 

84Ibid",, p~ 864, quoting RHC statements that the earnings of the 
Companies belong to the shareholders and are not automatical 
reinvested in the same enterprisee 
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enterprise which is narrowly limited in scope cannot attract the 
talent required for quality performanceeeee [T]he energies 

of the G~" Regional Holding Companies could G." be directed 
toward improving local telephone service rather than pursuing 
extraneous ventures •••• and continue to attract the talent they 
seek .. 85 

In ruling on the specific waiver requests the court said it would 

not consider requests to offer interexchange services until "the 

Regional Holding Companies lose their bottleneck monopolies and there 

is substantial competition in local telecommunications service .... 86 

"Similar considerations govern the appropriateness of entry of the 

Regional Holding Companies into the information services and equipment 

manufacturing markets. tl87 Note that both Cincinnati Bell and Southern 

New England Telephone Company, which are not so restricted, have 

entered the interexchange market, the first as a reseller, the second 

as a facilities-based carrier. 

State Commission Reactions to RHC "Diversification" 

The actual and potential problems of these expansions and acquisi

tions are ones that state commissions are particularly ill-equipped to 

deal with.. The FCC's powers of investigation (in sections 215, 218 and 

219 of the Communications Act) and its implied powers (in section 1) 

may sufficient to enable it to force holding companies to give adequate 

resources to their common carrier subsidiaries, and even to restrict or 

eliminate nongermane subsidiaries which are burdens to the provision of 

"an efficient nationwide network,," With its present policy of 

deregulation the FCC is unlikely to act until serious deteriorations in 

service have already occurred, even though poor service is likely to 

lead to long term (perhaps permanent) loss of markets by telephone 

companies through such forms of competition as .. bypass .... 

85Ibid .. , p .. 866 .. 

86Ibid., p. 868. Note the reference to RHC, as distinguished from 
local service monopoly. 

87 I bid .. , p .. 868 e 
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It is difficult to characterize the reactions of the state 

commissions to RHC dtversification~ There are fifty-one commissions 

with jurisdiction over telephone, and forty-nine of them have 

j urisdi ct ion over Be 11 Operating Companies e 88 Thus, it is not 

surprising that NARUC did not participate in the District Court?s 

proceeding in early 1984 (discussed at length above) to set the rules 

for RHC requests for waivers of some of the provisions of the 1982 

Consent Decree: no consensus has arisen0 

In 1982, after the signing of the Consent Decree, but long before 

the extent of the nongermane activities of the divested RHCs became 

apparent,89 the NARUC Committee on Utility Diversification released a 

report. 90 The report was occasioned by the activities of all types of 

utilities. 91 FCC, Congressional and Justice Department actions were 

considered in the committee's 1982 report,92 as were the diversification 

88All local service in Alaska and Hawaii is provided by non-Bell 
companies.. AT&T is a part owner of satellites and cables serving these 
states, but such interstate service is in the FCC's jurisdiction. 

89See above for Judge Greene's discussion of the surprise he and 
the other architects of the Consent Decree felt when waiver requests 
began to arrive within weeks of divestiture. 

90Honorable Stanley York, etG a1 .. , "Report of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on Utility Diversification," in Paul Rodgers, ed., Proceedings: Ninety
fourth Annual Convention and Regulatory Symposium, (Washington: National 
Association of Reguiatory Utility Commissioners, 1983), pp" 863-996.. The 
Committee was reconstituted and prepared a short report in 1984, limited 
to negotiations on proposed amendments to the Public Utility Holding 
Company Act of 1935 See Honorable Stanley York, ete al .. , "Report of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Utility Diversification," in Paul Rodgers, ed., 
Proceedings: Ninety-sixth Annual Convention and Regulatory Symposium 
(Washington: National Association of Regulat-ory Utility Commissioners, 
1985), pp" 1016-1024. (Hereinafter "1982 Report," 1982 Proceedings, 
"1984 Report," and 198~!roc~~dings , respectively .. 

91"1982 Report," p. 867" 

92The "1984 Report" v.JaS limi ted to ssional efforts to amer!d 
Public Utility Holding Company Act, ~Nhich affects only electric and gas 
utilities, see p@ 1016 Some of the reasons for the omission of 
telephone utilities from the Act are discussed in Chessler, Appropriate 
Strategies~ ppe 2-5 
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efforts of AT&T and the independent telephone companies, but, signifi

cantly, not the divested BOCs or RHCs.93 Even so, the Justice 

Department placed the NARUC Committee's report 94 before the District 

Court in the 1984 proceeding on waiver requests, which the court quoted 

in its ruling .. 95 

Direct NARUC reactions to BOC and RHC diversification are harder to 

find. At the November, 1984 NARUC convention there were four floor 

resolutions pertaining to telecommunications of which two dealt with 

access charge and separations matters and one with customer-owned coin 

telephones.. "Resolution Supporting Favorable Action by the Federal 

Communications Commission on Waiver Requests Filed by Certain Bell 

Operating Companies" dealt with BOC efforts to "expand their product 

line by offering complimentary [sic] new services such as Digital 

Termination Systems or by providing new product line [sic] offerings 

services not previously available such as Local Packet Switching with 

Protocol Conversion .... Arguing that the availability of such services 

would "provide new revenue sources o;ee to support local service rates 

and minimize rate increases" NARUC urged the FCC to "expeditiously 

and affirmatively acto" 96 Note that the NARUC action supported german~ 

telecommunications activities of the BOC, that whether or not provided 

by separate subsidiaries could reasonably be considered "above the 

line" for regulatory purposes® The probability that such activities 

would prove sufficiently profitable to help provide rate relief for 

93"1982 Report," pp@ 868,909-928 .. 

94Reports of NARUC Committees do not represent policy positions of 
NARUC unless adopted by a resolution$ See Rodgers, ~1~9~8~4~:~~~~~~, 
ti tIe page $ 

95U .. S .. Ve Western Electric Co , Inc, 592 F@ SUppe 846 
1984), p .. 865, quoting Department of Justice Memorandum of 
21, 1984, p .. 8, quoting in turn, NARUC Ad. Hoc Committee on 
Diversification, "Report," October, 1982, p .. 81. "Regulators shm~ld 
not divert diversified earnings from shareholders to subsidize rates 
except as ratepayers may deserve a share of those earnings to the 
extent that ratepayers are put at substantial or identifiable a 
additonal risk .... 

96Ro dgers, 1984 Proceedings, ppe 432-433 .. 
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local service is addressed above (quoting the District Court) and below 

(quoting press reports on RHC financial results to date)e Review of 

the reports of the NARUC Executive Committee and Committee on 

Communications 97 indicates that while NARUC and its committees were 

investigating many aspects of the relationships among the BOCs, the 

RHCs and BellCore in 1984, no resolutions or reports dealing 

specifically with nongermane activities were considered~ A resolution 

in support of legislation to permit BOCs to provide "information 

services" and to manufacture telecommunications equipment was approved 

by the Staff Subcommittee on Telecommunications in November, 1985, but 

the Committee on Communications tabled it for further studYG 98 

"State Commi.ssions have at times restricted corporate 

reorganizations and have prevented the formation of holding companies 

(as in the case of Rochester Telephone--New York Public Service 

Commission Opinion 78-5) .. "99 Hore recently, individual states have 

begun to examine the issues involved in RHC diversification.. In 1984 

the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) held a 

symposium on state regulation of telecommunications.. Several of the 

papers dealt in part with the changing industry structure and the 

regulatory problems posed by nongermane activities on the part 

of holding companies .. 100 However, the principal thrust of most of 

97 paul Rodgers, "1984 Report of the Executive Committee," 
November 27, 1984, and Edward B Hipp, etG aIm, "1984 Report of the 
Committee on Communications, in Rodgers, ed .. , 1984 Proceedings, ppm 
491-564, and 741-833~ 

98"Calls for Lifting Computer II, Some MFJ Restrictions on BOCs 
Highlight Discussions at Annual NARUC Convention, as Speakers Cite Need 
to Rethink Assumptions in Current Competitive Era; Enhanced Offerings 
Could Contribute to Local Rates States Believe," Telecommunications 
Reports, vol" 51, no .. 47, (November 25,1985), pp .. 4,34,. 

99" 1982 Report," p .. 910" 

100The seventeen papers and seven panel discussions were published 
as New Directions: State Regulation of Telecommunications (Olympia: 
Washington State Legislature, Joint Select Committee on Telecommunica
tions; and University of Washington, Graduate School of Public Affairs, 
1984)& 
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the papers was on the need for selective deregulation in competitive 

situations~ The Washington legislature did enact telecommunications 

legislation which empowered the WUTC to regulate all of 

communications common carriers on a similar basis, as appropriate, and 

to deregulate telecommunications markets in which it found effective 

competition to exist 101 Although some of the papers at the conference 

dealt specifically with legislation to enable the \V'UTC to deal more 

effectively with telecommunications holding companies, the legislation 

that was passed did not deal with these issueso 

The California PUC has issued a notice calling for hearings on 

utility diversifications The public staff prepared a report which 

concluded "[t]here are hardly any benefits to utility customers from 

increased utility diversification. Instead, increased diversification, 

especially within a holding company structure, presents a myriad of 

opportunities and temptations to holding company headquarters and 

affiliates to milk the resources of the utility. Public Staff has 

experienced only problems and pain in trying to investigate trans

actions between utilities and affiliates to assure that utility 

management and ratepayers are not being disadvantaged."102 (The public 

staff recommended that utility diversification should be "reversed," 

that the PUC should deny applications to create holding companies, that 

the PUC should "permit diversification only into related fields," and 

that this should be done only "through subsidiaries wholly owned and 

controlled utili ties ~ .. ) 103 The California PUC has not 

acted yet on the hearings@ 

In many states hearings have been held on specific issues of 

utility diversification, often in the context of rate casese Some 

101Sharon L Nelson "Was 
Flexibility Act " Public ________________________ ~ __ -L 

New Regulatory 
vol 117, no 1, 

January 9, 1986, pp , at ppe 

102William Re Ahern, Director, Public Staff Division, "Positi.on 
of the California Public Utilities Commission's Public Staff Division 
on the Regulation of Utility Diversification in California," (October 
28, 1985), p" L" (" Diversification in California ~ .. ) 

103"Diversification in California, p" l" (Emphasis 
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states have held hearings on specific holding company issues stemming 

from the divestiture; where these were uncovered by NRRIfs survey they 

are reported below$ So far as can be ascertained, however, no state 

regulatory body has yet established an overall policy on telecommunica

tions utility holding companies or on nongermane diversification by 

telephone companies a 

So far as can be ascertained from the survey results, perusal of 

state commission orders, and press reports of commission actions, no 

state commissions are emulating the FCC by "ignoring" corporate 

structure. Commissions appear to be recognizing intercorporate 

divisions but asserting authority over the transactions that cross 

those divisions. Colorado's attempt to reverse the transfer of Yellow 

Pages assets, and New York's scrutiny (and reported cancellation) of 

the Yellow Pages contracts are examples of the later approach. The 

practice of "imputing"104 Yellow Pages revenues which many states are 

foilowing 10S might be interpreted as either approach: that is, as 

ignoring the corporate divisions or as asserting jurisdiction over 

transactions between affiliates. In the few instances in which the 

orders are clear as to what is being done, the latter approach seems to 

be being followed: the commission appears to be "correcting" an 

"improper" transaction. 

Individual state regulatory commissioners have expressed views on 

the subject of RHC corporate structure and diversifications From 

reading commission orders and the trade press, and from conversations 

with individual commissioners we have drawn some tentative and 

admittedly subjective impressions~ It appears that many see the RHCs 

trying to use separate subsidiaries to evade legitimate regulatory 

scrutiny. Some see RHC diversification into markets remote from 

l04Us ing, for rate case purposes, an amount other than that shown 
the books of account of the carrier, whether the amount shown on the 
books of an affiliate or some other, calculated, amounte 

lOSSee Chessler and Clark, "Yellow Pages .. " 
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traditional telecommunications as threatening the viability of basic 

local telephone service. However, many see operating telephone company 

diversification into markets that are closely related to the 

traditional position as the "gateway" to the telecommunications network 

as essential if the operating telephone companies are to survive, 

prosper, and continue to provide basic services at "affordable rates,," 

Current Experience with Respect to the RHCs 

Divergent Corporate Strategies 

With its acquisition of SORBUS and MAl Canada Ltd., both well 

established firms servicing electronic equipment including computers, 

and the Compushop chain of computer stores, Bell Atlantic would appear 

to be a prime example of a company diversifying into new fields. Yet, 

alone among the RHCs, Bell Atlantic has left Yellow Pages advertising 

revenues in to its operating telephone companiese At the other 

extreme, BellSouth, Southwestern Bell and U S West have moved telephone 

directory operations into a subsidiary of a subsidiary.106 (Neither 

Cincinnati Bell nor Southern New England Telephone, which are being 

voluntarily divested by AT&T, has moved the provision of telephone 

directories from the operating telephone company.)107 

l06BeilSouth National Publishing is a subsidiary of BellSouth 
Advertising and Publishing. Southwestern Bell Yellow Pages is one of 
several subsidiaries of Southwestern Bell Publications. West Direct is 
a subsidiary of Landmark Publishing, which is a subsidiary of U S West0 

l07 The New York Public Service Commission, reversing a hearing 
examiner appears to have decided that the contract by which New York 
Telephone transferred Yellow Pages to NYNEX's subsidiary is 
unreasonable, has "disapproved it, and said it will impute to New York 
Telephone revenues that would have heen earned had the transfer not 
taken place,," "NY PSC Says NYT Directory Publishing Transfer to NYNEX 
Subsidiary is not 'Reasonable V," Telecommunications Reports, vol. 51, 
no. 35 (September 2, 1985), p. 6. The text of this order has not yet 
been released. In Wyoming, the PSC staff recommended that Mountain 
Bell take competitive bids for rights to publish Yellow Pages; the 
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Consider, too, that to a far greater extent than the other RHCs, 

Bell Atlantic has been expanding into new fields by acquisition. 

Acquisition of other firms, whether competitors, suppliers, customers, 

or merely in related businesses has been an unusual practice in the 

Bell System since the 1913 Kingsbury Commitment* Indeed, Bell 

Atlantic's re-entry into the CPE market was done through acquisition of 

established firms, Telecommunications Specialists, Ince, and 

Tricontinental Leasing CorporationG The other Bell companies have been 

more likely to expand into new markets through their internal 

resources and the establishment of new subsidiaries~ For example, 

NYNEX opened its own chain of DATAGO computer retail stores in its 

service territory, and only recently expanded the chain to Rochester. 

New York, an independent enclave surrounded by New York Telephone 

service territory, and to Bell Atlantic's territory in New Jerseye 108 

This is not to say that either approach is superiore Recently stock 

prices of "high tech" firms have been substantially below their highs, 

so Bell Atlantic may have viewed the amount it paid in excess of the 

asset value of the firms as a bargain compared to the high costs (and 

the opportunity cost of lost business while establishing a new 

subsidiary) .. 

PSC has not yet acted. "Wyoming PSC Investigating Transfer of Bell 
take competitive bids for the rights to publish Yellow Pages; the 
Directory Assets to U S West," ~at~_ Telephone Regulation Report, 
August 29, 1985, pm 10~ The possible sympathy of the courts with 
these approaches is foreshadowed by a recent decision by the eighth 
circuit that white pages directories are copyrightable material; in 
dicta, this decision found a public interest in the support directory 
revenues are supposed to provide to local service.. "u .. S.. Court, 
Reversing Lower Tribunal, Finds Telephone Company Directory 
Copyrightable II Telecommunications Reports, vol 51, no .. 38 
(September 23, 1985) ,-p:-T7~-HutchinsonTelephone Co .. v~ Fronteer 
Directory Company of Minnesota, Inc@, UeS .. C~A .. Eighth C .. , No~ 

84-5129 (August 11, 1985, Opinion), pp., 8-9@ Similar strategies 
were suggested in Chessler, Comments on NYPSC/NECPUC, pp. 7-8, 33-35, 
and "Appropriate St rategies ,-"-pp ::-24-z7;3{;-37;5T,-63-64 

108"Notes on the News," Telecommunications_Repor~, vol .. 51, no .. 8 
(September 23, 1985), p .. 40 Fredric Paul, "Interconnec tions ," 
CommunicationsWeek, November 25, 1985, p 28@ Although Bell Atlantic 
purchased Compushop Inc. in 1984, it has no sales locations in New 
Jersey. 
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However, one reason "high tech" stocks have been relative bargains 

recently is poorer than expected earnings growtha Indeed, many firms 

have reported losses and cutbacks. Most of the RHCs have not been 

reporting the operating results of their nongermane activities but have 

reported total company operating results and the results of their 

telephone company subsidiarieso The difficulty this practice creates 

for analysis lies in the telephone directory operations which are 

highly profitable. Southwestern Bell did report directory operations 

separately, and these amounted to almost ten percent of the holding 

company's net incomeQl09 Indeed, Southern New England Telephone 1 s 

unregulated sales subsidiary, Sonocor Systems, has been closing sales 

outlets outside of the Northeast, and even closing computer and sales 

outlets in Connecticut, moving these to telephone company locationse 

Reportedly, these retrenchments are due to "red ink .... 110 

Service and Supply Corporations 

One of the ways the Bell Operating Companies benefit from being 

part of a larger organization is through the sharing of some corporate 

overhead functionse Many of these are of the sort formerly provided by 

AT&T's General Departments as part of the "License Fee Contracts@" 

Others, such as procurement, were once provided by Western Electric, 

and more recently by the BOCs themselves, but are now (in most RHCs) 

109Net income was $256.9 million in the third quarter, of which 
sales in 1984 of Yellow Pages directories contributed $21 million$ 
John Mulqueen, "All Seven Bell Holding Companies Report Higher Earnings 
for Quarter, If CommunicationsWe~~, July 22, 1985, p .. 29.. Historically, 
Yellow Pages publishing is very profitable, with margins of twenty
five to thirty percent@ Recently Yellow Pages advertising has grown 
faster than every other advertising mediums John Mulqueen, "S~>j Bell 
Buys Directory Firm from Contel for $120 Million," Communicati~IlsW~e!:. 
July 15, 1985, p 45 .. 

110Laurel Nelson-Rowe, "Two Years of Hard Lessons: Sonecor Cuts 
Back OA [Office Automation] Effort after Stalled Push," 
CommunicationsW~~~, August 26, 1985, pe 1@ 
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provided by at least in service III Indeed, of all 

the Boes only Pacific Telephone continues to do all procurement for 

itself and its former subsidiary~ Nevada Bell.. At the other extreme, 

NYNEX, Southwestern Bell and U S West have completely centralized 

procurement in subsidiaries of the holding company, leaving no 

procurement organizations in the BOCs~ The remaining RHCs have divided 

the procurement responsibility between centralized procurement 

organizations and the BOCs@ In a few instances112 separate service 

corporations do not exist, and such services are provided directly by 

the corporate parent. In a few other instances,l13 some of the 

services are provided by subsidiaries of the telephone companies, while 

others (such as general oversight and strategic planning) are provided 

by the parent0 114 

The inclusion of the services and supplies corporation as a 

subsidiary of the operating companies in BellSouth and U S West has 

significant regulatory implications.. Not only is it "easier" for state 

commissions to investigate subsidiaries of regulated companies than 

their holding company parents, but the question of costs and 

disallowances does not have to arise if the regulatory body 

"consolidates," using accounting methods, the service subsidiary with 

its operating telephone company parent0 If the regulatory commission 

were to include the investment and expenses of the subsidiary in the 

revenue requirement, and treat the revenues is, the payments from 

the operating telephone company to the services subs as 

operating revenues, then, if all the services are allowable, and in 

reasonable amounts, there need be no regulatory effect from performing 

IllTelephony s Directory and Buyers Guide, edition 
issue (Chicago: Telephony PublishiniCorp~984), pp .. 320-324 lists 
the names and authorities of purchasing organizations~ 

112SNETCO, and Southwestern Bell follow this pattern, and Pacific 
Telesis provides no centralized procurement services for its sub
sidiaries" 

113BellSouth, NYNEX, and U S West follow this pattern q 

11~·Cincinna ti Bell has a deals with the 
general trade as well), but CBI provides other corporate services 
through its parent holding company 
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these services in a subsidiary. Where the services and supplies 

organization is not a parent or subsidiary of the operating telephone 

company. such consolidations lack so obvious an accounting basis 

Still, accounting techniques can be used to consolidate the affiliates 

if the commission can adopt a legal basis for doing so$ Naturally, the 

commission's authority to "pierce the corporate veil" is highly 

dependent upon its legislative mandate, but it has been done~115 As 

explained below, accounting can become a problem in the event of 

disallowances. 

In this vein, when rumors arose that NYNEX proposed to have its 

procurement subsidiary, NYNEX Material Enterprises (NME), provide 

services and products to non-NYNEX companies, the New England 

Conference of Public Utility Commissioners wrote to the Justice 

Department. 

NECPUC recommended that, since NME's profits would stem from the 

volume generated by purchasing for New York Telephone and New England 

Telephone, NME should be established as a cooperative or joint venture 

with the telephone companies, arguing "if NME's work was done on a 

cooperative or joint venture basis, those dividends would flow to 

NYNEX's operating companies, thus reducing their costs."116 Actually~ 

treating the flow of NME's dividends as operating revenues would offset 

the telphone companies' revenue requirements; it would not affect their 

costs, in the sense of reducing their expenditures for equipment and 

supplies.. It would increase the cash available to the utility for 

modernization or other purposes (as NECPUC argues), but (subject to 

their legal authority to do so) commissions could increase cash avail

able to the utility by reducing its dividends to its parents.. Most 

state commissions also have jurisdiction over securities issues 

115For further discussion see Chessler- Appr?priate Strategies, 
includes a discussion of the Canadian Radio-Television and 
Telecommunications Commission's "principle of integrality.... See also 
North American Telephone Association v .. FCC, U .. S .. CgA~ 7th C .. , nos 
84-2216, 84-2853, 85-1425 (August 27, 1985), Slip Opinion, pp .. 18-19~ 

116Quoted in "NYNEX Procurement Subsidiary Should Be Joint Venture 
with Phone Firms, Regulators Say," Telecommunications Reports, vol .. 51, 
no .. 47 (November 25, 1985), p. 46. ---.--.------.- ----
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regulated utilities, and might find use for this authority if they felt 

the utility were neglecting service quality@ The New York PSC's order 

to New York Telephone to modernize its service offerings by providing 

additional services (to prevent bypass) is discussed below .. 

The six New England commissions petitioned the District Court to 

deny NYNEX's request for a waiver" They stated that NYNEX Material 

Enterprises (NME) gets substantial discounts from its suppliers, but 

sells to the telephone subsidiaries at approximately the market prices, 

earning "profi t rra..argins m g w mucl1 higher than the rates of return 

allowed or earned by either operating company."117 The New England 

commissions pointed out that this might amount to an anticompetitive 

subsidy to NMEo They recommended that NME be a subsidiary of the 

operating companies so that the profits would flow through to the 

ratepayers = 118 

In public utility lore there is a long history of corporate parents 

foisting expensive services of dubious value upon the utility, the 

costs to be recovered from ratepayers 119 While few particularly 

note-worthy examples of this can be pointed to in telecommunications, 

utility commissions have, from time to time, disallowed portions of the 

"License Fees" or other arrangements by which Bell and non-Bell 

telephone companies have compensated their parents, or excess profi ts" 

earned by supply subsidiaries (generally defined as "more than the 

allowed return of the telephone company",,)120 In addition, commissions 

117"OPPosition of All New England State Regulatory Commissions 
to the Request of NYNEX Corporation to Provide Procurement and Support 
Services to Unaffiliated Companies," U .. S .. v .. Western Electric Company, 
C .. A .. No .. 82-0192, D~Cm D .. D C .. , January 15, 1986, p .. 2.. (Herein after 
"NECPUC Opposi tion~ .. ) 

118 to NECPUC Opposition," pp ® 2-3 

119James C .. Bonbright and Gardiner C. Means, The Holding Company: 
It Public Significance and Its Regulation (New York: McGraw Hill, 
1932) .. ---.-

120The most recent example is In re New England Telephone and 
Telegraph Company, Vermont PSC Docket No .. 5001, Order of December 13, 
1985 at 55-62. Cited in "NECPUC Opposition," po 5, which described it as 
"a labor intensive and inherently imprecise effort to create an 
after-the-fact cure for improper expenditures .... 
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have, on occas ion, audi ted speci f ic expendi tures and found that ,"hile 

they were lawful in nature and reasonable in amount, they were for 

the benefit of unregulated activities of the utility, and that charging 

them to the ratepayers was impropere 121 

Accordingly, the RHC provision of services and supplies to the 

BOCs, whatever the corporate structure, involves no new issuess The 

practice whereby BOCs purchase supplies from a corporate affiliate 

which charges a mark-up was investigated by the FCC in the aftermath of 

Docket 19129. 122 One reason for the investigation was that when 

the purchases are capitalized the supply affiliate's profit is embedded 

in the rate-base, so the utility earns "a profit on a profit"--more 

than it would earn if it had purchased the supplies directly.123 It is 

for this reason that some commissions have sought to reduce the 

ratebase by the profit earned by the supply affiliate, even if it was 

reasonable, and the FCC proposed to have purchases from affiliates 

debited to separate subaccounts of the plant accounts in the original 

Notice in the Uniform System of Accounts docket, 78-196,,124 Another 

121The NARUC audit of Bell Communications Research is a recent 
example discussed belowq Other examples involving AT&T and GTE date 
back nearly forty years, as discussed in the case of Western Electric. 
The FCC's investigation of AT&T in the Walker Report recommended 
disallowances, but the war intervened before any action was taken.. The 
Walker report is discussed in Chessler, "Appropriate Strategies," pp@ 
8-9, and sources cited therein .. 

122The FCC was never able to draw up rules for competitive 
procuremnt by the Bell System, to implement its decision in docket 
19129 and recently cancelled the docket it had established in 1981 .. 
"B.O .. C .. Monitor, II Communicationsl,veek, September 19, 1985, p.. 16 
"FCC Terminates Inquiry into BO-Cs-Procurement Practices," 
NARUC Bulleti~, no .. 38-1985, September 23, 1985, p .. 11, citing FCC 
Mimeo 85-496 September 9, 1985 

123No such double profit is earned for supplies that are expensed~ 
If the affiliate's return on investment is the same as the utility's, 
the cost to the ratepayer and return to the shareholder are the same as 
if the utility had purchased expensed supplies directly.. The other 
reason for the FCC's action was to promote competition in the euipment 
markets by reducing AT&T's domination of the purchasing decisions. 
"FCC Terminates Inquiry," p .. 11 .. 

124Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, CC Docket 78-196 (Revision of 
System of Accounts), 70 FCC 2nd 719 (July 21, 1978)~ 
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reason for opposing captive suppliers is that any practice of "forcing" 

the operating companies to purchase from a captive supplier (as alleged 

would reduce competition in the manufacturing and distribution of 

telecommunications equipmente This objection was a root of the 

antitrust suit that led to the divestiture. 

Accounting in the Service Corporations is a problem. If some of 

the services must be disallowed in whole or in part, the commission 

must somehow determine the amount of disallowance. Because such 

disallowances are a possibility, the commission's interests would be 

better served if the services subsidiary has a "project cost" type cost 

accounting system for its major projects. The "budget decision 

packages" which the AT&T General Departments adopted in the late 1970s, 

largely at the behest of NARUC, might, with suitable refinements, be a 

basis for such accounting~ Unfortunately, the state commissions (and 

the FCC for that matter) lack explicit legal authority to prescribe 

accounting systems for non-utilities~ However, since regulatory bodies 

have rather broad authority to determine the form and nature of the 

evidence upon which they will base their decisions, state commissions 

can exert a great force of "moral suasion" upon the affiliate of the 

utility. Indeed, these circumstances appear to call for regional 

negotiations or even a regional generic hearing so that the several 

state commissions do not impose conflicting and irreconcilable 

accounting requirements upon the utility. 

Bell Communications Research 

In the course of the divestiture AT&T separated those activities 

that were of primary benefit to local telephone operations or the BOCs 

into a corporation variously called "The Central Services Organi

zation," Bell Communi cat ions Research, and BellCore ~ BellCore' s 

staff was taken from Bell Telephone Laboratories and the AT&T General 

Departments. It was said at the time that the functions being 

transferred to BellCore were those which should be provided 
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nationally,125 or could be provided more efficiently by one research 

and standards setting organization than by seven~ 

Since BellCore is intended to be a national organization 

basic and applied research in telecommunications and helping set 

technical standards for the entire intercity network, an argument can 

be made that all local telephone companies, Bell and non-Bell, should 

be permitted or even required to purchase its stock and contribute to 

its "core" projectse 126 While BellCore is permitted by its charter to 

do research for non-RHC Bell companies, AT&T and the former "associated 

companies" (and presumably for the non-utility subsidiaries of the 

Regional Holding Companies), this has not, in fact, developed into a 

significant portion of its business. 127 But, before the divestiture, 

it was an argument with respect to Bell Telephone Laboratories, too, 

that it should be supported by a "tax" on the whole industry, and not 

just the eighty-two per cent served by Bell operating companies. 

After the initial controversies as to whether BellCore was 

providing research for the benefit of the BOCs, the RHCs and their 

125The 1982 Consent Decree requires the divested BOCs to maintain 
a central organization to set network standards. Also, there is 
to be a central office to provide services to the Defence Department 
and other federal agenciese 

126Those projects which are of such a fundamental nature as to be 
of value to all BellCorefs owners are designated "core" projects. and 
participation is mandatory~ 

127 NARUC Multi-State Audit Team's Investigation of Bell Communi
cations Research, __ Inc.: __ A Report to the. Staff Subcommittee on Ac~ouns~, 
National Association of Regulatory Utility Co~missioners, three volumes 
(Washington: National ASsociation of' Regulatory Utility Commissioners, 
1985) .. See vole 1, p. 5,15-19,43,45,55-56,94-103. BellCore 
revenues from AT&T were $7 to 8 million; from the former "associated" 
companies, II Cincinnati Bell, and Southern New England Telephone, to 
25 million; and from others, $20 to 21 millione Vol" 1, p~ !j·S. 
BellCore believes that to do research or development for "third 
parties" (as distinct from collecting fees or royalties for third party 
use of research or development done for the RHCs) it would need a 
waiver from the District Court.. Vol. 1, p .. 99.. (Hereinafter AuCL~J:. 
Reporte) 
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other subsidiaries, or even AT&T,128 two of the RHCs, BellSouth and U S 

West tried to calm the situation by transferring their BellCore stock 

to their BOC subsidiaries$ While this does improve the appearances of 

the relationships, the substance remains unchanged: the RHCs control 

BellCore~ In five cases the control is direct; in two cases it is 

indirect, through RHC control of the BOCs. But it is this fact that 

the conglomerate RHCs control a research facility that is paid for 

by utility ratepayers that remains one of the most controversial 

aspects of the reorganization~ Furthermore, the controversy has been 

exacerbated by one recent event: the aforementioned NARUC audit of 

BellCore. 

The NARUC Committee on Accounts conducted an audit of BellCore. At 

this writing BellCore has not responded to the findings, but the report 

recommended three major "disallowances" and several minor ones. The 

first major point was that BellCore is conducting research into the 

provision of WATS-like services. Since the BOCs are not now permitted 

to provide interLATA services, and any eventual provision of such 

services by the RHCs may be through non-BOC subsidiaries, the audit 

report recommended that this research not be charged to BOC ratepayersQ 

Secondly, BellCore is also conducting research into manufacturing 

quality control, since the BOCs are purchasers of equipment for which 

they must set standards of quality assurancee The audit report 

recommended that this cost be borne by the equipment manufacturers, who 

are ultimately responsible for the quality of what they produce. 

Thirdly, some of BellCore's research is "applied research" into 

products which is made freely available to manufacturers,,129 

Cellular Subsidiaries 

All the regional holding companies created subsidiaries to provide 

cellular servicese In most instances these are subsidiaries of the 

128An unlikely eventuality, but one that was seriously considered. 

129Audit Report, vol. 1, contains summaries of the recommended 
disallowances at various levels of detail. The total expenditure in 
these three areas totaled about $115 millione Vol. 1, ppe iii, 6& 
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holding company, rather than the operating telephone companiese 130 In 

some instances these are joint ventures with other "wire-line" 

telephone companiese Bell Atlantic acquired a subsidiary to provide 

paging services, as welle Before divestiture all Bell Operating 

Companies had provided mobile telephone and paging services using 

"conventional" technologies. 131 Again, some structures are more 

convoluted than others: Cincinnati Bell created a "nonoperating" 

subsidiary, Cincinnati Bell Enterprises, and Cincinnati Bell Cellular 

Systems is a subsidiary of Cincinnati Bell Enterprises; and Bell 

Atlantic Mobile Systems and A Beeper Company Associates are both among 

the subsidiaries of the Bell Atlantic Enterprises subsidiary of Bell 

Atlantic. 

However, the subsidiaries providing cellular telephone services 

appear to be communications common carriers, and hence regulated by 

state commissions to the extent states have the statutory power to do 

so, and regulation is not precluded by some future FCC preemption. 

While the corporate structure may require some innovative theories to 

permit any potentially "above normal" profits from cellular services to 

be used to keep down the rates for basic services provided by the BOC, 

such imputations should be possible for states wanting to make them. 

Whether there will be any substantially above normal profits is another 

matter: with two providers of cellular services in each market 

procompetitive policy on the part of the FCC and the state commission 

may reduce the rate of return in the various cellular markets to levels 

commensurate with the risks.. Furthermore, local commission ratemaking 

130No RHC has made a cellular system a subsidiary of a BOC. Most 
BOCs have retained their conventional land mobile operationse 
Ameritech also has a mobile services subsidiary as a direct subsidiary 
of the RHC. U S West's Northwestern Bell BOC has a paging subsidiary. 
Only SNETCO did not have to establish a separate subsidiary for 
cellular but has effectively done so since it participates in a 
consortium with NYNEX and two independent telephone companies. 
Southern New England Telephone Co., An·~lUal Report, 1983, p" 22 .. 

131Federal Communications Commission, Statistics. of Commo~ 
Carriers, year ending December 31, 1982, table 16, line 180. 
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practice for the special forms of access required by cellular operators 

may, by careful selection of the costing theory to be used and 

judicious attention to the way the theory is applied, result in the 

local telephone companies collecting, in the form of access charges or 

intercarrier settlements, much of whatever above normal profits remain 

after competitione 

The RHCs and Predivestiture AT&T 

Many parallels can be drawn between the present structures of the 

n:~gional holding companies and the predi vesti ture structure of AT&T .. 

Before divestiture AT&T's principal subsidiaries were the Bell 

Operating Companies and Western Electric.. There were some minor direct 

subsidiaries that provided services to the regulated sector (such as 

195 Broadway Corporation and Empire City Subway Corporation) but most 

unregulated activities were subsidiaries of the Western Electric 

Corporation. For example, Teletype Corporation, Nassau Metals 

Corporation, Manufacturers Junction Railroad, and the Sandia 

Corporation fell into this category.. The principal difference between 

AT&T and the other telephone holding companies was that AT&T alone was 

an operating company as well (thorough the Long Lines division)e Since 

divestiture, only Cincinnati Bell and Southern New England Telephone 

Company follow this precise patterns 

At one time it was thought that the pattern the RHCs follow would 

essentially immunize the holding company from both antitrust and 

regulatory scrutiny: from antitrust scrutiny by claiming that the 

holding company was a utility; from regulatory scrutiny by claiming 

that the holding company was not an operating utility® A series of 

cases involving GTE in the 1970s showed that such a holding company 

could be subjected to the antitrust laws and the Communications Act as 

well$ (Some of these are discussed abovea) For a Bell Regional 

Holding Company today, the applicability of the Federal Communications 

Act and the FCC's jurisdiction is unquestioned; the controversies are 

over the extent to which state commissions can extend their jurisdic-
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tions beyond the operating telephone companies in their states into the 

parent company and into subsidiaries which are not telephone companies. 

Wisconsin in 1949 (Re Wisconsin Telephone Company, 80 PUR (NS) 482 

(1949)), and California in 1954 (Re Pacific Telephone & Telegraph 

Comp~ny, 5 PUR 3rd 396 (1954)), in cases involving AT&T and Western 

Electric, established that a state could look into the affairs of an 

unregulated parent or affiliate to determine whether the prices charged 

for goods and services supplied the utility were reasonable. 132 This 

scrutiny included the profits earned by the affiliate. However, the 

issue since divestiture and reorganization is state scrutiny of 

activities which may be competitive with regulated activities,133 or 

which may involve redirection of revenues previously considered 

operating revenues,134 or which may involve spreading the resources of 

the RHC into a variety of new markets which may strain the RHC's 

financial and managerial ability to provide good telephone service, and 

whi.ch may, by increasing the overall risk of the enterprise through 

establishment or acquisition of enterprises in highly competitive 

markets, raise the cost of capital to the utility.135 The the thrust 

of the following part of this report is on how the state commissions 

have begun to deal with the second set of problems. State adjustments 

132Many other states have investigated Hestern Electric's price, 
the prices charged by other affiliated manufacturers, and the prices 
charged by holding companies to their telephone company subsidiaries 
for management, financial, research and other services. 'fuile these 
investigations have not always resulted in disallowances, they 
established the principle of "piercing the corporate veil" where there 
may be a discernible effect upon utility rates or a "conflict of 
interest" between the utility and some other member of the holding 
company group. More to the point, they should be valid precedents for 
investigations of affiliates of a utility. 

133 Cellular telephones compete with traditional mobile telephone 
offered by all Bell companies. 

134Examples are the profits from Yellow Pages advertising or 
provision of customer premises equipment. 

135Adjustments can be made to the estimated cost of capital to try 
to insulate the utility from the increased risk, but finance theory 
provides little help in doing so. 
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for the costs of services supplied to Bell Operating Companies by the 

RHCs and BellCore (then called the Central Services Organization) were 

summarized in the NRRI Bulletin in , 1984; services 

provided by central purchasing organizations and other entities that 

the RHCs may establish pose no additional problems for regulators. 

The RHCs and Their Subsidiaries 

The company descriptions that follow are taken from a variety of 

sources as shown in the footnotes. It is perhaps significant that 

respondants at the state commissions were usually unable to provide 

accurate descriptions of the corporate relationships of the Regional 

Holding Companies unless they did some research, checking with the 

carrier or its parent.. Indeed, we sometimes found telephone company 

spokesmen had difficulty in accurately explaining their corporate 

structures. Furthermore, some of the RHCs are engaged in such 

aggressive programs of acquisition and reorganization that no published 

report can long remain accurate.. Therefore, we must acknowledge that, 

despite careful cross-checking and updating, some errors may remain in 

what follows .. 

While many analysts seem to be of the opinion that the financial 

condition of the BOCs is good, there is some controversy as to the 

extent to which their diversification contributes to their financial 

soundnesse In the words of Glenn Parfumi of Dean Witter Reynolds, 

"What's so wrong with the telephone business?" Pointing to regulated 

returns approaching fifteen percent on equity, "it's a great business .. 

I'd Stop trying to be something I'm note"136 Table 1 summarizes the 

recent financial results for the RHCs& The results themselves are 

discussed below .. 

In the aggregate, the RHCs still get about ninety-five per cent of 

their revenues from local service a Furthermore, they are reluctant to 

136Quoted in Janet Guyon, "Branching Out: Regional Phone Firms 
Press Diversification, Seek Changes in Rates: Otherwise They Fear Lost 
in Customers to Companies with New Technologies: Are They Reaching to 
Far?" Wall Street Journal~ November 25, 1985, p .. 1, at p .. 22", 
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TABLE 1 

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF THE SEVEN BELL REGIONAL HOLDING COMPANIES 

Earnings Per Share Return on Equity Per Cent 
Revenues Per 9 Mos. 9 Mos. Pct. 9 Mos. 9 Mos. Per 1983 1985 Per Cent Total 

(Billions) Cent Ending Ending Chng. Ending Ending Cent Price Price Change Return 
Company 9/30/84 9/30/85 Chng. 1984 9/30/84 9/30/85 9 Mos, 9/30/84 9/30/85 Chng. 12/31 12/1 in Price Inc. Div. 

AIDerit $6.2 $6.7 8.1% $10.17 $8.10 $8.49 4.8% 15.2% 15 .2i. 0.0% $66 $99.125 50.2% 64.3% 
Bell At 5.99 6.76 12.9% 9.94 7.51 8.25 9 .9;~ 13 .5% 14.27. 5.2% 65 99.50 53.1% 68.2i. 
BellSou 6.99 7.8 11.6% 4.28 3.06 3.60 17.7% 13 .5% 14.9% 10.4% 28 44.625 59.4% 73.7% 
NYNEX 7.06 7.65 8.4% 10.10 7.66* 7.92* 3.4% 13.78% 14.37% 4.3% 62 91.875 48.2% 63.0% 
Pac Tel 5.8 6.3 8.6% 8.46 6.45 7.16 11.0% 13.5% 14.3% 5.9% 56 79.375 41.7% 56.5% 
Southwest'n 5.3 5.9 11.3% 9.04 6.78 7.69 13.4% 13 .2% 14.2% 7.6% 59 80.25 36.0% 50.6% 
U S West 5.4 5.8 7.4% 9.24 6.61 7.23 9.4% 13.1% 13.6% 3.8% 56 83.125 48.4% 63.2% 

Average 9.8% 9.9% 13 .7% 14.4% 5.3% 48.1% 62.8% 

Source: John Mulqueen, "Bell Regional Post Higher Revenues as They Battle into Their Third Year," CommunicationsWeek, November 25, 1985, p. CIO. 
Morton L. Brown and Daniel A. Burkhardt, "'Baby Bells '--Still Going Strong," Public Utilities Fortnightly, vol. 117, no. 1 (January 9,1986), p. 41-
Author's Calculations. 

*These were misprinted as 2.66 and 2.92 in Mulqueen. They were corrected by the author to the amounts shown. 



talk about their customers a l;ffien they do release names, it is almost 

always of a PBX purchase, or the sale of a few computers in a retail 

store,,137 The precise significance of The ninety-five per cent 

statistic is unclear, since some of the RHCs' revenues are from 

enhanced local network services, and much of the purportedly competi

tive revenues are from Yellow Pages.. The reader should also keep in 

mind that no RHC now claims to make a profit from its new ventures. 

These points are discussed elsewhere, but should be borne in mind when 

comparing this "five per cent" with Judge Greene's limit of ten per 

cent of revenues from competitive and diversified activities. Still, 

Wall Street is queasy for another reason. It likes the Bells' 
history of large profits that are guaranteed by regulators.. So 
it's wary of the new risks they're taking" "The landscape is 
littered with bodies of independent telephone companies that 
thought they knew a lot about things other than the phone 
business," says Edward Greenberg, a Morgan Stanley & Co. 
analyst 138 

The CPE market is significant, both because it appears to be the 

largest of the competitive or nongermane markets in which the RHCs are 

active (although with a larger share of a smaller market the RHCs find 

Yellow Pages to be a bigger revenue producer).. CPE is also, one of the 

two markets that some state commissions intervened with the District 

Court so that the BOCs might remain active in it to "support local 

rates,," (Yellow Pages is the other) The Court permitted the BOCs to 

reenter the market to promote competition; its reasons for doubting 

that there would be any support for local rates from competitive 

services like CPE are quoted extensively above .. 

CPE has been a particular disappointment" Sales have generally 

been below estimates .. The RHCs have been claiming "start up," "growing 

pains," and "not expected," as explanations .. 

137Mark Maremont, John Wilke~ Jonathan B Levine) James E .. Ellis, 
Welch, "The Baby Bells Take Giant They've Gone Far Beyond and 
Want to Go Further® Should They?" Business Week, December 2 1985, P 
94, at p" 95" Elizabeth Horwi th and Ken Mayo, "RBOCS: The Regional 
Difference," Business Computer Systems, v .. 4, no .. 11 pp. 31-55, 
(November, 1985) at p .. 33 .. 

138Maremont , Bells," pp 95~96 
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The mix of progress and problems encountered in 1985 has left 
industry watchers and some company officers wondering whether the 
promise of the regional companies becoming massive equipment 
distributors will ever be reality. Moving the businesses into 
the black still appears years away.139 

Industry analysts thought the RHCs had 5 to 8 per cent of the CPE 

market, with "heavy competition, extensive price cutting and low 

"140 The North American Telecommunications Association 

appears to have found the RHCs with somewhat higher market shares in 

1984, about 12.5 per cent of the overall market, 14.5 percent in key 

systems, and 10 per cent in PBXs. 141 However, NATA predicted 

that in 1985 the BOCs would still have only 5.2 per cent of the 

installed base in key systems~142 

"NATA charged that the BOCs are willing to absorb losses while 

building an installed base with unprofitably low prices,,"143 Others 

said that the RHCs had to train personnel, rationalize their product 

lines (less emphasis on breadth and on integrated voice-data systems, 

more attention to providing a "growth path" for customers)® Still, 

some manufacturers were reportedly looking for more RHCs to distribute 

their productse 144 

Part of the RHCs' problem in the CPE market is their focus@ As 

discussed below, most of the RHCs have been emphasizing integrated 

voice-data systems, a market segment that has not developed" Also~ 

139peter Meade and Laurel Nelson-Rowe, "Despite Big Plans, Most 
Regionals Still Learning What it Takes to Succeed in User Equipment," 
CommunicationsWeek, November 25, 1985, p. C13. (Hereinafter 
"Regionals Learning Equipment .... ) 

140Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p C13 .. 

141Fredric Paul, "Interconnects Continue Downward Spiral: NATA: 
AT&T, BOCs Sap Market Share with Low Prices," CommunicationsWeek, 
November 25, 1985, p .. 1, at po 36. 

142Fredric Paul, "Time for Action for Beleaguered Interconnects .. 
CommunicationsWeek December 2, 1985, p" 19 .. The RHCs share of the 
insta must be less than their share of current sales since 
they have been selling CPE only since divestiture, their previous 
installed base having been transferred to AT&T. 

143paul, "Interconnects Continue Dowm;.;rard Spiral," pp" 1, 36 

144Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," pp@ C13-
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some of the RHCs have had difficulty developing the kind of price 

flexibility the CPE market requires. This point is also discussed 

below. 

With the perception that much of the good financial performance of 

the RHCs is "[b]ouyed by steep cost cutting and healthy rate increases 

in many states,"145 rather than the success of their nongermane 

activities the discussions below make some effort to consider the 

effect of those activities on the overall financial health of the 

RHCs. 

Ameritech 

With five BOCs, Ameritech is second only to Bell Atlantic in the 

number of telephone subsidiaries. It is one of the RHCs that most 

closely resembles the predivestiture AT&T.. lffiile operating groups are 

clearly visible on the organization chart as we have drawn it in 

appendix A, figure 1, Ameritech has not formalized this structure, 

except to the extent that it is reflected in its own internal 

managerial organization charts. 146 

Like most of the RHCs, Arneritech has created both a publishing and 

a services subsidiary. The publishing subsidiary is not, at this 

writing, active in seeking new forms of revenue. It should be pointed 

out that in parts of Illinois, the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation has 

published the Yellow Pages since Yellow Pages' inception some sixty 

years ago. Reuben H. Donnelley is unrelated to Arneritech and AT&T, and 

the terms of the contracts 147 for Yellow Pages Advertising would 

145Marernont, "Baby Bells," po 96. 

146Ameritech does not have a Vlce president of unregulated acti
vities by any title recognizable as such. 1984 Annual Report, p .. 45e 

147The pre-divestiture contract has not been available: it is not 
the files of the Illinois Commerce Commission and spokesmen for 
Ameritech have written to NRRI calling it "proprietary." (NYNEX has 
filed Yellow Pages contracts as supplements to its their form 10-K 
reports to the SEC. NYNEX Corporation, ~~4 Fo~~O-K, p. 27.) The 
current Illinois Bell contract, negotiated since divestiture and 
claimed to be even more favorable to the BOC is reproduced in appendix 
D. For a detailed analysis of state reactions to the Yellow Pages 
controversy see Chessler and Clark, "Yellow Pages Subsidiaries .. " 
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repay study for any state commission concerned as to whether an 

operating company, Bell or non-Bell is getting a "fair deal" from an 

affiliated publisher. 

Ameritech created its own CPE sales organizationse One, Ameritech 

Communications, operates on a regional basis, supporting the CPE sales 

organizations of the five BOCs.148 Except perhaps when dealing with 

"national accounts" these have not been active outside the service 

areas of the Ameritech companies. Financing and leasing is provided 

Ameritech Credit Corporation. Wisconsin Bell has two subsidiaries, 

Wisconsin Bell Communications and 411 Comcorp which provide shared 

tenant services. 149 Ameritech has a joint marketing agreement on 

shared tenant telecommunications facilities in which Ameritech sells 

equipment and Satellite Business Systems Real Estate Communications 

Company (RealCom) sells communications lines. 150 In December, 1985 

Ameritech acquired Applied Data Research, Inco, a producer of software 

for mainframe computers, and merged Ameritech Mobile Communications 

Sales, Incs into its parent, Ameritech Mobile Communications, Ince 1S1 

In April, 1985 the FCC reprimanded Ameritech for requiring 

additional capitalization from its CPE subsidiaries, accusing it of 

poor planning, but granting the request. 152 

148These use a close variant of the name of the Bell Operating 
Company, such as Illinois Bell Communications, Inc., which is active in 
Illinois Bell's service territory.. Horwith and Mayo, "RBOCs" pp .. 52, 
54. 

149For further information see Davis, Clark and Wong, Shared 
Tenant Services. Such activity is precluded by a recent order of the 
District Court. Anna Zornosa, "Judge Greene Tells BOCs He Will Not 
Ease Restrictions," CommunicationsWeek January 20, 1986, p .. 1~ at pp~ 
2, 29. 

150Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 54. 

151"Ameritech Moves Ahead with ADR Buy," CommunicationsWeek, 
December 16, 1985, p .. 8, and Steven Titch, "Ameritech Mobile Folds 
Direct Sales Unit, Reshuffles Accounts," CommunicationsWee~, December 
9, 1985, p .. 7. 

152"B.O .. C .. Monitor," CommunicationsWeek, July 15, 1985, p" 10" 
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Indiana Bell claims to be the first telephone company "to develop 

and market software that computerizes information used by directory

assistance operators." It developed the software for its own use and 

will market it to other telephone companieso 153 As discussed below in 

the case of Cincinnati Bell which is actually in the software business, 

producing software for sale does not appear to be considered 

manufacturing ("manufacturing" is not defined in the Consent Decree), 

but a waiver is required to sell it, since it is not an "exchange 

service" nor "a natural monopoly service actually regulated by 

tariff." 

Financially, Ameritech is reported to have "strong expense 

controls and growth in access lines"154 but much of its growth in 

earnings seems to be related to increased depreciation rates~155 

Ameritech's 15.2 per cent return on equity was the highest of any RHC. 

Local service revenues grew only 2.5 per cent, so earnings growth of 

5.3 per cent was attributed to maintenance expenses $8 million below 

estimates. 156 It would appear that Ameritech's marketing played some 

role in the good performance in the views of the financial community: 

Ameritech has maintained first place in return on equity thtough 
an excellent marketing strategy that is getting vertical growth 
off its existing network, [Mark] Beckwith [of Brown Brothers, 
Harriman] said.. "They have put a lot of strategies in place that 
others are trying to get started," he said" The added services 

153"B.O.C .. Monitor," CommunicationsWeek, September 30, 1985, 
p,. 12 .. 

154Jo hn Mulqueen, "Analysts Express Satisfaction with Bell Holding 
Companies," CommunicationsWeek, October 21, 1985, po 44Q (Hereinafter 
"Analysts Express Satisfaction .... ) 

155John Mulqueen) "All 7 Bell Holding Companies Report Higher 
Earnings for Quarter," CommunicationsWeek, July 22, 1985, p .. 29, at 
p .. 31 (Hereinafter "Report Higher Earnings,,") 

156John Mulqueen, "Bell Regionals Post Higher Revenues as They 
Battle into Their Third Year," CommunicationsWeek, November 25, 1985, 
p .. CIO, at po ell. (Hereinafter "Regionals Post Revenues .. ") 
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do not require a lot of capital and after-tax operating margins 
are very high, he said. 157 

Between divestiture and December 1, 1985 Ameritech's stock price 

increased by 50.2 per cent, above the 48.1 per cent average increase 

for the RHCs in the period .. 158 The increase in stock price is one 

possible measure of how the financial markets view the company's 

performance. 

Ameritech was the only RHC to attach revenue figures to its claims 

of success in Customer Premises Equipment sales. Richard Notebaert, 

Ameritech Communications national marketing and operations vice 

president claimed Ameritech "has already significantly passed last 

year's quoted goal of $100 million in sales .... 159 Despite Ameritech's 

role as equipment supplier to SBS Real Estate Commnnications Corp (in 

the shared tenant services market), "analysts count Ameritech as 'the 

company in the middle of the pack' in CPE sales efforts," criticising 

it for being "preoccupied with attaining a national presence instead of 

honing in on its regional customer base first .. "160 

While quality of service is reported to be good in Illinois and 

Indiana, there were complaints about installation and maintenance 

"glitches" from the commission staff in Wisconsin and from users in 

Ohio, and complaints about rate increases from users in Michigane 161 

157 Mulq ueen, "Regionals Pos t Revenues," p.. C 11. 

158t-1orton L. Brown and Daniel A. Burkhardt, "'Baby Bells'--Still 
Going Strong," Public Utilities Fortnightly, vol .. 117, no .. 1 (January 
9, 1986), po 41 e (Hereinafter "Baby Bells.") 

159Quoted in Hade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," 
p. C14. 

160Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p. C14. 

161"BOCs Make the Grade on Services Despite Fears of Possible Rate 
Hikes," Communicationsh1eek, November 25, 1985, p. C2. (Hereinafter 
"BOCs Make the Grade .... ) 
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Bell Atlantic 

Bell Atlantic's subsidiaries fall into three groups. One group 

consists of its seven telephone company subsidiaries (more than any 

other RHC) in three operating groups: the four C&P companies have 

shared headquarters operations for many years, Bell of Pennsylvania 

continues to provide many administrative services for Diamond State 

Telephone,162 and New Jersey Bell stands alone. Bell Atlantic is the 

only one of the seven RHCs in which the BOCs continue to provide 

printed directory advertising.. Bell Atlantic has a headquarters group 

with two subsidiaries providing management services and (through its 

share of Bellcore) research,,163 The remaining subsidiaries are 

actually all held by Bell Atlantic Enterprises and are generally 

involved in the provision of customer premises equipment and computer 

services. (It also has a cellular company with operations in six 

citieso)164 The acquisitions in particular are active outside the 

162Contrary to popular impression, none of the four Chesapeake and 
Potomac companies (C&P Telephone Company [which serves ~\fashington DC] , 
C&P of Maryland, C&P of Virginia, C&P of West Virginia) is a subsidiary 
of another, even though they "share" their president and most of their 
administrative and general departments and functions. Neither is 
Diamond State Telephone a subsidiary of Bell of Pennsylvania. 

163The service companies are Bell Atlantic Management Services and 
Bell Atlantic Corporate Services~ Management Services provides 
services of particular interest to the operating telephone companies; 
it "provides staff support services in common for the telephone 
companies and assists them to attain the full advantage of economies of 
scale and to respond quickly as customer requirements change and new 
technology becomes available@" These services include procurement, 
materials management, network planning, and operator servicese It is 
in the Network Services Group. Corporate Services, in the Corporate 
Headquarters Group, "provides general administrative and corporate 
oversight services that benefit all Bell Atlantic companies .e. 
[i]nclud[ing] ••. accounting~ auditing, legal services, shareholder 
relations, "" and tax planning ... ",," Source: Bell Atlantic, Annual 
Rep~~t to Shareholders, 1984, inside front cover, PP0 4, 20; 
responses to the survey. The stock in Bellcore is held by the parent. 
Source: Bell Atlantic, Annual Report SEC Form lO-K, March 27, 1985, 
for year ending December 31, 1984. 

164Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems. Bell Atlantic advertizement, 
Communicationsl-Ieek, July 22, 1985, p" 33" It is actually a subs idiary 
of Bell Atlantic Enterprises, a subsidiary of Bell Atlantic: see Bell 
Atlantic Annual Report Form 10-K, 1984, pp" 13, 15. In addition, Bell 
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particular are active outside the Bell Atlantic service area (MAl 

Canada sells computers and software in Canada). Indeed, except for 

Sorbus, which is a nation-wide provider of computer maintenance 

services, Bell Atlantic's computer sales and service subsidiaries 

operate entirely outside its service territory.165 

The controversies with respect to Bell Atlantic stem from its 

substantial program of acquisitions, its extensive operations outside 

its own service territory (despite that territory's being one of the 

fastest growing), and the highly competitive markets and high risks of 

some of its acquisitions. 1n particular, Bell Atlantic's commitment to 

data processing has been worrisome on two counts: the 1982 Consent 

Decree enjoins the divested BOCs and RHCs from entering the data 

processing industry,166 and the segment of the industry Bell Atlantic 

Atlantic Enterprises, through its Bell Atlantic Ventures subsidiary, 
acquired a majority interest in "A Beeper Company Associates," a 
provider of paging an mobile terminal equipment and a marketing agent 
and reseller of mobiles in some sixty cities, nationwide. Form 10-K, 
1984, p. 15; Annual Report, po 2. A Beeper Company's out of state 
operations may have to be divested as a result of the recent order of 
the District Court prohibiting BOCs from providing cellular radio or 
other basic exchange services outside their service areas, or shared 
tenant services. Anna Zornosa, "Judge Greene Tells BOCs He Will Not 
Ease Restrictions," CommunicationsWeek, January 20, 1986, p .. I. 
However, Bell Atlantic is reportedly seeking a waiver for paging 
services. See Anna Zornosa, "3 BOCs Move to Divest Extra-Regional 
Cellular Operations," CommunicationsHeek, February 10, 1986, p. 45 .. 

165MAI Canada has been mentioned. CompuShop Incorporated is a 
retail chain selling microcomputers in the Midwest, Southwest and West. 
Furthermore, Telecommunications Specialists (another aquisition) leases 
CPE primarily in Texas. (Bell Atlanticom Systems, which Bell Atlantic 
founded, provides CPE in the Bell Atlantic service territory, except 
for national and government accounts.) Tri-Continental Leasing, which 
was acquired and merged with the former Bell Atlantic Leasing 
Corporation, appears to operate primarily, but not exclusively, in Bell 
Atlantic's service territory for the benefit of Bell Atlantic's 
equipment providing subsidiaries. 

166As defined by the Consent Decree, provision IV.J .. , "information 
service" includes the maintenance of data bases and the sale of data 
processing services. The sale and maintenance of computer equipment is 
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is entering is highly competitive although analysts think Sorbus, one 

of the firms Bell Atlantic acquired, "has after-tax earnings in the 

twenty percent to thirty percent rangee"167 

Bell Atlantic's non-telephone subsidiaries were expected to lose 

money in 1985, on sales of $400 or $500 million. 168 Late in the year, 

Bell Atlantic spokesmen claimed all non-telephone operations except for 

the provision of equipment were profitable, and that revenues from 

equipment sales were "reaching the break even point .... Donna Jaegers, a 

financial analyst with PaineWebber, thought that "Bell Atlantic's 

Tricontinental Leasing operation [was] 'fabulous, .... 169 Bell Atlantic 

reports revenues from "directory advertizing, billing services and 

other" as operating revenues in its "Network Services Group.... ltJhile 

these will likely amount to about a billion dollars in 1985, as of the 

second quarter they were about 10 .. 3 per cent less than in 1984$170 The 

corporation as a whole reported 14 .. 2 per cent return on equity in 1985 

(vice 13.5 per cent in 1984). 

"The fundamentals of Bell Atlantic's telephone business are similar 

to Ameritech's but Ameritech's stock trades at a premium compared with 

Bell Atlantic's because of concern about Bell Atlantic's diversifi

cation efforts, analysts said~r'171 On the other hand, Bell Atlgntic's 

permitted, since it is indistinguishable from CPE. Resale of data 
bases and data processing services provided by unrelated third parties 
is a permitted, as is the sale of softwaree Again, it is hard to 
distinguish joint ventures for the distribution of a data base owned by 
an unrelated third party from common carriage~ 

167Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p .. C12 .. 

168"Bell Atlantic Expects 1985 Profit to Reach about $10 .. 80 a 
Share," Wall Street Journal, August 23, 1985, p .. 23 .. Mulqueen, 
"Regionals Pas t Revenues," p" C120 

169Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," pe C12,. 

170Bell Atlantic Corporation, Form lO-Q Quarterly Report for 
Quarter Ending June 30, 1985, po 3.. Net revenues of any of Bell 
Atlantic's groups cannot be determined from this statement 

171Mulqueen, "Regionals Pos t Revenues," p" C12.. This would 
appear to indicate that diversification is, at least for the moment, 
raising Bell Atlantic's cost of capital, one of the possibilities which 
caused the District Court to condemn nongermane diversification by 
RHCs: see abovee 
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stock price has risen 53.1 per cent since divestiture, the second 

largest rise among the RHCs: more than the RHC average of 48.1 per 

cent, or even Ameritech's 50.2 per cent. 172 Indeed, Ameritech and Bell 

Atlantic's prices were almost identical (99 1/8, 99 1/2) on December 1, 

despite Bell Atlantic's having posted lower earnings per share in 1984 

($10.17, $9094) and the first nine months of 1985 ($8.28, $8.25).173 

The cause of Bell Atlantic's improved financial condition, overall, 

was thought to stem mainly from a disproportionately large growth in 

business access lines, generating about $50 per month in revenues, 

instead of the $20 per month generated by residential 
_ • 17/. lines • .L/'"'t 

However spokesmen for the company also pointed to efforts to control 

expenses. 

As discussed elsewhere, Bell Atlantic's publication of Yellow 

Pages directories in the telephone companies has not posed problems for 

the regulatory commissions. 175 In Pennsylvania Reuben H. Donnelley 

Corp. had been publishing Yellow Pages. After a contract dispute, Bell 

Atlantic will begin publishing its own Yellow Pages directories 

(competing with Donnelley) in July, 1986. 176 The terms of Bell of 

Pennsylvania's contracts (which were not available to NRRI at this 

writing) might well repay study as benchmarks of the commercial value 

of being the official Yellow Pages purveyer. The results of the 

172Brown and Burkhardt, "Baby Bells," p. 41. 

173Brown and Burkhardt, "Baby Bells," p. 41. Mulqueen, "Regionals 
Post Revenues," p. C12 .. 

174Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues, pp. e1l-C12.. "Bell 
Atlantic Expects net Profit," p. 21. 

175Actually, Bell Atlantic subcontracted the actual printing of 
the directories to an outside contractor. 

176Maremont, "Baby Bells," p. 96 .. The dispute is reportedly now 
in litigation. The reaction of the Pennsylvania commission is unkno"wn, 
since the matter has not yet corne before it: Bell of Pennsylvania has 
no rate cases pending. 
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competition between Bell Atlantic Management Services and Reuben do 

Donnelley should provide an effective benchmark as to whether it is 

possible for even an established purveyer of Yellow Pages advertising 

who had dominated the market can compete effectively against the local 

telephone company. As discussed below, customers have a preference for 

a single, comprehensive directorYe It should be noted that in almost 

all cities one newspaper carries practically all the classified 

advertizing. 

Within the Bell Atlantic "Enterprises Group," five companies 

comprise an "Information Products and Services Group .. 177 Group 

president Brian J .. Kelley was quoted: "We have all the pieces of 

the puzzle. Now We have to put all the pieces together. Sometimes 

that's a little tricky."178 In addition to supplying much of the 

group's net revenue, Sorbus was expected to "lend clout" to the 

marketing efforts of other subsidiaries, such as Compushop. Bell 

Atlantic's "mission is to provide a single source for telecommunica

tions, information processing, and retail computer products and repair 

services for small to medium size businesses in this country and in 

Canada. 179 Still, "analysts wonder how actively Bell Atlantic can 

continue to acquire without financial payback" and "while Bell Atlantic 

was the first eee to demonstrate Integrated Services Digital Network 

[ISDN]-compatible ePE ••. , the company trails Ameritech in implementing 

the central office transmission equipment necessary to support ISDN 

CPJL "180 

Bell Atlantic was generally praised by critics and users for 

providing "top-quality" phone service, but with complaints about 

--_._--------

177Be ll Atlanticom Systems, MAl Canada, Sorbus, Telecommunications 
Specialists, Compushop. Annual Report, p. 44, Horwitt and Mayo, 
"RBOCs," p. 44 .. 

178Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 44 .. 

179Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 44 .. 

180Meade (lnd Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p. C14. 
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pricing and responsiveness to complaints. Some thought prices for 

business monopoly services were high, "inviting bypass," while others 

thought Bell Atlantic companies were shifting costs to the local 

exchange inappropriatelYG 181 

BellSouth 

At the time of our survey, BellSouth had organized itself with its 

new and nongermane enterprises as direct subsidiaries of the holding 

company, with the major exception of BellSouth National Publishing 

which is a subsidiary of BellSouth Advertising and Publishing, the 

Yellow Pages supplier. At the end of 1985, however, BellSouth 

reorganized itself, following the Bell Atlantic pattern very 

closely.182 In appendix A, figure A-3A shows BellSouth before the 

reorganization, and figure A-3B shows BellSouth afterward, with the 

nongermane subsidiaries owned by BellSouth Enterprises. 

BellSouth vice chairman William McCoy said "[t]here will be little 

change in the operations of the individual companies. BellSouth 

Enterprises will allow us to better focus on their needs." Chairman 

John Clendenin said that the holding company was necessary to give 

special attention to the daily operations of the companies. Donna 

Jaegers, a financial analyst at PaineWebber, thought the new structure 

was established to make more formal the separation between regulated 

and unregulated businesses, so regulators would be less likely to reach 

into the unregulated businesses due to the clearer demarcation. 183 

In the discussion that follows we will treat the reorganization as 

cosmetic. In any event, it is too early to tell whether, contrary to 

181"BOCs Make the Grade," p .. C2. 

182BeilSouth Corporation, Annual Report, 1984, pp. 3, 36, 53; 
Form 10-K, Annual Report, 1984, pp. 6-8, Survey responses. Also, 
"BellSouth Merges Unregulated Operations into Holding Company," 
ComrnunicationsWeek, December 30, 1985, P* 7. 

183"BellSouth Merges Operations," p. 7. 
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the expectations of both management and the financial community, there 

will be any real differences as a result. 

Where BellSouth's corporate structure is unconventional is in its 

treatment of the service corporation, BellSouth Services: it is a 

subsidiary of the two operating telephone companies, Southern Bell and 

South Central Bell~ Among the RHCs, only U S West uses a similar 

arrangement .. 

Like Ameritech, BellSouth established a CPE subsidiary, BellSouth 

Advanced Systems, directly under the holding company. This subsidiary 

"manages" South Central Bell Advanced Systems, and Southern Bell 

Advanced Systems, which are subsidiaries of their respective telephone 

companies .. 184 A finance subsidiary, BellSouth Financial Services, was 

established to serve customers purchasing equipment from Southern or 

South Central Bell Advanced Systems, or other subsidiaries of 

BellSouth. 185 BellSouth Mobility provides cellular services in the 

Southeast region .. 

The inclusion of BellSouth Services as a subsidiary of the 

operating companies has significant regulatory implications, which are 

discussed above.. It is "easier" for state commissions to investigate 

subsidiaries of regulated companies than their holding company parents .. 

184Annual Report, 1984, pp. 16-17. The Annual Report and 
Telephony's Directory refer to the latter two as "divisions" of the 
telephone companies.. They were originally so organized (even though 
they were managed by BellSouth Advanced Systems) but were transferred 
to the corporations on July 1, 1985. Annual Report Form 10-K, 1984, po 
6.. The transfer was almost certainly at the orders of the FCC, 
although the original arrangement (a division of one corporate 
subsidiary "managed" by another corporate subsidiary) is almost unheard 
of in American business. Such an arrangement would have made it very 
easy for state commissions to treat as operating revenues any profits 
from CPE sales, while treating losses as nonoperatinge 

185Annual Report Form lO-K, 1984, po 6. The function of this 
subsidiary is not explained in the Annual Report to shareholders, 
although it is listed with the corporate officers on page 53~ 
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The question of costs and disallowances need not arise if the 

regulatory body "consolidates" the service subsidiary with its 

operating telephone company parent or recongnizes the dividends as 

"operating income." Accounting can become expensive and tedious in the 

event a commission wishes to disallow some expenditures. 

BellSouth has been "among the most conservative" of the RHCs in 

buying new companies.. "Still, the company focuses on its local 

telephone business, which analysts say is the right strategy, since 

BellSouth has to commit more capital to its network because of all the 

growth" in its service area. "The company's stock has been the 

eea high flier [among the RHCs] •••• Its yield is also the lowest 

among the regionals. The company led all the regionals in return on 

equity in the third quarter with 15.2 percent, up from last year's 

14.9 percent. 186 BellSouth's stock rose 59.4 per cent since 

divestiture, by far the highest of the RHCs. Its price per share, 44 

5/8, is lmost exactly half that of Bell Atlantic, the RHC with the 

second greatest increase in stock price (53.1 per cent). However, 

BellSouth's earnings per share were only $4.29 in 1984 and $3.60 in 

the first nine months of 1985. 187 Comparing these results with those 

of Bell Atlantic, ·"the most aggressive in buying companies "188 does 

suggest that the financial markets see diversification as raising the 

cost of capital .. 

BellSouth is reportedly now "No.. 1 among the regionals in 

marketing PBXs" after a slow start in 1984 .. "According to analysts, 

BellSouth has studied and colsely focused on its region, resulting in 

strong sales of small switches and key systemsu" Its weakness seems to 

be in having too broad a product line and in failing to deliver 

186Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p. C12 .. 

187Brown and Burkhardt, "Baby Bells," po 41. Mulqueen, 
"Regionals Post Revenues," p .. C12. 

188Mul q ueen, "Regionals Pos t Revenues," p.. C12 .. 
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integrated voice-data PBXs and computers, as promised. 189 Indeed, 

public statements by president Michael K. Harrell of BellSouth 

Advanced Systems indicate a regional strategy: "We intend to be a 

leader in providing voice, data, and office systems products in our 

area .. Although a national accounts program exists, "[t]hats all we're 

going to do on a national basis at this point. We're not going to 0.0 

establish an office •• G and compete for mid-size businesses in [other] 

markets,,"190 BellSouth is trying to be a single source for integrated 

office systems, selling office automation to firms with fewer than 

one thousand employeesG 19l It has no plans to purchase or open retail 

computer stores (like Bell Atlantic and NYNEX).. "Based on our 

examination of the business at this point, it doesn't make sense for us 

to do that. You tend to lose a lot of money .... 192 

Financial results for BellSouth Advanced Systems are unavailable. 

Indeed, the size of the sales force has not been released, although it 

is known that there are offices in thirty cities, twenty-one of which 

have facilities for demonstrations and training .. 193 The "two principal 

subsidiaries, Southern Bell and South Central Bell, account for well 

over ninety-five percent of BellSouthVs total revenues,"194 and much of 

the remainder may well be from BellSouth Advertising & Publishing Corp~ 

(BAPCO) .. 

"Bell South Advertising & Publishing Corporation has expanded into 

two important new markets, the publication of specialized directories 

l89Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p .. C14. 

190Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," po 50 .. 

19lHorwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 50 .. 

192Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 52, quoting BellSouth Advanced 
Systems president Michael Harrell. 

193Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 50 .. 

194BellSouth, Annual Report, 1984, po 2. 
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and the provision of directory services to other telephone 

companieso"195 Judging by the trade press, BellSouth National 

Publishing has not been very active thus far; certainly, not as active 

nationally and internationally as the Yellow Pages subsidiaries of 

Pacific Telesis and Southwestern Bell. Despite the statements in the 

annual reports, no national or special directories appear to have been 

announced. 

Recently BellSouth announced that it has begun to see "directory 

assistance" as a profit center, because of increased charges and 

reduced allowances of "free" calls.. It is considering several 

enhancements, including "a plan under which operators would provide 

customers with addresses, zip codes and even sales referrals .. "196 Such 

a service could compete with paper Yellow Pages, and even with 

computerized "on-line" versions of Yellow Pages. The sales referrals, 

for example, might be sold as advertising, although it is not clear at 

which point such enhancements of directory assistance might become an 

"information service" prohibited by section IV .. J .. of the Consent 

Decree, or be considered something other than an "exchange 

telecommunications" or "a natural monopoly service actually offered 

under tariff," the limitations imposed by section II.D.3. 

[A]pproximately forty-eight percent of BAPCO's billed revenues 
from directory advertising operations perviously carried on by 
[Southern Bell and South Central Bell] were paid as publishing 
fees ••• for exclusive publishing rights in their respective 
francise areas.. This provided approximately the same revenue 
requirements for local service as if such operations had remained 
with South Central Bell and Southern Bell. 197 

The public perception of BellSouth's service quality seems to be 

good, with respect to technical and operational matters, and even with 

respect to billing.. However, representatives of large users of both 

195Annual Report, 1984, p. 3. These other telephone companies 
are in the Southeast. See p. 16. 

1965teven Titch, "Directory Assistance Holds New Appeal," 
CommunicationsWeek, February 10, 1986, po 8. 

197BellSouth, Annual Report Form 10-K, 1984, p. 11. No 
arrangement seems to have been made to compensate the BOCs for normal 
growth of Yellow Pages revenues .. 
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the telephone subsidiaries claimed that the rate structures were 

promoting bypasse There is reportedly a perception among users and 

even commission staff that rates for many classes of service are poorly 

designed. Some users complained that BellSouth did not seem to be 

doing much to reduce costs. 198 Perusal of the trade press suggests 

that BellSouth spokesman are making fewer claims of cost and labor 

force reduction than some spokesmen for other RHCs. However, this is 

difficult to verify: such statements ~ be found in annual reports to 

shareholders,199 although they seem milder than equivalent statements 

by other RHCs in annual reports or press releases explaining quarterly 

operating results. 

Cincinnati Bell 

Because AT&T held only a minority interest in Cincinnati Bell, 

Inc. (CBI) and Southern New England Telephone Company (SNETCO), it was 

not required to divest itself of these "associated companies" (as they 

were then called) as part of the 1982 Consent Decree& None the less, 

AT&T arranged to have CBI repurchase stock it held, and sold SNETCO's 

stock in a secondary offering, thereby divesting itself of them. Since 

these companies were not defined as BOCs in the Decree, the Decree 

constrains their activities as it does AT&T's: they must not become 

information providers on their own networks until 1992. As a result of 

the anomalous situation of Cincinnati Bell and Southern New England, 

they are permitted to enter new markets and create new subsidiaries, 

germane and nongermane, without permission of the District Court. They 

may become interexchange carriers, and both have, albeit in different 

ways. Hence, they may be precursors of the other Bell Companies. It 

is well to recall, however, that the seven RHCs are taking very 

different approaches to new lines of business, so Cincinnati and 

Southern New England Telephone cannot be taken as models of what the 

RHCs would look like where it not for the constraints imposed by the 

198"BOCs Make the Grade," pp .. C2, C6. 

1995outhern Bell, Annual Report, 1984, pc II. BellSouth Corpor
ation, Annual Report, 1984, p. 3. 
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Decreeo Indeed SNETCO has been much more aggressive than Cincinnati 

Bell about organizing new ventures; the difference in approach may be 

as great as the difference between NYNEX and BellSouth. 200 Still, CBI 

and SNETCO are included in this report for two reasons: (1) comparison 

of their accomplishments with those of the RHCs may shed light upon the 

extent to which the Consent Decree is a real constraint upon the RHCs, 

preventing them from doing what they would want to; (2) they could 

begin their activities in 1983 or even 1982, so there is an additional 

year of experience to examine. 201 

Some regulators consider Cincinnati Bell and Southern New England 

Telephone to be "Independent" telephone companies, and some expressed 

astonishment that we should include these companies in a report on the 

"Bell" Regional Holding Companies. The principal author has not 

observed CBI or SNETCO to have exhibited any great degree of 

independence in the past,202 and the FCC would appear to agree, since 

200While most analysts think Bell Atlantic has had the most 
aggressive diversification program, it has managed it through 
acquisitions of existing firms (and to a lesser extent Pacific Telesis 
and Southwestern Bell have also relied heavily on acquistions for 
growth.) According to its "Quarterly Report to Shareholders," October 
1, 1985, CBI's acquisitions in 1985 cost only $8 million. p. 2. 

201This year is particularly important with respect to the 
subsidiaries providing CPE, and the experience of SONOCOR, SNETCO's 
subSidiary is especially interesting. 

202In the early 1970s, SNETCO was the first to install Nippon 
Electric NC-23 crossbar PBXs for its customers, rather than Western 
Electric 457s. It was one of the first BOCs to use Nippon Electric 
NE-409 and Hitachi transportable central offices with a miniature 
crossbar switch, rather than Western Electric step-by-step 
transportable community dial offices. Still, Mountain Bell (at the 
time more than seventy percent ovmed by AT&T) was considered by many 
analysts to be more aggressive in purchasing non-Western Electric 
central office equipment, including the Japanese community dial 
offices. It is particularly difficult to think of any instance in 
which CBI exhibited "independence" before divestiture. The question of 
"associated company" independence is amenable to research, using the 
record of the antitrust case, but the principal author of this report 
is unaware of any that has been published. 
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it originally imposed upon both the same structural separations 

requirements it imposed on the twenty-one other BOCs, the subsidiaries 

of the RHCse It must be admitted, however, that most press reports and 

analyses concentrate on the seven RHCs that own the BOCs that had been 

wholly owned by AT&T, and which are subject to continuing activity in 

the District Court. It must also be admitted that the FCC relaxed the 

structural separations requirements for the former associated companies 

in February, 1983, while it has not yet done so for the RHCSe 

The activities of CBI and its subsidiaries have been in areas that 

AT&T concentrated in before divestiture: a full line of telephone 

service (including toll service as a reseller),203 supply and repair 

services for telephone companies,204 and research for telephone 

companies. Cincinnati Bell chose to organize its subsidiaries 

(appendix A, figure A-4) in a manner somewhat reminiscent of Bell 

Atlantic (appendix A, figure A-2) and the reorganized BellSouth 

(appendix A, figure A-3B)@ The newer and nongermane activities 

(including the cellular systems, most of which are "partnerships" with 

203Cincinnati Bell Cellular Systems in partnership with Ameritech 
just begun operations& Cincinnati Bell Long Distance, under the 
"Choice" is a discount reseller in the midwest concentrating on high 
quality service to businesseso It is claimed that it "should make a 
positive contribution to corporate earnings by the end of 1985 .. 
Annual Report, 1984, p. 8. 

204Cincinnati Bell Information Systems "manufactures" software" 
CBI makes no claims as to its profitability.. Anixter-Cincinnati is a 
joint venture with Anixter Brother, a materials management firm in 
Illinois, providing warehousing and distribution services that we 
previously provided by Western Electric, but "ha.lf of its sales were 
with non-affiliated companies.... It operates in Ohio and adjacent 
states. Material Recycling Company salvages telephone equipment for 
resale and scrap, "captur[ing] profits that had previously gone to 
outside vendors~" Three-fourths of its revenues are from other 
telephone companies and other businesses.. Both completed their first 
year with a profit. ComQuest is a product testing and research company 
for manufacturers of communications products and services, including 
use of CEI subscribers as a test market 0 It is claimed to have 
"exceeded its first year sales goal" and that it will "make a tive 
contribution to corporate earnings by the end of 1985,," Annual Report 
1984, p. 8" 
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Ameritech)205 are concentrated in Cincinnati Bell Enterprises. 

However, Cincinnati Bell Information Systems (developing software for 

the telecommunications industry) is directly under the holding companYe 

It has provided billing software to three Bell RHCs, and provides 

billing services to the interexchange carrier, ALLTEL Communications. 

It "co-market[s] its products internationally ca .. with AT&T 

International."206 CBl's acquisition RESTORE Communications, Inc. is a 

small firm that repairs circuit boards for telecommunications 

companies. It is in Portland, Oregon, but CBI plans to open a service 

center in Cincinnati, and eventually in other major cities. 207 

CBI has remained closest to AT&T. "We decided to stick with our 

100 years of heritage and continue to support AT&T. That makes us a 

one-source vendor for business customers computing and communications 

205Cincinnati Bell, Inc., "Quarterly Report to Shareholders," 
July 1985, p. 3. Cincinnati Bell Long Distance "represent[s] 
Cincinnati Bell Cellular Service in marketing cellular mobile telephone 
service" in addition to providing message toll service. Idem. 

206Cincinnati Bell, Inc., Annual Report, 1984, po 6. It is also a 
"value added reseller" of AT&T computers. "Quarterly report, July 1, 
19 p. 3.. Its newly acquired subsidiary, Creative Management Systems of 
McLean Virginia, sells call accounting software for PBXs ("Fortune 500 
firms are its customers). Cincinnati Bell Information Systems hopes to 
market Creative Management Systems software to its customers, mostly 
telephone companies.. "Quarterly Report to Shareholders," October 1, 
1985, p. 2. One report said "Cincinnati Bell is permitted to manufac
ture the software because the divestiture agreement's prohibitions 
against manufacturing by Bell operating companies does not apply to the 
company. "Cincinnati Bell, Inc. .. , Acquires Call-Accounting Software 
Firm," Communications\\Teek, September 30, 1985, p. 40.. However, in 
view of the activities of other RHCs (particularly Bell Atlantic or 
Indiana Bell) in the software business, it would appear that the 
architects and enforcers of the Consent Decree may not consider the 
writing of software to be prohibited "manufactur[ing] ... r> telecommuni
cations products," even though it is not "exchange telecommunications 
[or] exchange access" and is not a natural monopoly service actually 
regulated by tariff .... Consent Decree II"D .. 2 .. and 3 .. DeS. v" American 
Telephone and Telegraph Co Inc .. , 552 F. Supp_ 131 (D.Cm DeD.C., 1982), 
pe 227-228 .. 

207Quarterly report to Shareholders, October 1, 1985, p. 2. 
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needs@ The way we are is the way AT&T wants to beeo". How does AT&T 

view us? Probably as just another one of their distributors,,"208 

CBI's advantage is that its customers do not have to buy long-distance 

communications lines from one company, computers from another, 

telephone sets from a third, and communications lines within the state 

from a fourth& (AT&T is moving in this direction with the merger of 

AT&T Information Systems and AT&T Communications.)209 Indeed, CBI 

markets the entire AT&T Information Systems and AT&T Communications 

product lines: microcomputers, 3B minicomputers, Dimension 75 and 85 

digital PBXs, communications and office automation software, voice-data 

workstations and peripherals from AT&T Information Systems; leased 

lines, Digital Displayphone Service, and WATS from AT&T Communicationsc 

CBI is the only telephone company in the country to do thise 210 

Within its own service territory CBl has little ePE competitions 

"A few retail distributors in our area like MicroAge and ComputerLand, 

sell a few AT&T PC 6300s, but they don't sell the 7300 or 3B line. 

Sears has an AT&T contract but its nearest Business Center is in 

Dayton, Ohio & So there really is no one else around like us .. II 211 

CBI's role as a reseller of toll service in the midwest has an 

interesting aspect. Although the Consent Decree did not require CBI or 

SNETCO to provide "equal access," CBI began to "phase in" the program 

starting in the fourth quarter of 1984 and continuing over "several 

years,,"212 It found that "[t]he company's long distance business is 

benefitting from the availability of equal access in certain telephone 

company central offices,,"213 

208 Horwi t t and Mayo, "RBOCs," p.. 55" 

209Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 55 .. 

210Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 55 .. 

211Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 55, quoting Tom Lloyd, manager 
of CBI's data communications divisione 

212Annual Report, pm 4 .. 

213"Quarterly Report," July 1, 1985, p" 3 .. 
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CBl reported that it had lower earnings in the third quarter of 

1985 than in the previous year, due to an increase in expenses, 

including depreciation .. Unlike some of the other RHCs it made no 

claims of cost savings, or reduction in the labor force. 214 "The new 

businesses of Cincinnati Bell Enterprises are still growing in line 

with our projections.. Revenues have increased dramatically but the 

burden of start-up costs continues to be a drag on their results. Some 

of the businesses are profitable; however, as a group these companies 

are not yet making a positive contribution to our earnings .... 215 

NYNEX 

Although NRRl commented upon the NYPSC/NECPUC investigation of 

NYNEX,216 the following analysis is based primarily upon our survey of 

the state commissions, examination of NYNEX's reports, the trade press, 

and other sources. 

NYNEX claims it is "organized somewhat differently" from the other 

divested companies. 217 NYNEX Material Enterprises is a centralized 

purchasing and supply organization. Only Cincinnati Bell and U S West 

have such subsidiaries, and U S West's is a subsidiary of the operating 

companies,while CBl's is a wholesale supplier218 to other telephone 

companies.. Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis provide this "service" in 

their "management services" subsidiaries, which Bell Atlantic reports 

as part of the telephone group. NYNEX Business Information Systems is 

5-6 .. 
214"Quarterly Report to Shareholders," October 1, 1985, pp. 1, 

215"Quarterly Report," July 1, 1985, p .. 2 .. 

216Chessler, Comments on NYPSC/NECPUCo 

217NYNEX, Annual Report, 1984, p. 2. 

218NYNEX has applied for a waiver so that NYNEX Material Enter
prise may be a supplier to the general trade. "NECPUC Opposition," 
discussed above .. 
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to CPE subsidiaries of most other RHCs. DATAGO Computer Stores 

tIe the RHCs, Bell Atlantic has retail 

compute s Ie Be lSouth shuns the market). DATAGO has 

Di tr-Lct Court ion operate outside the NYNEX service areas 

NYNEX Deve nt "will look for selected new business opportunities." 

It has ional consul 219 NYNEX Development 

BCq Group sher of management software and NYNEX 

Busines :Lon terns Computer Solutions, a two-store 

reta]_l 20 

NYNEX In format Resources is the Yellow Pages publisher.. Apart 

from the 1 

announced 

t Yellow Pages it has recently 

t, an operator assisted Yellow Pages like 

BellSouth s it is not reported to have into neliJ markets 

Certainly it has not been as aggressive as Southwestern Bell, or even 

Paci c Telesis U S Wes or IlSouthe The terms of NYNEX Information 

tern's cant 

criticised 

21 

Fredric Paul, 
19-0utlet 

2 

had btL 
Soutb . .veste 

with Te have reportedly been 

the New York Public Service Commission, as discussed 

984~ p 3 

" COI!!:nunt(:_at~~~~e~J October 28, 1985, p" 12 
s Datago Unit 2 Stores in Drive to Attain 

.~.:~Hl~~~~~._tions~~_::'~~~9 November II, 1985 ~ p. 38" 

t, 1984, p 5 New York City Yellow Pages have -... -- ._-'""'""',.-_ •. _.-
for some years NYNEX now faces competition from 

Bell si ,complete, Yellow 
in custome~s are dissatis-

fied with New York 1 s pract ice :. shing separate "con-
n Yellow directories G Fredric Paul, "South-

wes ern East with Yellow s Harketing," Comm~~ications-
986, inafter "Southwestern Bell Heads 

single directories it is 
and Southwestern Bell must 
if it is to succeed. 

adverti rates of 
per cent, since it thinks 

share to succeed e Idem. :NYNEX f s new 
"Hello Yello\v," is being test 

advertizing, and will give 
each of 5 000 categories. Fredric Paul, 

Yellow Service .. Communica-
p It. Bell South's simi service is 
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elsewhere herein, but no order has been released. The contract is 

public information222 and may be compared with the Illinois Bell 

contract reprinted in appendix D. 

Except for purchasing and supplies, all other technical, 

marketing, carrier, regulatory and legal services are provided by NYNEX 

Service Company.223 Originally, it was a subsidiary of the parent, 

like the service companies of Bell Atlantic or Pacific Telesis. 

However, on January 1, 1985 it was made a subsidiary of the telephone 

companies. 224 As a wholly owned subsidiary of the operating telephone 

companies, New York Telephone and New England Telephone, it does not 

provide the regulatory problems of service corporations located in the 

parent or as direct subsidiaries of the parent. It owns the stock in 

Bell Communications Research. BellSouth and U S West have similarly 

located service subsidiaries. 

NYNEX Mobile Communications provides cellular services only in the 

NYNEX service area. It markets "beepers" in New York State. 

Financially, NYNEX's return on equity of 14.37 per cent 225 is 

about average for the RHCs. It is reported to be "the most aggressive 

cost cutter among the regionals."226 The 48.2 per cent price change 

of its stock since January 1, 1984 is almost exactly average for the 

RHCs.227 The contributions, if any, of the nongermane activities to 

NYNEX's profitability are not systematically reported. However, Edwin 

Schreiner, general manager of the Datago division, said that he hoped 

the chain would become profitable in the second half of 1986 .. 228 There 

222The contracts between NYNEX Information Systems and New York 
Telephone and New England Telephone were filed as exhibits (10)(ii)(B)3 
and (10)(ii)(B)4 to NYNEX's "Annual Report Form 10-K" for 1983, (File 
no. 1-8608). See, NYNEX, "Annual Report Form 10-K," 1984, p. 27. 

223Annual Report, 1984, po 19. 

224"Annual Report Form IO-K," 1984, p. 3. 

225Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p .. CI2a 

226Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p .. C12. 

227Brown and Burkhardt, "Baby Bells", po 41. 

228Paul, "Datago Buys Stores," p. 380 
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were also rumors that the reason Richard Santagati, president of NYNEX 

Business Information Systems, resigned late in 1985 was poor financial 

performance~ but no evidence was available. NYNEX denied the rumors, 

but did not release financial information on the subsidiary.,229 

NYNEX was the first RHC "to open retail stores selling computers 

and telephone products together to business and home users .. " It 

"initiated the use of a single sales force for regulated and 

non-regulated products and services.... [T]he company's plan has been 

to integrate ceo computers with PBXs •••• But sources have said Nynex 

is finding those ambitious integration plans easier said than done .... 230 

Even before Mr. Santagati's resignation NYNEX had done a major 

reorganization of its business subsidiary, relocating subsidiaries and 

personnel. 231 Thus, is claimed that NYNEX's retail subsidiaries 

selling microcomputer products to small businesses and its subsidiary 

that sells minicomputer based office automation and large voice-data 

PBXs would constitute a complete office automation system, but "the two 

sets of sales and support people rarely communicate","232 

Even so, NYNEX Business Information Systems' two major 

subsidiaries do have two centralized customer support centers (in 

Burlington, Mass. and White Plains, N.Y.) which keep records on all 

NYNEX customers, including those which "bought telephone services from 

the parent company or equipment from a BISC subsidiary,," Customers can 

use an 800 number to order service changes, make billing inquiries, or 

ask general questions.. The FCC has allowed NYNEX to provide "one stop 

shopping" for services and CPE through a single sales force. Thus 

Integrated Office Systems, the PBX and office automation subsidiary 

229Union officials denied rumors that labor troubles caused the 
resignation.. Donna Hefter, "Nynex BISC Chairman Santagati Abrupt 
Quits on 'Amicable' Terms," CommunicationsWeek, December 9, 1985, pc 

4" 

230Hefter, "NYNEX BISC Chairman," p .. lj." 

23 tt and Mayo 5 "RBOCs," p" 23 .. 

232Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 33" The same statement is made 
about Pacific Telesis's sales effort.. Idem. 
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can offer comprehensive solutions, which may include CENTREX, office 

automation from Data General or Wang, and interpremises connections 

using a high speed integrated services digital network. 233 

There has also been a lot of publicity about Teleport, a "bypass" 

local service carrier in New York City specializing in high speed 

digital private lines which is owned by Merrill Lynch and Western 

Union. Still, the New York PSC had to order New York Telephone to 

provide some high speed digital private line services. The New York 

PSC believes that part of the bypass problem could be a perception that 

New York Telephone is not offering all the high speed services its 

customers want. 234 In New England, bypass is a threat in Boston, but 

in rural Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont "old switches weren't being 

maintained" and New England Telephone has had to replace "outdated 

equipment with digital switches and fiber-optics." But there has been 

resistance to rate increases to pay for this modernization. 235 In all, 

"assessments from interconnects and big users range from abysmal to 

very good, indicating ••• that New England Telephone is somewhat 

erratic in serving the business community."236 

Pacific Telesis Group 

Pacific Telesis organized itself with most of its subsidiaries 

directly under the holding company, as shown on appendix A, figure 6a 

The nongermane subsidiaries report to a "group president, Pactel 

Companies," a pOSition not found in Ameritech, for example, which has a 

similar structure. It is reminiscent of arrangements in Bell Atlantic 

(and the reorganized BellSouth) in which the nongermane subsidiaries 

are grouped into an "enterprises" corporation" (Subsidiaries are even 

organized into subgroups in Bell Atlantic and BeIISouth.) 

233Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOC," ppo 38-39 .. 

234"BOCs Make The Grade, .. p. C6 " 

235"BOCs Make The Grade, " p. C6 .. 

236"BOCs Make The Grade, .. ppe C6-C7o 
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Locating Bell Communications Research and the service corporation', 

Pactel Services, as subsidiaries of the parent may present minor 

problems of regulatory reach. However, as noted elsewhere, California 

has long-established precedents for looking into the affairs of AT&T 

and Western Electric when these affected Pacific Telephone's expenses 

or rate base.. Since Pactel Services is a "domestic" corporation, the 

regulatory problems caused by this structure should be minimal, except 

for the matter of allocating costs, which is never entirely trivial. 

Nevada Bell had always been a subsidiary of Pacific Telephone. With 

the reorganization it is now also a subsidiary of the parent holding 

company .. 

White and Yellow Page directory operations are in a Pacific 

Telephone subsidiary, Pacific Bell Directory. The California PSC 

approved this so that the revenues are "above the line .... While this 

arrangement will not cause regulatory difficulties in California, it 

conceivably might in Nevada since Pacific Bell directory is a 

subsidiary of a company in another state. Pacific Bell Directory plans 

to introduce a Spanish language Yellow Pages in Los Angeles and a 

regional business buyers guide for purchasing agents in northern 

California. 237 PacTel Publishing plans to produce "specialized 

regional, national and international directories for consumer and 

business markets .... These include the American Hotel and Motel 

Association's Hotel and Motel Red Book, and the buying guide for the 

American Institute of Architects& Both these are established 

publications. PacTel Publishing purchased JeW.J. Enterprises, a small 

publisher of materials for convention and visitors bureaus of major 

cities,238 a move that appears related to the publication of the 

Hotel and Motel Red Book. PacTel Publishing wants to publish specialty 

newsletters and magazines, but none have been announced. Unless PacTel 

Publishing begins to produce directories that compete more directly 

with Pacific Bell Directory's Yellow Pages, the only regulatory issues 

237pacific Telesis Group, Annual Report, 1984, po 21G 

238Annual Report, 1984, p@ 23. 
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will be those inherent in any any nongermane activities: risk and 

diversion of financial and managerial resources. 

Pacific Telesis has several other subsidiaries that are of 

regulatory interest only to the extent that they increase the risk of 

the corporation (raising the cost of capital to the utilities) or 

divert resources away from the utilities. Pacific Telesis 

International has analysed a provincial telecommunications system for 

the People's Republic of China. It has acquired a British specialized 

carrier with a private network. It will consider joint projects with 

the National Telephone Company of Spain. It has offices in several 

countries around the Pacific, and won the contract for communications 

systems at the 1988 Seoul Olympics. Pactel Properties invests in 

"office and light industrial properties concentrated in California .... 239 

Regulatory issues may arise from its provision of "real estate services 

to the PacTel Companies, including property development and sales lease 

brokerage," if it performs such services for Pacific Telephone or 

Nevada Bell. 

PacTel Finance "provide[s] financial services to the PacTel 

Companies and their customers." It is providing lease financing for 

customers purchasing equipment from dealers and agents of PacTel Mobile 

Services. However, it intends to perform other financial services, 

such as equipment leasing. 240 Its present activities are more limited 

than those of Bell Atlantic and BellSouth's finance utilities, which 

provide all the financing for their CPE customers. 

PacTel Mobile Systems has two subsidiaries, and is trying to 

acquire a third.. PacTel Mobile Access is the cellular radio licensee 

in several California markets. PacTel Mobile Services markets the 

telephone and terminal equipment, and resells cellular services. 241 

PacTel Mobile Services appears to have a waiver of the recent District 

---

239Annual Report, 1984, po 23 .. Maremont, "Baby Bells, .. p .. 94 • 

240 Annual Report, 1984, p .. 23. 

241Annual Report, 1984, p .. 22. 
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Court ruling on the provision of telephone services outside the basic 

service area, so it may not have to cease its reselling operations in 

Texas and New York. PacTel has applied to acquire Communications 

Industries, Inc., which provides various mobile services outside the 

Pacific Telesis service area.. Pacific Telesis agreed that if the 

merger were allowed it would divest itself of Communications 

Industries' manufacturing operations (prohibited by the Consent 

Decree), and its "non-wire line" cellular radio operation in San Diego 

which competes with PacTel Mobile Access's wire line cellular operation 

in that citYe The Justice Department has backed the acquisition, which 

must be approved by the District Court under the Consent Decree, the 

FCC under title III of the Communications Act, and the California 

PUC,,242 

PacTel Communications Systems and PacTel InfoSystems correspond 

roughly to the Integrated Office Systems and Datago divisions of NYNEX 

Business Information Systems. PacTel Communications Systems sells 

communications systems from key systems through PBXs to business 

customers throughout California and Nevada.. PacTel InfoSystems markets 

microcomputers, software, training programs, and communications 

systems. It maintains retail storese 243 Pacific Telesis's marketing 

efforts have been subjected to the same criticism as NYNEX's: the 

242Steven Titch, "Justice Backs Waivers for PacTel's Takeover of 
Industries," Communicationslveek, December 16, 1985, p .. 7 .. The FCC 
grants two licenses-for cellular radio telephone companies in each 
"market" (major city): one to a telephone company that provides" line" 
telephone service (ordinary telephone service), and the second to 
companies that are not already in the telephone business. The two 
carriers are supposed to compete., Since the FCC must rule on all 
transfers of radio licenses, its approval must also be sought in this 
acquisition, although this is not mentioned in the story. Presumably, 
FCC approval would be hard to get if PacTel Mobile Access would be 
without a competitor in San Diego; the Justice Department objected to 
the acquisition until Pacific Telesis agreed to spin Communications 
Industries' San Diego cellular operation. Reportedly, US West has 
offered to buy the operation .. See below, PacTel's waiver discussed in 
Anna Zornosa, "Greene OKs Waivers for PacTel to Buy Comm3 Industries," 
Commu~icationsWee~, March 3, 1986, p. 1, at pp. 1, 38. 
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two sales forces are uncoordinated and do not communicate, although 

taken together the two product lines constitute a complete office 

automation systeme 244 NYNEX Business Information Systems has been 

reported to have instituted some efforts at jOint selling, as noted 

above; no such efforts have been reported at Pacific Telesis, which 

still has two sales forcesD Indeed, there have been reports that the 

two sales forces are selling competing products to each others 

customers. 24S 

Other analysts have argued that "Pacific Telesis appears to prefer 

a network-first approach 00C leveraging off its installed wires and 

central-office equipm~nt to provide business services with a minimal 

[amount] of CPEe The company's recent announcement of its voice/data 

service for small business, called Project Victoria, is a reflection of 

this commitment8" These analysts point out that while the CPE product 

lines of some RHCs may be too broad (as noted elsewhere herein), PacTel 

Communications limits itself to a single PBX and two key systems a 

"They don't invest their time or managment resources on CPE because 

they believe network communications is the medium of choice .... 246 

PacTel Communications does have a single 800 telephone number for 

telephone and computer support and product information .. 247 This is 

what NYNEX has recently instituted, but it does not include the 

complete database of all Pacific Telephone customers, regardless of 

subsidiary.. Some reports suggest that Pacific Telephone may be putting 

a disproportionate amount of attention and perhaps funding into PacTel 

InfoSystems retail chain.. There are also suggestions that while PacTel 

InfoSystems is trying to maintain its profit margins in an industry 

subject to heavy discounting, it is doing so in a manner too rigid for 

successful selling to corporate accounts*248 Similar criticisms are 

244Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p® 33 .. 

24SHorwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," ppm 42-430 

246Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p" CiS 

24 7Horwi tt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. 42 .. 

248Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs .. po 42 .. 
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made of other RHCs$ See, for example, Southern New England Telephone, 

below. 

For the most part PacTel Communications and PacTel InfoSystems 

have grown internally rather than through acquisitions, although PacTel 

InfoSystems did buy the eight store Byte Northwest Computer Shop chain 

in Ha y, 1 985 • 24 9 

Financially, PacTel Communications claims 1985 went "very well" 

with "several multi-million dollar sales," "accomplish[ing] all the 

objectives of our business plan," but admitted there would be some 

repositioning of market strategy in 1986. Other analysts, such as 

William Rich of Northern Business Information, have said "PacTel 

Communications [CPE efforts] in 1984 were a dog and it was no better in 

1985 .. "250 

Pacific Telesis as a whole has reduced expenses "dramatically .. " 

Maintenance expenses in 1985 were 3.6 per cent below the same period 

in 1984 (87e7 per cent lower in the third quarter!). It is the first 

RHC to have a new stock offering since divestiture, to retire debt and 

high cost preferred stock. 251 Divestiture had left Pacific Telesis 

with the highest debt ratio of the RHCs. Its return on equity has been 

14.3 per cent in 1985, slightly below the RHC average of 14.42 per 

cent. 252 The price increase of its stock since divestiture, at 41.7 

per cent, is below the group average of 48.1 per cent; only 

Southwestern Bell, at 36.0 per cent is lower. 253 

In terms of service, Pacific Bell and Nevada Bell have very 

different characters. Pacific Bell has been characterised by users as 

an eager courtier [sic] of big business in a state where bypass 

remains a serious concern .. Nevada Bell .... was sketched as a modern 

249Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 42e 

250Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," pe CIS .. 

251 Mulq ueen, "Regionals Pos t Revenues," p 0 C12" 

252Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," po C12 .. 

253Brown and Burkhardt, "Baby Bells," po 41 .. 
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but consumer-considerate telco, pursuing the philosophy of universal 

service .. Pacific Bell has assigned service managers to each large 

user who are "on call twenty-four hours a day.... Consumer advocates in 

California do not criticise the quality of local service, but complain 

of the attention being paid to business users. In Nevada, according to 

both the Public Advocate's office and the carrier the most common 

complaint seems to be high charges for extending service to remote 

areas. Complaints are few, however. 254 

Southern New England Telephone 

Southern New England Telephone was an "associated company" of the 

old Bell System. AT&T owned a minority of its stock,255 but SNETCO was 

a signatory to all the contracts that tied the Bell System together: 

the license fee contract, the standard supply contract, the division of 

revenues contract. The reasons for examining Southern New England 

Telephone and Cincinnati Bell, the associated companies, are discussed 

in detail above. Briefly, because they were not subject to the 

constraints the Consent Decree imposed upon the twenty-one divested 

BOCs, the associated companies were free to enter the CPE market, 

including computer sales, at the same time AT&T did, in 1983. 

Neither did they have to relinquish their embedded base of CPE 

customers to AT&T. They are permitted to have interLATA and interstate 

operations (although the contracts by which they shared interstate 

facilities with AT&T and neighboring BOCs had to be renegotiated). 

254"BOCs Services," p .. C7 .. 

255At divestiture AT&T owned twenty-four per cent of SNETCQ's 
common stock, which it sold to the public in a secondary offering on 
May 2, 1984.. United Telecomm purchased about 2.9 million of the 7 
million shares AT&T sold, avowedly for "investment." Southern New 
England Telephone Company, "Second Quarter Report, 1984," inside front 
cover" Twenty-four per cent ownership of a corporation with the 
remaining shares widely dispersed would be considered by many as giving 
effective control.. Ownership of 9.9 per cent of a corporation (as 
United Telecomm purchased) would not normally be so considered. 
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Like AT&T, Southern New England Telephone found the 1982 Consent 

Decree "liberated" it from the restrictions on data processing 

contained in the 1956 Consent Decree. Moreover, it did not have to ask 

the Dis trict Court for \vai vers of the terms of the 1982 Consent Decree 

to permit it to offer services other than local exchange service. It 

should be remembered that with operating revenues of $1.2734 billion 

in 1984, it is far smaller than the smallest of the RHCs, Southwestern 

Bell, which had 1984 revenues of $7.1913 billion. 256 

SNETCO was quick to take advantage of this situation, and on 

January 1,1983, with the approval of the Connecticut Department of 

Public Utility Control, SONECOR Systems Division began operating in the 

competitive marketplace, providing equipment from a large number of 

suppliers. It also created a subsidiary, SONECOR Credit Corporation 

(of which it owns eighty per cent) to finance the sales. 257 Since then 

it created subsidiaries for its fiber optics joint venture with CSX, 

the railroad, and a real estate corporation. In 1984 the Connecticut 

Department of Public Utility Control began a proceeding as to the 

structural and operating separations and conditions it should impose 

256Southern New England Telephone Company, Annual Report, 1984, 
p .. 27. Southwestern Bell Corporation, Annu~~ __ "Report, 1984,--p .. 23. 

257SNET CO, Annual Report, 1983, pp .. 17-22~ SONECOR FiberCom is an 
activity prohibitedt;th;-RHCs by the 1982 Consent Decree's 
restrictions on their offering interLATA services.. SONECOR Voice 
Messaging Division is markets Tigon Corporation's electronic 
"mailboxes" for storage and fon.varding of voice messages. 
(Annual Report, 1984, p. 10 .. ) This too, is forbidden to the RHCs as 
"info-rmatio-n-service," but AT&T (and SNETCO) may offer it since they do 
not own or control the information. "'Information Service' means the 
offering of a capability for ••. storing information which may be 
conveyed by telecommunications e ••• " Consent Decree, clause IV.J~, D@S. 
v. American Telephone & Telegraph Co., 552 F. SUppa 131 (D.D.C., 1982), 
p. 229. SNETCO documentation is vague as to whether certain CPE and 
interexchange operations are technjc~lly divisions or subsidiaries. 
This vagueness extends to SNETCO's recent filings with the Connecticut 
DPUC, discussed belowe We show them as subsidiaries, since 
organizations that include retail stores and joint ventures must 
operate as corporations, even if some of their management is performed 
in a division of the parento See SNETCO Responses to Interogatories by 
Rolm Corporation, and SNETCO Responses to Interogatories by Division of 
Consumers Counsel, Connecticut Department of Public Utilities Docket 
83-12-15: ES: BBM, SNETCO Petition on Diversification, September 19, 
19850 
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diversification. 258 SNETCO recently filed a proposal to establish a 

holding company for all its communications businesses,259 but the 

department has not acted upon it. 

SONECOR FiberCom Corporation is part owner of the LIGHTNET 

partnership with CSX Communications, a subsidiary of CSX Corporation 

(the parent of the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad). Most of the 

customers are interexchange carriers, and are part owners or have long 

term leases. LIGHTNET has asked the FCC and the Florida PSC for 

rulings that it is not a common carrier. U.S. TeleCom Communications 

is the largest customer, and a primary contractor for construction. 260 

This relationship with U.S. TeleCom (and SONECOR FiberCom's continuing 

need for external financing to complete LIGHTNET) is interesting in 

light of U.S. Telecom's having purchased SNETCO's stock at the 

secondary offering, but no relationship between the events has been 

shown. 261 AT&T Technologies is the major equipment supplier, which is 

interesting in light of AT&T Communications being a major competitor. 

258Southern New England Telephone Company, "Annual Report Form 
10-K" 1984, p .. 2 .. 

259"Connecticut DPUC to Consider Approval of SNET Reorganization 
Plan, " State Telephone Regulation Report, vol. 3, no. 18 (September 
26, 1985), po 8.. .-

260"Annual Report Form 10-K," 1984, p. 9. 

261United Telecommunications Inc., recently issued debentures 
which convertable into Southern New England Telephone Company stock at 
$49.275 per share, about a 20.25 per cent premium over SNETCO's recent 
stock price of $41. (United Telecom bought the stock for $20.80.) 
United Telecom had to pay only 9.75 per cent interest on the 
debentures, rather than about 12 per cent had they not been 
convertible. Some analysts thought United used SNETCO's stock rather 
than its own because SNETCO is a stronger company than United, but 
there are other advantages for United: it gets the SNETCO stock off 
its books at a profit, sells SNETCO's stock without depressing the 
price, and lowers the interest rate it must pay. SNETCO's debt has a 
AA rating from Standard & Poor's Corp., while S&P recently lowered its 
rating of United's debt from BBB plus to BBB. (The convertable issue 
in question is rated BBB minus.) "S&P said that United's regulated 
telephone operations are still strong, but that paying for its U.S. 
Telecom Inc.'s long-distance operation is a growing burden for the 
whole corporation.... "United Telecom: SNET Stock to Cut Charges on 
Offering," CommunicationsWeek, September 9, 1985, p .. 32 .. 
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SONECOR Systems has not been successful. After the first year of 

operations SNETCO said "[w]e expected the division to post a slight 

profit on its first year of operations. Instead, it posted a moderate 

loss.. We took prompt corrective measures. Although we are 

well-positioned against competitors coo fewer [large] customers 

purchased equipment than we had projected .... 262 After the second 

year SNETCO said 

[o]ur diversified telecommunications group, as is to be 
expected of start-up businesses, continues to post losses and 
will probably not be profitable in 1985. New competitors have 
crowded into communications markets, squeezing profit 
margins ..... [C]osts exceeded revenues&&.e We've sharpened our 
market focus •• G [a]nd we're reorganizing the division with a 
focus on cost control and force reduction. 263 

In fact, SNETCO's diversified telecommunications group, consisting 

of SONECOR Systems, SONECOR FiberCom Corp_, SONECOR Cellular, SONECOR 

Voice Messaging, SONECOR Credit Corp_, and SONECOR Real Estate Corp. 

lost $7.5 million in 1983 on sales of $15Gl million, and $20.9 million 

in 1984 on sales of $52.6 million. 264 Dean Witter Reynolds estimated 

the losses on unregulated operations at $8.4 million after taxes in the 

first half of 1984, and $15 million in the first half of 19850 265 The 

diversified telecommunications group represented an investment of $76.7 

million at the end of 1984 (exclusive of advances), and further 

investments of $16 million, plus short-term external financing, were 

anticipated in 1985. 266 

In February and again in mid-1985, SNETCO retrenched signifi

cantly_ After several management changes at SONECOR Systems, it 

262Annual Report, 1983, p .. 18" 

263Annual Report, 1984, ppe 2, 16 .. 

264Annual Report, 1984, p. 36 .. 

265Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs, .. p .. 55. 

266"Annual Report Form 10-K," 1984, p .. 9.. SNETCO's total assets 
in 1984 were $202696 billion, of which $1.804 billion was net 
telephone plant. 
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closed Chicago and California offices and limited itself to the 

Northeast (its most distant office is now in Philadelphia). It reduced 

staff from 800 to 625. It also moved its sales offices out of shopping 

malls into SNETCO locations. Although it had been trying to market 

integrated voice-data systems, like the other RHCs, the division's 

president said "I don't think customers are ready to buy integrated 

voice-data systems. That's what we've found in the market. There just 

has not been the public acceptance .... we thought would come .. " 267 

Indeed, analysts thought that unregulated operations, including SONECOR 

Systems and LIGHTNET had lost $8.4 million after taxes in the first 

half of 1984 and $15 million in the first half of 1985, with most of 

the losses due to the equipment operation. 268 Reportedly, SONECOR was 

bidding several hundred dollars per line more for PBXs than its 

competitors, even on identical configurations. Northern Telecom 

terminated the distributorship, supposedly because of low sales 

volumes, although Northern officials would not comment. 269 

SONECOR thinks its finances should improve. It estimates 1985 

sales to be 35 per cent higher than 1984 sales which were in the $50 

million range. As manager of integrated systems Joseph Scozzafava says 

we think this is great for a start-up business. You have 
to expect to lose money initially. And we hope to be 
profitable by 1986. The problem is that people were 
looking for us to be profitable by 1984. Who's profitable 
now? AT&T sure isn't. The problem is that early on the 
press gave us a glamorous image that we're now finding hard 
to live up to in a market with RBOCs.. Yes, the RBOCs are 
tough competitors, but we plan to beat them. 270 

267Laurel Nelson-Rowe, "Two Years of Hard Lessons: Sonecor Cuts 
Back OA Effort after Stalled Push," CommunicationsWeek, August 26, 
1985, pp. 1, 6. As noted elsewhere, most of the RHCs have stressed 
integrated voice-data systems, and none have found much of a market for 
such integrating. 

268Nelson-Rowe, "Sonecor Cuts Back," p .. 6.. SNETCO refuse to 
release figures for SONECOR Systems, but it was reported that they had 
expected profits of $6 million in 1985. Idem. 

269Nelson-Rowe, "Sonecor Cuts Back," p .. 6 .. 

270Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 55 .. 
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Since SNETCO never moved Yellow Pages from the telephone company, 

there have been no regulatory problems with respect to revenueso In 

1984 SNETCO said it was introducing new community directories, and new 

guides for attorneys and dentists (it already had special guides for 

restaurants and physicians). Directory revenues in 1984 increased 15.4 

per cent in 1982, 17 .. 0 per cent in 1983 and 16.7 per cent from 1983, 

due to "advertising rate increases and increased sales volume,,"271 

SNETCO has made claims about its efforts to cut costs in telephone 

operations, including freezing pay scales, but unlike other BOCs, it 

increased the number of employees in 1984. 272 

In 1983 SNETCO admitted to service problems with respect to 

responsiveness to customers. In both 1983 and 1984 SNETCO cited a 

number of efforts to improve responsiveness, both in service (repairs, 

moves and rearrangements) and in the market (more services and 

choice).273 

Southwestern Bell 

Southwestern Bell Corporation is the only RRC with but a single 

telephone subsidiary, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.. Its 

customer premises equipment subsidiary is Southwestern Bell Telecom. 

It intends to introduce a line of "high function cord and cordless 

telephones" into the "nationwide consumer retail market .. " Southwestern 

Bell Mobile Systems, was the first Bell company to have all its cellu

lar radio systems operating. 274 Asset management, Inc., a real estate 

subsidiary, is not active yets 275 Southwestern Bell's interest in Bell 

Communications Research is owned directly by the holding company. 

271Annual Report, 1984, pp .. 12, 23.. The recent filings with the 
Connecticut DPUC, discussed above, provide for subsidiary for Yellow 
Pages .. 

272Annual Report, 1984, pp" 8, 18, 23 .. 

273Annual Repo~~, 1983, ppe 4,13-14. Annual Report_~ 1984, pp" 
8-10" 

274Southwestern Bell Corporation, Annual R~ort, 1984, p. 5" 

275Survey responses. 
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Southwestern Bell Publications has been extremely active in the 

Yellow Pages markets nationally. On January 1, 1984 Southwestern Bell 

transferred all Yellow Pages operations to Southwestern Bell 

Publications; accruals of revenues and expenses for directories 

published after that date would not be recognized by the telephone 

company.276 This arrangement is different from those of the other 

RHCs, whose directory subsidiaries continue to pay the telephone 

company for rights to the customer lists. See, for example, 

discussions of Ameritech, BellSouth, and NYNEX herein. As discussed 

below, when determining the revenue requirement in rate cases, 

commissions have been taking a variety of approaches to "imputing" an 

"appropriate" level of Yellow Pages revenue to the operating telephone 

company, and are not necessarily relying on accounting. Kansas, which 

reports that it is treating Southwestern Bell's Yellow Pages as a 

rate-regulated service (see below) is unusual. 

Southwestern Bell was "the Yellow Pages sales leader for the Bell 

System each of the six years before divestiture. The average annual 

growth rate for directory revenues was seventeen per cent for the 

period." These directories are now published by Southwestern Bell 

Publications, and Southwestern Bell does not publicly disclose revenues 

of subsidiaries other than the telephone company.277 Communications 

Trends, a market research house, estimated Southwestern Bell's Yellow 

Pages revenues in 1984 at $740 million. 278 A Southwestern Bell 

spokesman said that in the second quarter of 1985 Southwestern Bell 

earned $21 million "from sales of Yellow Pages directories published in 

1984.,,279 (This is apparently the amount Southwestern Bell Corporation 

continued to credit Southwestern Bell Telephone Company for Yellow 

276Southwestern Bell Corporation, "Annual Report Form 10-K," 1984, 
ppe 4-5 .. 

277Annual Report, 1984, ppo 12, 16 .. 

278John Mulqueen, "sw Bell Buys Contel's Directory Publishing 
Unit," CommunicationsWeek, July 15, 1985, p .. 1, at p .. 45 .. 

279 John Mulqueen, "All 7 Bell Holding Companies Report Higher Earn 
for Quarter," CommunicationsWeek, July 22, 1985, pe 29 .. 
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Pages Revenue earned prior to creation of Southwestern Bell Publica

tions.)280 Southwestern Bell Publications began with the following 

subsidiaries in 1984$ AD/VENT Information Services had a contract to 

produce directories for the telephone company in Australia. It also 

sells other printed promotional and directory material. Others were 

AD/VENT Grafx (which does graphic design for the other subsidiaries), 

Southwestern Bell Media (which owns the copyright and produces and 

distributes the directories), and Southwestern Bell Yellow Pages (which 

was the subsidiary that sold the advertising).281 Southwestern Bell 

Publications began to acquire Yellow Pages operations. It acquired 

Mast Publishing from Continental Telecom, Inc. It acquired J.Co Blake, 

a publisher of Yellow Pages directories, guides for the armed forces 

and for tourists, maps, and directories for government agencies. It 

bought New York Yellow Pages, a small publisher of neighborhood 

directories. It also acquired fifty per cent of AMDOCs, Inc. which 

develops publishing technology.282 Analysts say that "Southwestern 

Bell's aggressive move into high-margin directory publishing could 

prove to be the most profitable of all the regionals' diversification 

efforts."283 

Southwestern Bell Publications has also introduced new products .. 

For example, the Southwestern Bell Media subsidiary has begun 

publishing directories in other service areas, as discussed elsewhere 

280"The Telephone Company will continue to recognize decresing 
revenue and expense in 1985 as Yellow Pages directories produced prior 
to December 31, 1983 are replaced by updated directories,," "Annual 
Report Form 10-K," 1984, pp .. 4-5 .. 

281Survey Results. Annual Report, 1984, p. 12. Capitalization 
plans for the furnishing of Customer Premises Equipment and Enhanced 
Services, FCC Mimeo 85-28, February 4, 1985, Appendix G, ppe 4-5e 
White pages are produced by the telephone company. 

282 .. SW Bell Unit Acquires Another Directory Company," 
CommunicationsWeek, October 14, 1985, p. 50. Southwestern Bell 
Corporation, "Southwestern Bell Publications Buys San Diego 
Publisher," Press Release, September 27, 1985 .. 

283Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p.. C12 .. 
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herein. It has also begun publishing several editions of the "Silver 

Pages" directories of firms offering discounts to senior citizens, with 

sections on services available to the elderly and a "slick magazine" 

on health and other topics. Mast publications will distribute these 

through senior citizens organizations. Other RHCs, such as Ameritech 

and BellSouth are using logos to identify businesses offering such 

discounts. The president of Ameritech Publishing, Leo F. Egan, is 

quoted: "With that type of identification in the local Yellow Pages, 

why do you need a second book like Silver Pages?" Southwestern Bell's 

"research in St. Louis [its own service territory] shows seventy-one 

per cent of all seniors have Silver Pages in their homes, and fifty-one 

per cent say they used it at least once within three months of 

receiving it."284 

Southwestern Bell has a major effort to publish Yellow Pages 

directories in Eastern Markets including New York, Baltimore and 

Washington, D.C. Reportedly, Southwestern Bell wants a twenty per cent 

market share, and is discounting advertising rates by twenty-five 

to forty per cent. It is also publishing single directories in markets 

where customers must now consult several directories to get a 

comprehensive listing of all companies. These points are discussed 

elsewhere herein. 

While Southwestern Bell has been "leading from its strength" by 

expanding as aggressively in the Yellow Pages business as Bell Atlantic 

has in CPE, it has not neglected the CPE market by any means. South

western Bell Telecom now has two divisions. The Business Systems 

Division markets key and PBX systems, and "is becoming a major competitor 

in the office integration marketplace." To sell better in the mid-west, 

it acquired "certain assets of COMCOA, Inc., a Kansas Telecommunica

tions Company .. " The second division is the Freedom Phone Division, 

"launched through to acquisition of the rights to the Freedom Phone 

284James Ellis, "Southwestern Bell Grows by the Book--the Yellow 
Pages," Business Week, December 2, 1985, p. 101 .. For information on 
Southwestern Bell's eastern Yellow Pages, see Fredric Paul, "Southwestern 
Bell Heads Fast with Yellow Pages Marketing," CommunicationsWeek, 
February 17, 1986, po 6. 
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product line from Electra Company •• 0$0 These products will be 

distributed on a national basis through quality retail stores .... 

Southwestern Bell/ISI--Information Systems Integrators began as a 

"separate consulting unit,"285 but has since been merged with the 

Business Systems Division. 286 

Southwestern Bell is not yet actually active in the office auto

mation business, and when it does enter it will keep its product line 

narrow. "We definitely plan to get into the office automation market 

sometime in 19860".0 We plan to tie the products we offer to certain 

[unnamed] vertical markets and user areas with a well-defined need for 

voice-data communications applications, like manufacturing and 

service."287 In fact, "[aJnalysts chided the company for lack of a 

computer line," and faulted it for poor performance selling PBXs .. 

"Eastern Management Group ranked them fifth among BOCs." The depressed 

state of the agriculture and oil industries were also cited as reasons 

for poor sales performance. However, claims that state regulation is 

"tough" in the region shoulci not have been a factor, since CPE is 

deregulated. 288 

Southwestern Bell Telecom has been active as a supplier to the 

shared tenant services companies. it has "a multimillion-dollar 

contract with Electronic Office Centers of America, Inco," which will 

buy $20 to $50 million worth of PBXs and other equipment. Electronic 

Office Centers said "[w]e've been working on cooperative marketing in 

some of the shared-tenant areas,," Electronic Office Centers has 

buildings in Chicago, Dallas, and Pittsburgh. 289 Although the District 

Court has refused to grant waivers so that RHCs may go into the shared 

285Annual Report, 1984, p_ 14. 

286Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," pe CIS" 

287Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 54, quoting Jack Zaloudek, 
executive vice president of the Business Systems Division. 

288Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p .. CIS. 

289H' d M "R-BOC" 54 _ 0 rWl t t an _ a yo , s , P e " 
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tenant services business, there is no apparent objection to their 

acting as CPE providers, even outside their service areas. 

In 1985 Southwestern Bell had to quadruple the capitalization of 

Southwestern Bell Telecommunications from $47.7 million to $200 

million. Southwestern Bell said it needed the money to purchase its 

CPE inventory and fixed assets rather than leasing them. The FCC 

granted the request because the amount, $200 million, is small relative 

to the $3.9 billion construction program of Southwestern Bell 

Telephone, but the FCC accused Southwestern Bell of "poor business 

planning."290 

Financially, Southwestern Bell's 14.2 per cent return on equity 

is among the lowest. It ties Bell Atlantic's, and only U S West's is 

lower (at 13.6 per cent). Southwestern Bell is coping with a 

depressed local economy in Texas, and most of its new access lines are 

residential, which produce less revenue" It has reportedly "not been 

aggressive enough in cutting its payroll" since its chairman "fears 

that if Southwestern Bell lets many people go it will lose experienced 

personnel that it might later need."291 Southwestern Bell's stock has 

gone up in price only 36 per cent since divestiture, by far the worst 

performance among the RHCs.292 It has been hurt by the slow progress 

of a rate case in Texas, and uncertainty about the National Exchange 

Carriers Association pools (it is a "high cost" company and a net 

recipient) .. 293 There appears to be a general perception that "state 

regulators in the region are among the toughest in the country .. "294 

All of these considerations may be affecting the price of the stock. 

Southwestern Bell "prides itself on placing top priority on the 

local exchange and providing dependable and affordable plain old 

telephone service. A company spokesman said "we provide local 

290B .. O.C .. Monitor," CommunicationsWeek, July 15, 1985, p .. 10 .. 

291Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p~ C12 .. 

292Brown and Burkhardt, "Baby Bells," p .. 41 .. 

293Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues, fI p .. C12 .. 

294Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p .. CIS .. 
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service. That's our mission. Big users complain that Southwestern 

Bell is "jealously guarding its exchange turf to the detriment of 

competition and new technologies.... The director of the Arkansas state 

Department of Computer Services said "the primary thing to understand 

is that of all the Bell operating companies, Southwestern Bell is 

probably the most conservative. The conservatism is almost provincial 

at times,," Interconnects have been challenging Southwestern Bell's 

tariffs and other restrictions, both at the federal and state levels. 

They also report slow response to complaints about line problems, 

leading to a poor working relationship with vendors. But for basic 

services Southwestern gets high marks. There is a perception in some 

states, such as the Arkansas Attorney General's Office, that it favors 

residential customers with low rates, and that it is very good at 

responding to complaints: very few reach the Attorney General@ In 

other states, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas, state officials all 

mentioned continuing complaints about customer billing and service, 

despite Southwestern Bell's well-thought-of "Tele-Help" program of 

brochures and advertizements to reduce customer confusion. 295 

U S West 

U S West is the smallest of the RHCs in assets and revenues and 

has only four telephone companies, Mountain Bell, Northwestern Bell, 

Pacific Northwest Bell, and Mountain Bell's small subsidiary, Malheur 

Home Telephone Company. Yet appendix A, figure A-9, shows the most 

elaborate structure of any of the regional holding companiese 

If there is unique direction being taken by U S West in 

diversifying, it is commercial real estate. Several RHCs are stressing 

real estate to one degree or another, but "u S West is pushing the 

hardest. It already has a $70 million portfolio of outside properties® 

[It] has spent $74 million for two commercial· lending companies" .. 296 

295"Regionals Make The Grade" pp .. C7, C16 e 

296Maremont, "Baby Bells," p .. 100. 
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But most of U S West's diversification has been through in-house 

development rather than acquisition. 297 

Landmark Publishing publishes telephone directories through its 

U S West Direct subsidiary. (The disputes over the transfer of Yellow 

Pages in Colorado, Minnesota and Wyoming are discussed elsewhere.) 

NewVector Communications provides cellular service within the region, 

and has proposed international ventures. (U S West has offered to buy 

the San Diego non-wire line cellular system from Communications 

Industries as part of Pacific Telesis's purchase of that company. This 

is subject to the District Court's willingness, discussed elsewhere, to 

grant waivers for operation of cellular radio outside the service 

area.) U S West Information systems was formed in August, 1985, by 

merging Interline Communications (a nationwide service company, 

offering management, installation and repair of major CPE 

installations) with FirsTel Information Systems (which sold and 

serviced business telecommunications equipment in U S West's service 

area, plus California and Nevada), plus small CPE subsidiaries of the 

telephone companies. 298 U S West Financial Servi.ces provides leasing 

and sales financing to customers. BetaWest properties is the 

commercial real estate subsidiary. NeTech Communications is unique 

among the RHCs, providing internal telecommunications to the the other 

subsidiaries. 299 Netech was apparently intended to be the nucleus of 

U S West's re-entry into interLATA telecommunications, but such re

entry has been foreclosed by the District Court for the indefinite 

future: certainly until equal access is a reality. 

Like BellSouth, U S West originally located the service and supply 

subsidiaries (including Bell Communications Research) as subsidiaries 

297Mark lvey, "The 'Cowboy' Leading the Charge at U S West," 
Business Week, December 2, 1985, po 96, at p. 970 

298Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p. 46. 

299U S West, Annual Report, 1984, inside front cover, except for 
information on reorganization of CPE offerings. 
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of the operating companies, thereby probably avoiding some of the 

controversies that have attended NYNEX's structure. However, U S West 

further divided Northwastern Bell and Mountain Bell, creating holding 

companies for each, and then relocating some of their operations (such 

as real estate and paging) outside the telephone companies. More 

recently, U S West merged Spurs West, the procurement arm for two of 

its BOGs into U S West Material Resources, the procurement subsidiary 

for all U S West. 300 

While U S West says "Landmark Publishing ..... intends to pursue 

other opportunities in the publishing industry," none have been 

announced. U S West Direct pays the BOCs "publishing fees for 

exclusive use of logo and directory rightsG"301 

NewVector Communications will install a cellular radio system in 

the Gulf of Mexico and design and manage one in Costa Rica. 302 These 

appear to be the only U S West overseas activities. Unlike Bell 

Atlantic, Southwestern Bell, and Pacific Telesis, it has not operated 

outside its service territory in the United States,303 although it has 

made an offer for a non-wire line system in San Diego. 

U S West's CPE subsidiaries have had "disappointing" performance, 

and as noted above were reorganized in August, 1985, from a 

decentralized pattern reminiscent of Ameritech to a highly centralized 

structure. U S West chairman Jack McAllister has indicated that 

reorganization will delay until 1986 the profitability of all U S West's 

new subsidiaries. 304 Through the Interline division, U S West is active 

in thirty-six states. (Interline does not provide equipment, but does 

do upgrades and third-party maintenance.) The Business Sales and 

Services division is the single point of contact for most business 

300"B.O .. C .. Monitor," CommunicationsWeek, December 2, 1985, p .. 16 .. 

301Annual Report, 1984, pp. 6, lIe 

302Annual Report, 1984, p@ 7. 

303Anna Zornosa, "3 BOCS Move to Divest Extra-Regional Cellular 
Operations," CommunicationsWeek, February 10, 1986, p. 45 .. 

304Horwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p" 46 .. 
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customersm It was segmented along product lines (indeed, in different 

subsidiaries, some of which competed for sales of the same products) 

before the reorganization, but is now organized into three groups: one 

for U S West's service territory, one for California and Nevada, and 

"Strategic Accounts" to reach national accounts, shared tenant services 

customer and the federal government. 305 Unlike NYNEX and Bell Atlantic, 

but like BellSouth, U S West does not plan to enter the retail computer 

market. 306 Before the reorganization there were apparently real 

problems with U S West's CPE sales efforts. The most notable was an 

installation of a "private network exchange" PBX from Ztel, Inc .. , for 

the government of Utah which had to be abandoned when it did not 

provide all promised features and the manufacturer went bankrupt. 

While U S ~.Jest' s spokesmen say the reorganization gave a "finer market 

focus" and allowed a "more coordinated effort," outside analysts say it 

is too soon to tell whether the reorganization is a success,,307 

By any objective standards U S West's diversification efforts have 

been conventional and even conservative compared to some other RHCs. 

This is at marked contrast with the company's rhetoric. Jack A. 

McAllister, the chairman, "constantly rails against the evils of 

monopoly and regulation, '" advocates wholesale deregulation of nearly 

every phone service G.O [a]nd "@,, was the first to call for changes 

in the [Consent Decree] ,,"308 

U S West has gotten some pricing flexibility for telephone 

services, but critics charge that its "strategy could leave U S West 

without its customary guaranteed rate of return--and vulnerable to an 

array of competitors,," A "top official" at another RHC said "their 

philosophy is that competition is good, therefore do it. But sometimes 

that isn't smart business sense. This is not the time for uncon~ 

30SHorwitt and Mayo, "RBOCs," p .. L~6" 

306Horwitt and r1ayo, "RBOCs," p" 48. 

307Meade and Nelson-Rowe, "Regionals Learning Equipment," p. CIS. 

308Mark Ivey, "The 'Cowboy' Leading the Charge at U S West," 
Business Week, December 2, 1985, p. 96. 
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trolled, cowboy kind of competition. This is the time to get ready for 

competition .... 309 

Donna Jaegers of PaineWebber compared U S West's diversification 

with Southwestern Bell's move into Yellow Pages: "relatively stodgy .. 

But at least [Southwestern Bell] are doing it full speed. Their 

saying, 'let's do this and not look back' will probably payoff more 

than what U S West has done by saying 'let's get into this and that and 

whatever looks good.' In the future there are always second thoughts 

with that kind of approach and there is always . ..~ln restructuring. ~~v 

John Bain at Shearson Lehman Brothers called U S West "definitely 

one of the more innovative" holding companies, noting "the history of 

innovation and diversification by telephone companies is not exactly 

cheering news to investors, so it is not clear whether this management 

style is good or bad .... 31l 

U S West chairman McAllister says "the days of building fortresses 

and trying to hide behind them are over. It is reported that "by 1990 

he hopes to get fifty per cent of his revenues from unregulated 

businesses, up from ten per cent this year .. "312 The ten per cent 

obviously includes revenues from Yellow Pages, since as noted, none of 

U S West's new subsidiaries are profitable. (A statement in the 1984 

Annual Report [p .. 3] that three of the unregulated corporations "were 

profitable for the year," appears to refer to directory publishing, 

real estate and financial services .. ) In 1984, "new, unregulated 

companies" provided 4.7 per cent of total revenues,,313 

U S West's financial results are about average. The price of the 

stock increased 48.4 per cent since divestiture, slightly above the RHC 

309 Ivey , "u S West," ppe 96-97 .. 

3 lOMulqueen , "Regionals Post Revenues," p" C12 .. 

311Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p .. C12 e 

312r .. U S W .. 97 vey, est, p& e 

313Annual Report, 1984, p .. 3 .. 
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average of 48$1 per cent. 314 Its return on equity of 13.6 per cent for 

the nine months ending September 30, 1985 is the lowest of the RHCs, 

and shows the least improvement by far compared with the same period 

the previous year@ On the other hand, its return on equity of 14.8 per 

cent for the third quarter is a substantial improvement over the 

previous year®315 

Service quality is reported to be good, except where it is 

completely unavailable in remote locations. Complaints generally had 

to do with rates, including an effort to get mandatory local measured 

service in Oregon (delayed by the legislature until July, 1986 at the 

earliest), and high rates in Utah. Northwestern Bell's rate increases 

seem to have aroused "some ire," and a state users group in Minnesota 

said local rates have gone up one-third since divestiture, which has 

drawn protests from consumers groups. The most common complaint is 

that U S West is concentrating too much on city customers.. In Utah the 

Consumer Services Office pointed out that some customers still have 

only eight-party services available, and some have no service, but that 

Mountain Bell did not begin to extend service until ordered to do so by 

the commission.. A similar problem occurred in Wyoming, but the 

commission there said the BOC has been "very cooperative," and the 

commission in Montana said this "perennial problem" should be solved by 

next year .. 316 

State Corr~ission Actions with Respect to RHC Subsidiaries 

In June and July 1985 NRRI conducted a combined mail and telephone 

survey of state commissionse In all, there were forty usable 

responses While these responses are summarized below, a certain 

caution must be exerted in the results.. In particular, a 

314Brown and Burkhardt, "'Baby Bells," p 4·1 

315Mulqueen, "Regionals Post Revenues," p .. C12 .. 

316BOCs Make The Grade," p .. C16. 
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commission's statement that an activity is unregulated may refer only 

to traditional rate base regulation applied directly to the subsidiary. 

In some instances it appears that commissions are applying non-tradi

itional regulation, or are applying the regulation indirectly through 

the operating telephone companYe The responses to the survey are 

summarized in Appendix C, table C-1e 

Corporate Structure 

Because the 1982 Consent Decree and the reorganization plan were 

orders of federal courts, state commissions were unable to influence 

the transfer of functions, lines of business, or assets to the regional 

holding companies. In other circumstances (that is, when the utility 

is not acting in response to a court order) many commissions do have 

legal authority to regulate the disposal of assets 317 and discontinu

ance of service by the utilities they regulate. 318 Furthermore, the 

court ordered all assets to be valued at net book cost for accounting 

purposes. 319 

Thus, state commission reaction to the new organizational 

structure has necessarily been indirect.. Commissions have investigated 

the valuation of the transferred assets for ratemaking purposes, and 

317 The importance of this authority is shown by the case of the 
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad which transformed itself into a holding 
company and disposed of many assetse When Bangor Punta, the holding 
company, disposed of the railroad, the railroad's buyer, First Boston 
Corporation, sued the seller for having "stripped" the assets.. As a 
result of the Bangor and Aroostook situation and a similar one invol
ving the Penn Central Railroad, the ICC asked Congress for additional 
powers to directly regulate rail holding companies, transactions among 
affiliates of holding companies, and even transactions between 
regula ted firms and outside suppliers" Manley R.. In..;rin and Kenneth B .. 
Stanley, "Regulatory Circumvention and the Holding Company," 
Journal of Economic Issues, vol. vii, no. 2 (June 1974), pp 398, 404. 

318For examples of state commissions using these powers in such 
matters as the transfer of Yellow Pages, see the Colorado, Minnesota 
and New York actions discussed herein. 

319U.S. v. American Telephone and Telegraph Co@, Inc", 552 F. 
Supp", 131 (D .. C. D .. D .. C., 1982), ppe 204-205. 
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the reasonableness of the contracts between the telephone utility and 

its affiliatese 320 They have also consolidated operating revenues of 

unregulated, nonutility, affiliates with operating revenues of the 

telephone company for rate making purposese 321 

State commissions do not generally consider that they have 

authority over the activities of holding companiese Thus, their 

attempts to restrict the nongermane activities of the Bell Regional 

Holding Companies have centered upon petitions to the District Court 

with jurisdiction over the Consent Decreee The FCC, on the other hand; 

has taken a very active stance, even seeming at times to declare 

holding companies to be common carrierse 322 

In 1979, the FCC held GTE, then a conglomerate holding company 

owning several operating telephone companies (some of which were fully 

subj ec t to FCC jurisdiction and some of which were .. connecting 

carriers" under 47 USC 152(b)(2», manufacturing suppliers to the 

telephone industry, and manufacturers of consumer products, to be a 

common carrier subject to section 214 of the Communications Act .. 323 

This order was not appealed to the courtse 

320See , for example, the Illinois and New York investigations of 
the Yellow Pages contracts discussed herein@ 

321According to the NRRI survey, at least with respect to Yellow 
Pages this is the practice in all states in the Bell Atlantic Region, 
except possibly Pennsylvania which did not respond, but which has no 
current rate cases and granted little of the requested relief in the 
most recent case.. For citations to specific orders see Chessler and C 
"Yellow Pages .... 

322U S West, et al .. v .. FCC, U S .. C .. A .. D .. D .. C nos .. 84-1451 
and 84-1448 (involving an FCC order which imposed conditions upon 
facilities authorizations, making the authorizations conditional upon 
the treatment of costs incurred by the former BOCs) and GTE's 
acquisition of Telenet in 1979" "DwC Appellate Court Hears Oral 
Arguments on ~iether FCC has Decided Issue of the RHCs' Common Carrier 
Status, and wnether Divestiture Costs Ruling Will Harm Independent 
Telcos," Telecommunications vol .. 51, no .. 43 (October 28, 
1985)s of the FCC s rulings are discussed 
at 

323GTE-Telenet, 70 FCC 2nd 2249 (1979) reconsidered, 72 FCC 2nd 
91 (1979).. Section 214 of the Commmunications Act, 47 USC 214, 
provides for construction ; essentially it requires findings of 
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In 1984, reviewing the transfer of assets between AT&T and the 

BOCs to implement the Consent Decree, the FCC treated the Regional 

Holding Companies as common carriers,324 since "the 'primary purpose' 

of the regional holding companies W~@ was to 'serv[e] the Operating 

Companies and facilitat[e] their telecommunications functions'e"325 

The FCC argues that its "statutory mandate could not be limited by the 

corporate structure that a company adopts to carry out its business 

purposes or by distinctions that are of no practical significance,,"326 

Most recently, however, the FCC claimed that it has not decided the 

issue of whether U S West is a common carrier,327 since "it 'saw no 

need' to decide the question at that time.,"328 

Diversion of Yellow Pages Revenues 

Of the forty commissions responding to this survey, only six 

considered Yellow Pages to be a regulated activitye 329 Four considered 

"the public convenience and necessity" which amount to findings of 
public utility statuse The FCC's powers under section 214, including 
it power to impose conditions upon carrier actions and extract 
penalties for violations of the conditions, are much greater than the 
equivalent powers under sections 215, 218, 219, 221, and 222, which 
apply to holding companies@ 

324"Consolidated Application of AT&T and Specified Bell System 
Companies," 98 FCC 2nd 141 (1984), pe 152, modifying 96 FCC 2nd 18 
(1983), po 64, n 142@ 

325"Brief for Appellee," U S West v .. FCC, U.S .. CGA .. DeDeCs, 
nos. 84-1448, 84-1451 (March 5, 1985), p. 3, n .. 2, quoting "United 
States Ve Western Electric Co .. , Inc .. , 592 Fe Supp .. 846, 861 (D.DeCo 
1984) .. 

326"Reply to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss," U S West, Inc", et" 
ale, v .. FCC, D .. 8 .. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit, case nos. 84-1448, 84-1451 (February 1, 1985), p. 2 and p .. 3, 
no .. 2, quoting 56 Radio Rege 2d .. (p & F) 813, 822 (1984) 

327"Brief for Appellee," U 8 West Va FCC, U .. Se CeAe D"DeC .. nOSe 
84-1448, 84-1451 (March 5, 1985), pe 2 

328Ibide, po 11, citing, "Consolidated Application" Order, 96 FCC 
2nd 18 (1983), p. 64, n .. 142 .. 

329The definitions of "regulated" used by staff members responding 
the survey were not probede They appear to range from the filing of 
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advertising to be regulated and three considered publishing to be 

regulated. In addition, two commissions were planning action 

(hearings) on the status of Yellow Pages and publishing, and one on the 

status of advertisinge At the time of the survey two commissions were 

requiring the inclusion of Yellow Pages, advertising and publishing in 

a rate filing, and three were requiring annual reports for Yellow 

Pages~ It appears that most of the states that are formulating 

policies for the treatment of Yellow Pages revenues are doing so in the 

context of rate cases rather than special proceedingse 

Yellow Pages may be provided by new technologies in the future, 

either through on-line databases 330 or through the distribution of 

compuuter media,331 and the BOCs are beginning to provide printed 

rates (in Kansas, for example), to consideration of the revenue 'I>Jhen 
deciding the rates for other services (in most states). For further 
information see Chessler and Clark, "Yellow Pages,," In a least one 
instance, a survey respondent took "included in the revenue 
requirement" or "provided by the regulated telephone company" to mean 
regulated, while a commissioner from the same state preferred to limit 
the use of "regulated" to refer to more restrictive definitions. We 
have adjusted the survey results to the commissioner's preferences0 

330Several national and local on-line Yellow Pages-like databases 
are available as discussed below These do not now appear to be using 
telephone company provided lists (except as some may be re-entering 
data from directories). Telephone company involvement in 
on-line provision of information that the telephone company provide 
itself is (Consent Decree, Provisions II(D)(l) and I V(J) 
cf .. VIII(S) and VIII(D)~ U@S. Ve American Telephone and Telegraph Co~, 
552 F" ,,131 DoCe 1982)~ pp 227~ 229, 231). "Rental" of the 
lists to an unrelated company is permitted, either for a flat fee or a 

ty" In any event, on-line distribution of business information is 
expensive, and many business databases that do not constant 

are distributed in other ways, discussed below .. 

33 distribution of Yellow Pages in computer form might be 
restricted the Consent Decree above), but the RHCs are free to 
charge others for the right to do so. (U.S Department of Justice, 
Competitive Impact Statement, 47 F.R 7170 17, 1982), p" 
7176 n~ 24) As noted below, the for rights to 
distribute reference ions in "machine readible" form are 
increasing substantial 
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Yellow Pages directories outside "their normal service areas. 332 At the 

time of the survey no state commission had had to address the question 

of determining operating revenues in light of the changing nature of 

the service. 333 

At present the provision of Yellow Pages databases over telephone 

lines which was discussed extensively in the District Court's order 

approving the Consent Decree 334 appears to be relatively limited. 335 

The re. are sorne local and nationai databases, the mos t extensive of 

which seems to be the "Electronic Yellow Pages" on Dialog. Electronic 

Yellow Pages is reported to be compiled from 4,800 telephone books and 

other directories 336 and updated semiannually. It is divided into ten 

databases, and includes an on-line index. Various kinds of sorting 

(such as by ZIP code) are possible, although "[s]ubject retrieval is 

332See , for example, notes on Southwestern Bell's acquisitions and 
expansions, above. 

333BellSouth's turning "directory assistance" into a profit center 
consideration being given to providing "sales referrals," is discussed 
above.. See Steven Titch, "Directory Assistance Holds New Appeal," 
CornrnunicationsHeek, February 10, 1985, p .. 8.. It would clearly compete 
with prin-tand "electronic" Yellow Pages (if allowed), and as operator 
se rvi ces are present ly provided and accounted for, it would be, "above 
the line" operating revenue.. NYNEX has announced what it calls an 
"adjunct service" to paper Yellow Pages in which it will charge 
advertizers for listings and customers will call an 800 number for 
referrals to businesses.. Fredric Paul, "NYNEX Testing Operator 
Assisted Yellow Pages Service," Com~~nications_Heek, February 17, 1986, 
p .. 11. 

33 4U e S .. v" American Telephone and Te legraph Co e, Inc., 552 
Fe Supp .. 131 (D.C. D.D .. Ce) 1982) pp .. 193-194. 

3350ther electronic services have also been slow to develop .. 
"Despite plenty of optimism, banking by modem is off to a sputtering 
start By the end of 1985, only about 60,000 computer owners around the 
country had signed Up~e ... Bank of America .... in November 1983 .... 
predicted ..... 25,000 customers in its first 12 months •... More than 
two years later fewer than 21,000 intrepid customers subscribe.o .... 
John Eckhouse, "On-line: Moneylink--the Home Banking Connection," 
PC Worl~ vol. 4, no. 2 (February, 1986), pp. 305-308. 

336 The recent District Court ruling, discussed elsewhere herein, 
that telephone directories are subject to copyright may affect royalty 
payments, if the lists of subscribers are copied directly. 
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limited to certain specified SIC codes~" rather than the full list of 

subject headings used in paper Yellow Pages*337 Dialog can be accessed 

directly or through Mead Data Central's NEXIS Subscribing to NEXIS 

costs $50 per month, the "connect charge" is $20 per hour, 

telecommunications charges are $8 per hour on Telenet or $12 an hour 

on WATS, and searches cost $9 each (plus $3 for each modification).338 

Costs of subscribing directly to Dialog depend on the database 

searched@ Fees range from $15 per hour to $300 per hour, with most 

between $50 and $90 per houro (Electronic Yellow Pages is currently 

$60 per hourG) Telecommunications charges using Telenet, Tymnet or 

Uninet are $6 to $8 per houre Volume discounts are available. 339 

Similar databases compiled by Dun and Bradstreet are available on 

Dialog. Search is by SIC codeo 340 Standard and Poor's list of 3,000 

corporations is available on CompuServee Searches cost $0&25 per 

company profile, plus CompuServe's charges of $12.50 to $15$00 per 

hour during the business day, or $6&00 to $12.50 per hour in the 

evening and on weekendsw Telecommunications charges through Telenet or 

Tymnet cost $10 per hour during the business day and $2 per hour at 

other times. 341 

337Barbara Newlin, Answers Online: Your Guide to Informational 
Data Bases (Berkeley: Osborne McGraw Hill, 1985), pp@ 45-46. A 
Dialog marketing representative said the believed searches by telephone 
directory classification as well as SIC code are now possible.. "SIC 
code" means "Standard Industrial Classification code.... It is based on 
the primary indus of the firm or plant, and is not a specific list 
of the products or services producede 

338Newlin, Answers Online, pp@ 221-222& 

339Newlin, Answers Online, pp@ 170-171 .. Dialog marketing 
conversation, February 12, 1986& 

340Newlin, Answers Online, ppe 37-38 

341Newlin, Answers Online, ppe 42-43~ 146& 
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As a consequence of the high costs of performing on-line searches 

of databases their use is still limitede "The primary attraction of 

online database services is the immediacy and the specialized nature of 

the data they provides" 342 They are most useful for databases that are 

updated frequently or where complex searches are required. A typical 

search of a complex data base averages about 10 minutes for an experi

enced librarian, at a minimum charge of about $18 per search on 

NEXIS~343 Obviously, if the database were available on a local 

computer the search could be done more cheaply, and this is becoming a 

practical alternative for databases that are not updated frequently.344 

Business lists from Yellow Pages are now available in a variety of 

formats, including magnetic tape and IBM PC diskette.. Commercial 

vendors advertize lists "for any Yellow Pages title" nationally or for 

individual states, "from more than 4,800 telephone directories 

covering the entire U.S. 345 

Recent advances in recording technology have resulted in the 

"CD-ROM" ("compact disk read only memory") digital recording, on a disk 

read using a laser. Vast amounts of data may be stored on each of 

342Gary Stix, "Plug into Online Services: the Only Barrier 
Between a Researcher and a Mountain of Facts May Be Online Costs," 
Computer Decisions, vol. 17, no. 23 (November 19, 1985), po 68. 

343St ix, "Online Services," pp. 70-72. 

344Databases that are updated frequently are another matter 
entirely. Some attorneys say "[wJe're all waiting for the first 
malpractice suit for failure to access the most up-to-date 
information," that is, "failure to use computers in researching a 
case. James Evan, "Trends: Malpractice for Modem-Shy Lawyers," 
PC World, vol. 4, no. 2 (February, 1986) .. p. 3130 

345American Business Lists, Inc., "Business Lists from the Yellow 
Pages [Advertizement] ," Wall Street Journal, February 12, 1986, p .. 2 .. 
Conventional mailing lis~and iab~T·s an~on-line information 
retrieval" are also available .. 
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these disks, which are inexpensive to produce and distribute. At 

present 560 megabytes of data may be stored on a single disk, which is 

more than enough for an entire encyclopedia~346 "There are nearly 50 

large data collections already on CD-ROM disks. They range from years 

of back issues of newspapers to complete stock market histories~ 

and from dictionaries to scientific reference works."347 Reportedly 

Phillipe Kahn, the publisher of microcomputer software (Borland 

International) 

has to scramble to lock up the electronic rights to the 
world's most popular reference works before the publishers 
realize what he's doing and jack up their prices •••• [O]ne 
of Borland's initial ready-to-run reference disks will be a 
national business Yellow PageseOG [S]ince each call to 
AT&T's directory assistance operators now costs fifty cents, 
a bundled Lightning and electronic [Y]ellow [P]ages package 
should pay for itself in a year or less. And Borland will 
provide periodic updates for the [Y]ellow [P]ages.e .• 348 

346 J im Forbes, "Microsoft Calls March Seminar to Promote CD-ROM 
Technology," InfoWorld, vol .. 7, no .. 49 (December 9, 1985), po 5. Disks 
with twice that capacity are expected soon, which "could easily hold 
twenty major reference books." "Lightning Strikes: Borland 
International has Earned a Reputation For Shaking Up the Industry with 
High-Quality, Low Priced Business Software; the Company's New 
Information Retrieval Utilities Promise to Stun the Marketplace," 
PC Magazine, vol. 4, no. 25 (December 10, 1985), po 113, at p. 117. 

347 Jerry Pournelle l' "Comdex Dull? Only in the Eyes of Some," 
Info~o~ld, vol. 7, no~ 49 (December 9, 1985), p. 27. The disks are 
"nearly indestructable" and can be manufactured "in quantity for about 
$5 each,," Ideme A "complete CD-ROM package," disk drive, software and 
Grolier Publishing's Electronic Encyclopedia, has been advertized for 
$995. The encyclopedia alone is$199·~--Activenture Corporation "Get 
Ready for the Information Revolution [advertizement] ," InfoWorld vol. 
8, no. 6 (February 10, 1986), p. 12. Activenture does not use 
Borland International's "Lightning" software or data compression 
technique discussed below.. CD-ROM disk drives for the IBM PC are 
currently available for $845 to $2395" Mark J® Welch, "Manufacturers 
to Propose CD-ROM File Standard," Infoworld, vol .. 8, nO e 5 (February 
3, 1986), p" 1 , at p ~ 6" ------

34S"Lightning Strikes," p" 117 "Lightning" is Borland 
International's computer program for quick retrieval of information 
stored on any kind of computer disk in a proprietary condensed format 0 
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Changing Commission Treatment of Yellow Pages 

Yellow Pages has not been a regulated activity in the past, 

although most states have included it in operating revenues for some 

portion of the past decade. Thus, it has served to offset a portion 

of the revenue requirements 

Since the Yellow Pages were the fastest growing major advertizing 

medium for the past decade, with revenues of $5 billion nationally in 

1984, and is highly profitable, with operating margins of twenty-five 

to thirty per cent,349 the importance is obvious. Still, at least one 

j_ndependent advertizing consultant recently told an advertising seminar 

at the North American Telecommunications Association show to put 

advertizing money into three media, newspapers, Yellow Pages, and 

dtrect mail. He further told the managers of interconnect companies 

that comprised his audience to use directories within twenty miles of 

their locations, and to avoid untested new directories in favor of 

directories published by the Bell operating companies or Reuben 

Donnelley Corporation. 350 

In the course of the reorganization, the Bell RHCs moved Yellow 

Pages activity out of the operating companies. Most of the RHCs 

"compensated" the operating companies with guaranteed contractual 

payments Eor a period of time. 351 In a recent series of cases some 

commissions are beginning to reject these contracts. In a few 

instances commissions have sought, thus far with mixed success, to 

block transfers of the assetsm There are clear precedents, however, 

349Hulqueen, "sw Bell Buys Contel's Unit," p .. 45 .. 

350"Interconnections," Com[~~nicati?n?W~eJ~, December 9, 1985, po 
26, quoting Tom Hannaher of the one-man firm Hannaher, Nobody & Nobody .. 

351The similar! to the arrangement rejected by the court when 
of by AT&T in the original version of the Consent Decree is obvious. 
See U .. S. v. American Telephone and Telegraph Co., Inc .. , 552 F .. 
Supp. 131 (DoC .. D.D.C., 1982) pp. 193-194. 
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that despite the subsidiary structure, commissions may consider Yellow 

Pages revenues in determining the revenue requirements, and may restate 

those revenues to what they "should" be&352 

The "arms length" contract between Reuben H. Donnelley and 

Illinois Bell has been found by the Illinois Commerce Commission to be 

in the public interest. 353 Since few, if any, other commissions have 

made such findings with respect to RIlC Yellow Pages contracts, we have 

reproduced the contract in appendix D. 

In Pennsylvania, Bell Atlantic has decided to produce its own 

Yellow Pages in competition with Reuben He Donnelley Corp., the 

long-time Yellow Pages publisher in the state. 354 The terms of the 

contracts that caused the dispute were not available to NRRI at this 

writing, but they might well repay study as a benchmark of the 

commercial value of being the "official" Yellow Pages publisher. The 

results of the competition might provide an indication of the 

feasibility of even a well established firm competing effectively with 

a telephone company in its own service area. 

352 No final commission order has been sustained yet, but only one 
has been partially overturnede Minnesota's Statute did not permit it 
to block the asset transfer, but it can use any amount for operating 
revenues in rates cases" Colorado's statutory authority to block the 
sasset transfer is more specific, and its order is now being appealed. 
"Some State Commissions Blocking Yellow Pages Asset Shifts as BOCs Cry 
Foul," State Telephone Regulation Report volo 3, no .. 20 (October 24, 
1985), p. 2. Some of the- more significant of these orders are 
discussed elsewhere herein. 

353petition for Consent to a Directory Agreement, Illinois 
Commerce Commission Docket 84-0359, August 22, 1984. The commission 
ruling cited substantial revenues guaranteed for fifteen years, and 
Illinois Bell's collecting 7.5 per cent of any growth in revenues over 
the proceeding year. Slip opinion, ppe 1-2. If controversy arises in 
the future, it will likely be over the reasonableness of Illinois 
Bell's collecting only 7.5 per cent of the revenue growth, and 
Donnelley's right to Illinois Bell's customer lists for a fixed fee for 
two years after termination of the contract: $10 million per year may 
be reasonable now, but no-one can predict the value of the dollar in 
the year 2000 .. 

354Maremont, "Baby Bells," p .. 960 The dispute is reportedly 
in litigation .. 
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Customer Premises 

In the version of the 1982 Consent Decree the Bell 

were from providing customer premises 

equipment@ The final version relaxed this prohibition, not for the 

stated reason that ts from the of CPE would help support 

the basic ) services, but to promote competition in the CPE 

market~355 The mechanism of such support was unclear, since the CPE 

market was becoming ive and competition tends to lower rates of 

return to the cost of 

separate subsidiaries for the 

Furthermore, FCC rules requiring 

of CPE would make it difficult 

for state commissions to consider CPE as operating revenues of the 

telephone company; 

recognize the revenues of a 

it would require a specific order to 

More it became obvious that for a BOC to market its 

CENTREX services in wi th large PBXs) and its network 

services in with or competing carriers, the BOC 

would have to be as free as its competitors to bundle terminal equip-

ment and network services in customers with a "solution .. " 

Thus, the FCC permitted BOCs to provide such "bundles" as the prime 

contractor, so as the terminal equipment subcontractor is an 

unrelated third selected competitive bid .. 356 

With two circumstances that might be considered exceptions357 

commissions consider CPE subsidiaries to be deregulated or outside 

355 Indeed the court , 
CPE would above normal 
U@Ss v® A$T~&T®, 552 F@ m 131 

that the provision of 
in a competitive environments 
C~ 1982), pp .. 191-193, 224 .. 

is distinct from FCC orders permitting IDle 
subsidiaries and unrelated third to act as sales 
network services "FCC Denies NATAvs t for Reconsideration of 
1984 'Sales but Sets New Guidelines to Prevent Abuses; 
Ameritech $ NYNEX Allowed," Telecommunications 

vol. 51 4, 1985), po 8e 

35 
a considered 
tariffs are filed 
to be 
Kansas 

in Wisconsin 
business; even no CPE 

and installation services considered 
revenues ("above the line") in 
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their jurisdiction. The only state activity shown on the NRRI survey 

was legislation to permit further deregulation (in Oregon).358 In 

particular, only two states reported that they were considering imput

ing any CPE-related revenues as an offset to the revenue requirement. 

Contracts 

The services being provided to the Bell Operating Companies by the 

Regional Holding Companies, subsidiaries of the Regional Holding 

Companies (such as "service corporations" or Yellow Pages subsidiar

ies), and BellCore are provided in accordance with contracts. 359 In 

some instances state commissions have begun to investigate the RHC 

contracts to determine whether they are in the interest of the BOCs. 

The largest such investigation was the multi-state NARUC audit 

of BellCore • .360 This found that certain activities of BellCore which 

3580bviously, this reflects the FCC's total preemption of the 
state in the regulation of CPE. 

359The BOCs continue to get certain services from AT&T under 
contract. These include help with "equal access," and the services of 
American Trans Tech (stock transfers). We have mentioned experience 
which suggests that American TransTech's services may not be of normal 
commercial quality. More seriously, in view of the reported wide 
problems with lost and "misinterpreted" service orders for "equal 
access" selection of long distance carriers, states might wish to 
investigate whether these contracts were fairly negotiated (at arm's 
length), whether the BOCs are receiving proper value, and whether the 
contracts adequately indemnify the BOCs for direct and consequential 
damages from AT&T's errors and omissions. Recently it was reported 
that AT&T has been slow in producing software to enable the BOC's 
provide equal access for inWATS ("800") service, forcing the BOCs to 
make extra expenditures to provide lower quality inWATS access. Anna 
Zornosa, "Interim 800 Service to Cost Hillions, Satisfy Few," 
CommunicationsWeek, February 10, 1986, p. 1, p. 32. 

360There have been multi-state investigations of nearly all the 
RHCs as well; those which dealt also with BellCore are discussed in the 
report of the NARUC audit. "Audit Report~" vol 1, pp .. 7-8. There 
have been multistate investigations of New England Telephone, Mountain 
Bell, Southern Bell and several of the Bell Atlantic Companies which 
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were for the BOCS to be for the benefit of the 

RHCs or even outside 361 

The contracts for the sion of Yellow directories 

the payment of ies therein to the BOCs) have 

been controversial since the creation of the Yellow Pages 

subsidiaries~362 After inves 

among Illinois Bell, Ameritech 

ion Illinois found that the contract 

, and Reuben H® Donnelley (the 

long-time publisher of Illinois Bell's Yellow Pages Directories) was 

reasonablee 363 However, the New York Public Service Commission is 

reported to have ruled that New York 

Information Resources was not in the 

's contract with NYNEX 

interestG 364 The staff of 

the Wyoming PSC recommended that the contract between Mountain Bell and 

U S West Direct be canceled, and the assets put up for competitive 

---------------------
included inves company" NRRI commented on an 
early stage of the inves of NYNEX® See Chessler, 
Comm~nts on NYPSC/NECPUC and "Suggestions for an Investigation,," A 
full treatment of the more recent investigation is beyond the scope of 
this report" 

36IIt is not obvious why BellCore 
manufacturers of telephone equipmente 
Telephone Laboratories ancestor of 
research for Western Electric but 

should perform work benefitting 
Possibly in the past Bell 
BellCore) performed such 

(see Report," vol.. 1., pp 54-56) and the 
it to BOC-funded projects, 

BellCore projects in dispute 
"historical artifacts reflect past BellCore has not 

BellCore's letter in detail to the "Audit 
response is in "Audit " vol" III pp 25-31~ and includes brief 
justifications 

Chessler Comments on and tions 
an 

wri ten order 
based upon press of the 
"Some State Commissions 

Petition for Consent to a 
Commission Docket 84-0359, 

been This discussion 
commission See for 
Yellow Pages Asset Shifts as 

Foul," State 
-----------~------~~----------~----

vole 3, nO e 20 24, 
1985), P 2 .. 
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bid. 365 As noted, NRRI published a fuller analysis of the Yellow Pages 

matter in the Quarterly Bulletin. 

Contracts for the provision of other service to the BOCs, such as 

general corporate oversight, purchasing of equipment and supplies, and 

related matters are routinely investigated by state commissions and the 

orders that result are reported in the Quarterly Bulletin. Therefore, 

to limit the length of the survey, NRRI did not include questions about 

these subsidiaries. 

Cellular, Mobile and Paging Subsidiaries 

As noted above, by the rules under which it awarded licenses for 

Cellular mobile telephone services the FCC practically forced 

applicants to form consortia. In order to form a consortium the 

Cellular service had to be provided by a separate subsidiary so that 

the members of the consortium can share ownership. In addition, the 

FCC imposed, first upon AT&T and then upon the BOCs, a specific 

separate subsidiary requirement. 366 While the FCC has been relaxing 

its requirements for separate subsidiaries, the shared ownership of 

many of the licenses ensures that the cellular subsidiaries will retain 

a high degree of separation from the parent holding companies and the 

sibling operating telephone companies. 

Telephone companies have long operated land mobile telephone 

services and paging services, usually without creating subsidiaries. 

In addition, independent operators have provided services which 

competed with the telephone company. There were few available 

frequencies, and so there was congestion, poor service and long waiting 

lists for service in major markets. The paucity of available 

frequencies and the FCC's methods of allocating them ensured the 

365"Some State Commissions Blocking Yellow Pages Asset Shifts as 
BOCs Cry Foul," State Telephone Regulation Report, vol. 3, no. 20 
(October 24, 1985), po 2@ 

366Cellular Communications Systems, 86 FCC 2nd 469 (1981), 89 FCC 
2nd 58, 90 FCC 2nd 571 (1982)& Policy and Rules Concerning the 
Furnishing of Customer Premises Equipment, Enhanced Services and 
Cellular Communications Services by the Bell Operating Companies, 95 
FCC 2nd 1117 (1984), pp. 1120, 1121, 1150-1151. 
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existence of of these services in most markets .. 

Land mobile and services were the same state 

commissions that wire line companies@ 

Under the Cellular two of cellular service were 

established in each market, one associated with the company 

and one It is not that there will be the 

shortage of that caused the long waiting lists for service 

in the land mobile service~ Hence~ although there will be at most two 

providers of cellular service,368 the effective level of competition 

may be than at present in the land mobile service 

At the FCC has to preemptively prohibit state 

regulation of paging services,,369 Without speculating on how the FCC 

may decide, and how states may react to FCC action or changing markets 

we may review the status of the servicese 

Seventeen of the commissions responding to the NRRI survey assert 

regulatory over cellular land mobile~ and fourteen assert 

jurisdiction over other mobile services" Twelve commissions do not 

regulate cellular services and eleven do not regulate other mobile 

services" Three commissions have no jurisdiction over cellular and two 

have no jurisdiction over other mobile services.. Two commissions have 

taken no action with respect to cellular, and one has action planned. 

One commission has taken no action with to other mobile 

services and one has 

At then of the mobile is a matter of 

state law and commission Since the conventional mobile 

services are very small~ and the cellular services are just 

ions, no tate appears have made any decisions about whether 

(and to consolidate the cellular and wire-line 

367Cellular Communications 
2nd 58~ 90 FCC 2nd 571 (1982) 

terns, 86 FCC 2nd 469 (1981)~ 89 FCC 

is The circumstances under which resellers of 
a telecommunications service should be considered effective 
are complex and controversial, and will not be discussed here" 

mimeo 
State 

17, 1985) 
Docket 85=89~ FCC 
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subsidiaries of the RHCs for ratemaking purposes (such as consolidation 

of the revenues and revenue requirements). To the extent that FCC 

policy is successful and the cellular mobile service is competitive, 

there may be no large profits that would stimulate state commissions to 

study the matter. 370 

Cable Television 

Only one commission staff respondant said that the commission 

regulates Cable Television (CATV). Fourteen said the commission does 

not regulate it, two said the commission had no jurisdiction,371 five 

planned no action, one had action planned, and seventeen did not 

respond. Since the date of the NRRI survey the FCC, in Cox Cable 

Communications, Inc .. ,372 preempted all state "prior certification" of 

communications common carriage by CATV companies. The decision has 

been appealed. 373 The CATV companies in Colorado have since petitioned 

the FCC for total deregulation, and the FCC accepted comments but it 

has not yet deSignated the matter for hearing. 

Long ago the FCC preempted most state rate regulation of CATV 

companies when they are providing one-way "broadcast-like" services .. 

We will not repeat the history of the FCC, the Congress and the courts 

limiting the regulatory authority of the states in CATV matters. 

370Remember, however, that when the properties are bought and 
sold, any "profits" above the cost of capital will be reflected in the 
selling price, so that the purchaser will always appear to be earning 
no more than a "normal" rate of return unless a "first original cost" 
(cost to the first public utility using the asset) concept of asset 
accounting is adopted. 

371Some states and the District of Columbia have commissions other 
than the Public Utility Commission to regulate CATV. NRRI made no 
effort to contact these commissions, since our primary focus was on the 
regulation of communications common carriage, including services of the 
CATV companies that might compete with telephone companies. 

372File no. CCB-DFD-83-1, FCC mimeo 85-455 (September 5, 1985). 

373NARUC V8 FCC, U.Se C.Ae DeCaC., No. 85-1584 (September 5, 
1985) .. 
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Suffice to say that we iiJere interested in state regulation of CATV 

companies that are competing with the local telephone company in the 

provision of two~way voice or data communications. In view of the 

uncertain status of state regulation of CATV companies in light of the 

Cox Cable pre-emption, no further analysis of the survey responses to 

these questions is meritede 

Videotex and Computer Utilities 

Videotex is one method of distribution of information over 

telephone lines& It differs from most "on-line" services, such as 

CompuServe, Dow Jones News Retrieval, or The Source, in permitting the 

transmission of pictures as well as text.. AT&T has been one of the 

principal developers 374 of the North American Presentation Level 

Protocol, the American and Canadian version of the "standard" now being 

used by the French telephone system375 (PTT) to distribute "information 

services" (including on-line "Yellow Pages") to households .. 376 AT&T, 

CBS, and Knight-Ridder Newspapers conducted experiments in New Jersey 

and Florida, but these are now endede 

In view of the involvement of telephone companies in these 

services, and in view of the likelihood that extensive use of such 

services would "require" the "modernization" of much telephone plant, 

particularly on the "local loop," NRRI asked if any state regulates 

these services~ None does. 

It should be recalled that under the Consent Decree the BOCs may 

not provide "information services" (although they may provide 

"information access"---the connection to the services), and AT&T may 

---------------

374Another is the Canadian Ministry of Communications. 

375The British have a similar, but incompatible system. It is no 
such wi_despread use as the French one @ 

376The goal is to have all households served. The PTT provides 
the terminal "frees" For a recent description of the French system s 
Thane Peterson, "Why the French are in Love with Videotex: the 
Government Gives Free Terminals to Households and That's Making 
Information Service a Big Business," Business Week, January 20, pp .. 
84-85" 
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not provide the services until 1989. 377 Even so, Pacific Telesis has 

sponsored much research on the use of a single copper local loop 

(twisted pair) for the simultaneous carriage of multiple voice and data 

signals. It appears to be permissible for a BOC (or RHC) and an 

information vendor to jointly develop such a service, provided the 

BOC's role is limited to common carriage, and there is no attempt to 

"tie" together the "information service" provided by the other vendor 

with the "information access" provided by the BOC. No such efforts 

came to light. 

Joint Ventures and New Ventures 

The RHCs have announced a variety of joint ventures with other 

firms. In addition, the HOCs have a plethora of contractual 

relationships with other subsidiaries of the RHCs, some of which (such 

as Yellow Pages) might be considered "joint ventures" in some states. 

Commission staff members in three states indicated that joint ventures 

are regulated. 378 In thirteen states they were said to be unregula

ted. 379 In three states no action was planned, but in one state action 

377Te l ephone company involvement in on-line provlsl0n of 
information the telephone company itself provides is prohibited 
(Consent Decree, Provisions II(D)(I) and IV(J) , cf. VIII(B) and 
VII[(D), U.S. Ve American Telephone and Telegraph Co., 552 F. Supp. 131 
(D.D.C. 1982), ppo 227, 229, 231)0 Even in the matter of white and 
Yellow Pages directories, where the information is developed for other 
purposes. Direct Bell telephone company distrtbution in "computer 
readible" form might violate the decree, although licensing the data to 
others for information would be permissible .. (U.S. Department of 
Justice, Competitive Impact Statement, q·7 F.R .. 7170 (February 17, 
1982), po 7176 n. 24,,) 

378It was unclear from the responses whether the regulation was 
limited to the Cellular Radio joint ventures or to more general 
statutory authority over all contracts made by a public utility. 

379Which does not necessarily preclude the state commission from 
investigating whether contracts between the utility and other 
affiliates are "arm's length," as the California respondent noted .. 
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state action was iJ.L<:>.UlU::\,J. .. 380 of the respondents did not reply 

to the question 

Responses to the question on regulation of new ventures were 

similar.. The 

were regulated 

in three states reported that new ventures 

while thirteen said they were not.. Two respondents 

reported that their commissions lacked jurisdiction, and three reported 

that their commissions had not planned any action on the matter.. In 

Washington the issue was scheduled to be addressed as part of the 

overall investigation in a rate caseD Eighteen respondents did not 

answer the question .. 

In view of the extensive controversy attendent upon the RHCs' 

requests for waivers, and the strong language the court used in its 

order setting forth the principles for dealing with the requests,382 it 

is perhaps that the state commissions have not been more 

active in investigating the new ventures of the RHCSe Undoubtedly, the 

perceived lack of direct jurisdiction over holding companies is 

responsible.. The deterioration in service quality discussed above 

cannot be directly attributed to RHC diversification, notwithstanding 

Judge Greene's comments quoted abovee 383 With the FCC monitoring the 

380The State of Washington planned to look at all aspects of the 
holding company as part of a telephone rate case .. 

381It is not clear whether the Cellular Common Carrier was meant .. 

382See above for extensive citations to and quotations from UeS .. 
v. Western Electric Co .. Ince, 592 Fe Supp .. 846 (D .. D .. C .. 1984). 

, he sees the as continuing 0 "During hearings 
Green said there was a 'strange gap' between the 

public desire to have good local service at reasonable rates 
and 'the almost frenzied efforts of the holding to 
diversi and to concentrate on outside opportunities,,' He suggested 
that the Justice investigate whether the companies are 
abiding conditions attached to their permissions to divers 
Janet Out: Regional Phone Firms Press 

Changes in Rates: Otherwise They Fear Losing 
Customers to wi th New Technologies: Are They Reaching too 
Far?" Wall Street Journal, v,. 66, no" 31 (November 25 II 1985), p .. 1 .. 
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capitalization plans for cellular, CPE and "enhanced service 

affiliates, and the court limiting the overall level of nongermane 

activity,384 state commissions have apparently had no cause to apply 

their jurisdiction over utility finances to the issue. 

384To ten per cent of RHC revenues, see above .. 
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BellSouth Organization As Required January 1, 1986 
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5/7/85 

NRRI Survey on RHC Subsidiary Activity 

Name: Date: 

Commission: 

Phone: 

The NRRI is conducting a state-by-state telephone survey of 
activities of the Bell Regional Holding Company subsidiaries. This 
questionnaire is concerned with the activities of the unregulated and 
"non-traditional" subsidiaries, that is, those subsidiaries involved in 
the provision of non-traditional telecommunications services or those 
which are not now subject to regulation. 

The results of this survey will be published soon, and copies will 
be sent to your commission. 

1.0) What are the activities of the unregulated or "non-traditional" 
Bell RHC subsidiaries in your state? 

Yellow Pages: 

Advertising: 

Publishing: 

CPE sales: 

CPE consulting/ 
installation: 

Finance/leasing: 

Real Estate: 

Cellular: 

Mobile: 

CATV: 

Videotex or computer 
utilities: 

Joint Ventures: 

Other/New Ventures: 

Name of Subsidiary 
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1.1) What lines of business and participants are involved in the joint 
ventures? 

Activity Names of Participants in Venture 
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2.0) What is the regulatory treatment of non-traditional subsidiary 
activity in your state? 

Action planned 
or Underway (If Other Action 
yes, go to 2.1, (Legislation, 

Not No Juris- No Action/ if no, action Judicial, etc.) 
Activi!y Regulated Regulated diction Not Addressed go to 2.2) (Please elaborate) 

Yellow Pages 

Advertising 

Publishing 

CPE sales 

ePE consulting/ 
installation 

Finance/leasing 

Real Estate 

Cellular 

Mobile 

t; CATV 
w 

Videotex or 
computer 
utilities 

Joint Ventures 

(name or type) 

Other/New Ven
tures (Type of 
activity) 



f-' 
W 
.p.. 

2.1) If action is planned or underway, please indicate the type of action. 

Acti vity 

Yello\;] Pages 

Advertising 

Publishing 

CPE sales 

CPE consulting/ 
installation 

Finance/leasing 

Real Estate 

Cellular 

Mobile 

CATV 

Videotex or 
computer 
utilities 

Joint Ventures 

(name or type) 

Other/New Ven-

Hearings 
Planned 

tures (Type of activity) 

Hearings 
Docket Number in 

and Date Opened Progress 

Action i~ Progress 

Awaiting 
Order Prelim. Final 

Hearings (Date Order & Order & 
Completed Due) Date Date Other Action Remarks 



I-' 
W 
Ul 

Activity 

Yellow Pages 

Advertising 

Publishing 

CPE sales 

CPE consulting/ 
installation 

Finance/leasing 

Real Estate 

Cellular 

Hobile 

CATV 

Videotex or 
computer 
utilities 

Joint Ventures 

(name or type) 

Other/New Ventures 

2.2) If regulated, to what extent are the non-traditional subsirliary 
activities regulated? 

Annual Report 
FH ing 

Other Report 
Filing 

Rate Fil ing 
or approval Other 



2.3) What actions, if any, are being taken in your state on yellow pages 
revenues? Revenues of other subsidiaries? 

Yellow Pages 
No Action 
Hearings Planned 
Hearings in Progress 
Hearings Completed 
Preliminary Order 
Final Order 
Docket Number 
Date Opened 
Schedule 

Comments: 
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Other Subsidiaries 
No Action 
Hearings Planned 
Hearings in Progress 
Hearings Completed 
Preliminary Order 
Final Order 
Docket Number 
Date Opened 
Schedule 



3.0) Do the BOC and any non-traditional subsidiaries have joint 
ventures or agreements with unrelated third parties in your state? 
(CPE provision, finance or lease arrangements, consultation, etc.) 

Yes No Don't know ---
Comments: 

3D1) Do any of the RHC subsidiaries in your state operate outside of 
the relevant RHC geographic service territories? 

Yes No Don't know ---
If so, which ones and where? 
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3.2) Is there a "requirement to serve" for non-traditional subsidiaries 
in your state? (i.e. may these subsidiaries elect whether or not to 
serve any potential customer who requests service at management's 
discretion?) 

Yes No Don't know RHC Subs. only -----

3.3) If a Bell RHC regulated subsidiary and an unrelated second party were 
to have a joint venture, would this be treated differently from a 
similar activity the regulated Bell subsidiary may engage with one of 
the RHC's unregulated subsidiaries? 

Comments: 
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4.1) What other questions should we ask of state commission personnel 
on subsidiary activities? 

4.2) Whom would you contact for further information on subsidiary 
activity? (In your state or out, including RHC personnel) 
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5.0) Do you have any reports or filings which might be of interest on 
subsidiary activity? 

Yes No Don't know --- ---
[If yes] Would you please send copies of these documents? 
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We pose the following questions to update our previous survey on 
multi-tenant shared services and smart buildings. (A summary of the 
results of the previous survey was published in the April 
Quarterly Bulletin.) 

6.0) What is the current status of action in your state on multi-tenant 
shared services smart buildings? 

No Action 

Hearings Planned 

Other action planned 

(Specify types 

of action) 

Docket Opened 

Hearings in Progress 

Hearings Completed 

Awaiting Action 

Type of Action 

Preliminary Order 

Final Order 

Comments: 

Address: David Chessler, Ph.D. 
NRRI 
2130 Neil Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
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Schedule 

Schedule 

Docket Number 

Date Opened 

Schedule 

-------

Date Completed 

Schedule 

Date Issued 

Reference if 

Date Issued 

Reference if 

-----------------

----------------

(614) 422-9404 
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/----------

ACTIVITY 

YELLOW PAGES 

ADVERTISING 

PUBLISHING 

CPE SALES 

CPE CONSULTING/ 
INSTALLATION 

FINANCE/LEASING 

REAL ESTATE 

TABLE C-l 

REGUlATORY STATUS OF REGIONAL HOLDING COHPANY 
ACTIVITIES AS OF THE DATE OF NRRI'S SURVEY 

MII)- GREAi-"--
NORTHEAST ATLANTIC SOUTHEAST LAKES SOUTHWEST NORTHWEST 

REGULATED t 0 1 1 1 2 
NOT REGULATED 4. 1 3 3 3 5 
NO JURISDICTION 0 1 0 1 0 0 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 1 1 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 2 
OTHER ACTWN 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 0 4 1 0 0 2 

REGULATED 1 0 0 1 2 0 
NOT REGULATED 3 2 3 3 1 5 
NO JURISDICTION 0 1 0 1 0 0 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 2 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 1 3 2 0 2 4 

REGULATED 1 0 0 1 1 0 
NOT REGULATED 3 2 3 3 3 6 
NO JURISllICnON 0 1 0 1 0 0 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 2 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 2 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 1 3 2 0 1 2 

REGULATED 0 0 0 1 0 0 
NOT REGULATED 5 3 4 3 4 8 
NO JURISDICTION 0 3 0 1 1 1 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 1 
N/A 0 0 1 0 0 1 

REGULATED 0 0 0 1 1 0 
NOT REGULATED 5 3 4 3 3 8 
NO JURISDICTION 0 3 0 1 1 1 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 0 0 I 0 0 1 

REGULATED 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NOT REGULATED 2 1 2 4 3 6 
NO JURISDICTION 0 2 0 0 0 0 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 2 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 3 3 3 1 2 3 

REGULATED 0 1 0 0 0 0 
NOT REGULATED 2 0 3 4 3 6 
NO JURISDICTION! 0 2 0 0 1 1 
NO ACTION 0 1 0 0 0 2 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 
OTHER ACTION I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A I 3 2 1 1 1 2 
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PACIFIC TO~ 
0 
2 21 
0 2 
0 2 
0 2 
0 0 
0 7 

0 4 
2 19 
0 2 
0 2 
0 1 
0 0 
0 12 

0 3 
2 22 
0 2 
0 2 
0 2 
0 0 
0 9 

0 1 
1 28 
1 7 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 2 

0 2 
1 27 
1 7 
0 I 
0 1 
0 0 
0 2 

0 0 
1 19 
1 3 
0 2 
0 1 
0 0 
0 15 

0 1 
1 19 
0 5 
1 4 
0 1 
0 0 
0 10 



TABLE C-1 
(continued) 

REGULATORY STATUS OF REGIONAL HOLDING COMPANY 
ACTIVITIES AS OF THE DATE OF NRRI'S SURVEY 

,.--- ---.- -----~--- ----I MID- GREAT 
1--___ ACTl v ['!:J---r-- ______ ~~~~1~ ATl.ANTIC SOUTHEAST }~~K!S __ ~'!li.WES~ YQ..RTH~EST_ ~~~C ~Q.I/~I:: ------t------_. 

REGULATEn 3 3 1 3 3 2 2 17 
NOT RE(:ULATED 1 2 2 I I 5 0 12 

CELLULAR NO JUIHSDICTION 0 1 IJ () 1 I 0 3 
NO ACTIllN 0 0 0 0 o 2 0 2 
AcnON PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 
N/A 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 5 

R~:GULATED 0 4 I 4 3 1 1 14 I 

NOT REGULATED 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 11 
MOBILE NO JURISDICTION 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 

NO ACTWN 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 3 1 '3 0 0 4 0 1\ 

REGULATED 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 
NOT REGULATED 1 2 2 3 2 4 0 14 

CATV NO .JURISDICTION 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
NO ACTWN 4 0 0 0 0 I 0 5 
ACT [ON PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 
OTlmR ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 0 4 3 2 2 5 1 17 

REGl1LAn:n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 

NUT REGULATED 1 1 2 '3 2 4 I 14 
I VlDEon;x/ NO JURISDICTLON 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 

COMPun:R NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 
UTILITIES ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 4 4 3 2 3 5 0 21 

REGULATED 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 
NOT REGULATED 2 0 2 2 2 4 1 13 

JOINT VENTURES NO JURIS[HCTION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NO ACTroN 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 '3 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 
OTHER ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 
N/A 3 I) 2 2 3 4 0 20 

REGULATED 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 
NOT REGULATED 2 1 2 3 1 4 0 13 

OTHER/NEW VENTURES NO JURISDICTION 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
NO ACTION 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 
ACTION PLANNED 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
OTHER ACT ION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N/A 3 2 3 2 4 3 1 17 

1--. --.-::<----- ._---- -
____ . ______ l-..-. ___ 

1-----Source: Survey results 
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DIRECTORY AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT. entered into this 27th day of July, 

1984 by and among The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation. a 

Delaware corporation. hereinafter referred to as "Donnelley," 

Illinois Bell Telephone Company, an Illinois corporation, here

inafter referred to as "The Telephone Company," Ameritech Pub

lishing of Illinois. Inc., an Illinois corporation. hereinafter 

referred to as "API/IL," Ameritech Publishing. Inc .• a Delaware 

corporation. hereinafter referred to as "API," and AM-DON, a 

partnership between Donnelley and API/IL. hereinafter referred 

to as "The Partnership," which was formed pursuant to an 

agreement dated July 27. 1984, hereinafter referred to as the 

"Partnership Agreement"; 

WITNESSETH, that, 

WHEREAS. Donnelley is in the publishing business and 

desires. on terms set forth herein. to publish Yellow Pages in 

telephone directories of The Telephone Company and to publish 

certain types of advertising in (1) the alphabetical sections 

of such telephone directories. (ii) the Regional White Pages 

Directories and (iii) the Chicago Alphabetical Directory of The 

Telephone Company; and 

WHEREAS, Donnelley also desires, on terms set forth 

herein. to publish city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages Classified 

Telephone Directories and to publish neighborhood directorIes 
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comprised of groupings of areas and districts within 

Area-Wide Yellow Pages Classified Directories elsewhere within 

Illinois. Street Address Directories, the Chicago Visitor's 

Guide. the Health Care Industry Directory and the Bradley 

University Student Directory, in formats agreed to among 

Donnelley, The Telephone Company and The Partnership; and 

wnEREAS, The Telephone Company is willing and able, 

on terms set forth herein, to furnish the basic b~siness tele

phone listing information and all business service order activ

ity, including additions to. deletions from and changes in the 

basic business telephone llsting information. hereinafter 

referred to as "updates," for such directories. hereinafter, 

except for the Regional ~hlte ?ages Directories and the Chicago 

Alphabetical Di , collectively referred to as "The Direc

tories"; and 

WHEREAS, The Telepnone Company is willing and able, 

on terms set forth herein. to ~rovide and publish alphabetical 

or "White Pages" sections to be co-bound in certain of The 

Directories which contain Yello~ Pages ~ublished by Donnelly 

and White Pages published by 7he Telephone Company. herelnafter 

sometimes referred to as the 'Co-Bound Directories'; and to 

provide and publish the Req~onal ~h:te Pages Directories and 

the Chicago Alphabet:cal Dlrec:ory Ot the ~eleFhone Company; and 

WHEREAS. The Telephone Company lS wllling and able, 

on terms set forth herein. to pr0v:de ~irec:cry op@ra:lons 

serv:ces; and 
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WHEREAS. The Telephone Company is willing and able, 

on terms set forth herein. to provide billing and collection 

service for The Partnership with respect to advertising placed 

in The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and 

the Chicago Alphabetical Directory; and 

WHEREAS, API/IL is willing and able, on terms set 

forth herein, to provide or arrange for the printing of, com

position for, purchasing of paper for, and delivery of The 

Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. 

NOW THEREFORE. in consideration of the premises and 

of the mutual covenants herei~ containec, it is agreed as 

follows: 

CLAUSE 1 - TE~~ OF AG~E.~~NT 

Th~s Agreement becomes effective upon its approval by 

the Illinois Co~~erce Co~mission and the entry of an order in 

the form of Exhibit B to the set~lement agreement attached as 

Exhibit F. in accordance wlth Clause 26. and remains in effect 

until December )1, 1994 with the understanding that The Tele

phone Company has the exclusive option to ex~end the term of 

this Agreement ~o December 31. 1999. The 7elephone Company 

must give Donnelley written notice on or before April 30. 1993 

if The Telephone Company intends to exercise i:5 option to 

extend the terr:'! of th~s Aqreemenc to :J'.:emoer 31. 1999. In t!1e 
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event Donnelley does not receive the written notice on or 

before April 30. 1993, this Agreement will terminate effective 

December 31. 1994. 

The parties hereto acknowledge that as of the date of 

this Agreement. there is an agreement between Connelley and The 

Telephone Company dated August 26. 1975. with amendments. here-

inaiter referred to as the "1975 Yellow Pages Directory Agree

ment." regarding the publication of classified telephone 

directo~ies in Illinois. The parties hereto agree that. except 

as to Clause 3 and Clause 21 of the 1975 Yellow Pages Directory 

Agreement. the 1975 Yellow Pages Directory Ag~eement will 

expire in accordance with its terms except that the last direc

tories to be published under the 1975 Yellow Pages Directory 

Agreement will be those directories which are scheduled to be 

completely delivered by December 31. 1984. The city-wide 

Chicago Yellow Pages Classified Telephc~e Directories scheduled 

to be delivered in Dece~ber of 1984 and January of 1985. here

inafter sometimes referrec to as the "1985 city-wide Chicago 

Yellow Pages Classified Telephone Directories,n and all activi

ties of the parties to this ~greement regarding those director

ies are subject to and governed by thiS A;reement and not the 

1975 Yellow Pages Direct~ry Agreement. The last paragraph of 

Clause 3 of the 1975 Yellow Pages Ji:ec:ory Agreement is to 

remain i~ effect un:i: twenty (20) months before this Agreement 

terminates. at which ~:me :t beco~es null and void. Except as 
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otherwise provided in Clause 20 of this Agreement, information 

provided by The Telephone Company to Donnelley under Clause 3 

of the 1975 Yellow Pages Directory Agreement is to be ,used by 

Donnelley during the term of this Agreement only to publish The 

Directories, the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. Clause 21 of the 1975 Yellow 

Pages Directory Agreement. and the parties' tights and 

obligations thereunder. shall become null and void on the date 

this Agreement becomes effective except (i) that the reserves 

provided for in that Clause 21 shall be treated as provided in 

the last sentence of Clause 21 of the 1975 Yellow Pages 

Directory Agreement, except that the promot iona I reserve sheill 

be terminated effective September 30, 1984 such that costs 

attributable to promotional activities performed after that 

date may not be charged against that reserve and that the 

uncollectibles reserve shall be terminated effective Decem-

ber 31. 1984 such that ad~e::!Slng or lease charges deemed 

after Decewber 31. 1984 to be ~ncollectible may not be charged 

against that reserve, and (:i) The Telephone Company retains 

whatever rights it may ha~e. other than its rights under 

Clause 21 of the 1975 Yello~ ?ages Directory Agreement. for any 

breach of ~he 1975 Yello~ Pages Direc~ory Agreement by 

Donnelley. Except as other~ise stated in this paragraph. The 

Telephone Company and Dc .. ::e:: ey a: 50 ag ree tha t (i) ",' , ..... 
payable by ~he Telephone Cc~?any to Connelley under the 1975 
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Yellow Pages Direc~ory Agreement and (ii) all money payable to 

The Telephone Company by Donnelley under the 1975 Yellow Pages 

Directory Agreement. are to be paid respectlvely by The 

Telephone Company and Donnelley. 

All expenses incurred at any time by any of the 

parties hereto which are incurred with respec~ to The 

Directories. the Reglonal White Pages Directories or the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory published, manufactured and 

delivered under this Agreement. and reimbursement for such 

expenses. shall be governed by this Agreement. 

In the event :his Agreement terminates effective 

Dece:nber 31. 1994. (i) there will have been eleven (1) edi

tions of the city-wlde Chicago Yellow Pages Classified 

Telephone Directories published under this Agreement and (ii) 

the last issues of The Direc~nries. Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory published under 

this Agreement will be the city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages 

Classified Telephone Directories whose delive~y is scheduled to 

begin in December of 1994 or January of 1995. In o;:he event 

this Agreement terminates effecO;::'Je Decernoer 31. 1999. (1) 

there WIll have been sixteen (16) editIons of the city-wide 

Chicago Yellow Pages Clas3ifiec 7eie?hone Directories~ub:ished 

under ,;;h~s Agreement and (ii) the last issues of The 

Directories. Reglonai ~h::e ?aqe~ Jirector:es a~c the Chica~o 

Alphabetical Direc:ory ~ub::sn~d ~nder thiS ~~ree~ent ~:!! be 
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the city-~ide Chicago Yello~ Pages Classified Telephone Direc

tories scheduled to be delivered in December of 1999 or Jan

uary of 2000. In the event this Agreement terminates effective 

some date other than ~ecember 31. 1994 or December 31. 1999. 

the last issue or issues of The Directories. Regional White 

Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory 

published under thlS ~greement will be the issue or issues for 

which, in the ordinary course of business. delivery to con

sumers has begun by the date on which this Agreeme~t terminates. 

This Agreement. during its initial term and any 

extension thereof. may be terminated only if any party hereto 

materially breaches this Agreement and such material breach has 

not been cured within :hirty (30) days of the party's receipt 

of written notice of t~e ~aterial breach from any of the other 

parties. In the event the materjal breach has not been cured 

within such period. tne party giving notice of the material 

breach has the fight (1) to terminate this Agreement upon 

notlce to the other ?arties hereto effective twenty (20) months 

i~~ediately follcw:ng receipt by the other parties hereto of 

the notlce to ter~lna:e or (2) to attempt to have this Agree

ment specifically perf~rxed or :0 p~rsue other equita~le or 

legal =e~ed:es ~ith =es~ect to s~ch ~ateriai breach instead of 

ter~inatin1 thIS Aqree~e~t. :er~~na::cnQf :h!s ~~:ee~e~: pur-

s~an: ~~ :n13 =rOV1S:O~ ~~a~: not ?rec:u~e any :egal or equ:

tab!e re~ed~e5 :t~er~;3e av~~:a~:~ ~~r bredcn c~ :his Agre~~e~: 
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The parties hereto agree that any material breach by a party to 

this Agreement may not be used by an affiliate of that party to 

terminate or attempt to terminate this Agreement. 

The parties agree that, except as permitted in this 

Agreement. including Clause 20, or by The Partnership, and 

except that The Telephone Company may sell business and resi

dential listings to third parties. none of the parties, nor any 

of their affiliates, shall during the term of this Agreement be 

involved in any fashion with the publishing or manufacturing of 

any directories substantially similar to The Directories. The 

Regional White Pages Directories or the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory for distribution primarily in those portions of the 

State of Illinois in which The Telephone Company is licensed or 

franchised to provide primary telephone service. The word 

"affiliate" as used in this Agreement means as to each party a 

corporation, company. trust, firm or other entity which. 

directly or indirectly, controls. or is controlled by. or is 

under common con:rol with. such party. 

During the term of this Agreem~nt, Donnelley shall 

publi~h and copyrlght in its name issues of the Yellow Pages in 

the Co-Bound Jirec:ories. the city-wide Ch:cago Classified 

Telepho~e Directorles. cldssif~ed sectlons of the Chicago 

neighborhood directO[les. Area-~ide Yell~~ ?ages Classified 
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Directories. Street Address Directories, the Chicago Visitor's 

Guide, the Health Care Industry Directory and the Bradley 

University Student Directory at approximately equal t~elve (12) 

month intervals, except that Four or More Color Advertising 

Insert Sections in The Directories will be copyrighted in the 

name of The Telephone Company or its designee. 

The word "publish." to describe Donnelley's activi

ties with respect to ·The Directories. shall mean. b~t not by 

way of limitation. the following: (1) selling advertising. 

with the exception of the National Yellow Pages advertising 

that may be sold by Donnelley or any other member of the 

National Yellow Pages Service Association ("NYPSA") or other 

selling agencies which perform the function of a NYPSA selling 

agent. and ~ith the exception of Color Advertising sold in Four 

or More Color Advertising Insert Sections in The Directori~s. 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabeti

cal Directory; (2) compiling; (3) promoting usage and the sale 

of advertisi~g; (4) handling claims and handling uncollect:

bles; (5) preparing art for advertisers; (6) leasing Street 

Address Directories; and (7) handling ot~er mlscellaneous 

publishing matters. 

Donnelley shall publlSh certain types Q! advertisl~g 

in the Whlte Pages of the Co-Bou~d ~irector:es, the Reg~o~a! 

White Pages ~ir~ctorles and the ChlCnqO ~:~~acet!cal Direc

tory. rn such ~nsta~ces, ~he ·..Jerd 'pL:o!isn,' ':0 desc::-ibe 
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Donnelley's activities with respect to these directories. shall 

mean. but not by way of limitation. the following: (1) selling 

advertising. (2) handling claims and handling uncollectibles. 

(3) provlding information required to insert advertising into 

the Regional White Pages Directories. the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory, and White Pages of the Co-Bound Directories and (4) 

handling other miscellaneous publishing matters. 

Donnelley shall design and copyright in its name and 

API/IL wi 11 cause to be ·so printed the co'/ers of the ci ty-wide 

Chicago Yellow Pages Classified Telephone Direc:ories. the 

Chlcago neighborhood directories. Area-Wide 1ello~ Pages 

Classified Directories. Street Address Directories, the Ch:cago 

Visitor s Guide. the Health Care Industry Directory and the 

Bradley University Student Directory. 

During the term of this Agreement, The Telephone Com

pany shall publish and copyright in its name. or in the name of 

its designee. the alphabetical sections (Whlte Pages) for those 

issues of The Directories whiCh have White Pages. the Reglcna: 

White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabe~ical Directcry 

at approximately equal twelve (12) month intervals. 

The word ··publish. '. to describe The Tei.ephc:!e COr.'l

pan/'s ac:ivl:ies wi:h respect :0 the alphabetical sections 

which are in :he Directories. the Req~onal White Paqes Jirec

tories and the Chicago rtl?hdoe:lca: Jlrec:ocy shall mea:!, but 

not 0'/ '''al 0): 1 ir:'1lta:icm. the fol::j· .. ·i~=3: (1) ccmplling; (2) 
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composing; (3) inserting advertising from information received 

from Donnelley: (4) providing plate-ready media to API/IL tor 

printing; and (5) handling other miscellaneous White Pages pub

lishing matters. 

During the term of this Agreement. The Telephone Com

pany shall provide directory operations services relating to 

The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directori~s and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. 

The term "directory operations services," to describe 

The ~eleFhone Company's actlvlties with respect to The Dlrec

torie~. ~he Regional White pages Directories and the Chicago 

Alphabetical Directory shall mean. but not by way of limita

tion, the following: (1) maintaining, enhancing and developing 

data bases for basic business and residential telephone list

ing information and updates required to publish The.Direc

tor:'es. the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago 

Al~habetical Directory; (2) maintaining. enhancing and develop

ing data bases which provide information to support the 

delivery of The Directories. the Regional White Pages Direct

ories and the Chicago Alphabetlcal Directory; (3) mainta~nlnq. 

enhanc:ng and developlng systems Wlth respect to the data bas~s 

described in (1) and (2) in this paragraph: and (4) providing 

computer rescurces req'Jlred to ::iUpPHt the tas:<s identified i~ 

(1). (2) and (3) in ::11£ para.;rap:-.. 

The 7elep:-:,.:ip. C:;;:n~any . .)[ :ts .!es:gl~O?O? shall deSl{~~. 

and copyright in its name. or in the na~e of its designee. the 
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covers of the Co-Bound Directories (except for the Chicago 

neighborhood directories. the Yellow Pages and covers of which 

shall be designed by and copyrighted in the name of Donnelley) , 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago 

Alphabetical Directory. 

The names "Reuben H. Donnelley. Publishers," 

"Illinois Bell." with the Bell logo. and "Ameritech Bell Yellow 

Pages." with the walking fingers logo. are to appear on the 

covers (and spines. if practicable) of all of The Directories. 

The (1) names "Reuben H. Donnelley" and "Ameritech," which are 

to have equal prominence. (i1) the terms "Publishers" (appear

ing immediately beneath "Reuben H. Donnelley"), and "Bell 

Yellow Pages" (appearing immed i ate 1 y be~ow .. Ameri tech"). wh ich 

are to have equa 1 prominence. (i i i) the name .. I 11 inois Bell." 

which will have greater prominence than the names and terms 

identified in (i) and (ii) respectively in this paragraph. and 

(iv) the Bell logo. which is to appear next to the name 

"Illinois Bell," and their general locations. relative sizes of 

type. and type styles are to appear on the covers (and spines. 

if practicable) of the Co-Bound Direc:orles in the format set 

forth in Exhibit A to this Agreement or 3uch other format upon 

which Donnelley. The Telephone Company and API/IL all agree. 

The names (i) "Reuben H. Donr~elley. P'..lbl ishers," (i i) 

"Illinois Bell." with the Bell logo, (iii) ";".:r.eritech Bell 
...... 

Yellow Pages," wah the ''''allong ~lr.<Jers logo, and (iv) "Red 
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Book" are to appear on the covers (and spines. if practicable) 

of the city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages Classified Telephone 

Directories. the Chicago neighborhood directories and Area-Wide 

Yellow Pages Classified Dixectories. In addition to the names 

and logos identified in this paragraph. the red band associated 

with the name "Red Book" is to appear only on the covers (and 

spine. if practicable) of the city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages 

Classified Telephone Directories. The names "Reuben H. 

Donnelley. Publishers." "Illinois Bell." ..... ith t.he Sell logo, 

"A.meritech Bell Yellow Pages." with the · ... alking fingers logo, 

and "Red Book," with the red band. where applicable. and their 

general locations, relative sizes of type and type styles are 

to appear on such covers (and spines. if practicable) of those 

directories in the formats set forth in Exhibits Band 81 

respectively to this Agreement or such other formats upon which 

Donnelley, The Telephone· Company and API/IL all agree. 

The names (i) "Reuben H. Donnelley, Publishers." (ii> 

"Illinois Bel!'" with the Bell logo. and (iii) "Ameritech Bell 

Yellow Pages," with the ',.;alking fin-;er:> :oqo, and their general 

locations. relative sizes of type and tYFe styles are to appear 

on the covers <and spines. if practicable) of the Street 

Address Directories. The Chicago Visitors' Guide, the Health 

Care Industry Directory an~ The Bradley University Student 

Directory in the format set forth in Exhib!ts 92 to this 

Agreement or such other format upc~ ~hich ~cnnelley. The 

Telephone Company and API/IL all ag:ee, 
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The statement "Published with the permission of 

Illinois Bell Telephone Company" followed by Donnelley's name. 

address and telephone numbe~s and the statement "in cooperation 

with Ametitech Publishing of Illinois. Inc." followed by its 

address only will appe~r on the first page of the yellow pages 

in The Directories. The statements'and their general loca

tions. relative sizes of type and type styles are to appear in 

the format set forth in Exhibit C to this Agreement. or such 

other format upon which Donnelley, The Telephone Company and 

API/IL all agree. 

On each page of the Yellow Pages in each of the 

issues of The Directories. Donnelley's name will appear along 

with such phrase to be selected by Donnelley to reflect that 

Donnelley holds the copyright in its own name with regard to 

the Yellow Pages, On each page of the White Pages in each of 

the issues of The Directories. the Regional White Pages Dlrec

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory, The Telephone 

Company's name. or the naree of its designee.- will appear along 

with such phrase to be selected by The Telephone Company to 

reflect that it holds the copyright in its name with regard to 

the White Pages. 

Unless ~he :ele~hone Company agrees otherwise, each 

issue of The Directorles will conta~n public service informa

tion on the inside front cove: and In other parts of that issue 

of 7he Directories similar to the public service iniormatlon 

contained in the analogous issue of the dltectO[lBS published 

under the 1975 Yellow Pages Dlrect~ry ~greement. 
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CLAUSE 3 - INFORMATION FURNISHED BY THE 
TELEPHONE COMPANY 

The Telephone Company, or its designee. shall furnish 

to Donnelley during the term of this Agreement The Telephone 

Company's basic listing information and current updates for use 

in the issues of The Directories. The Telephone Company shall 

not be required to furnish any basic listing information or 

updates which by tariff or current practice must be kept 

private or withheld from publication in any of the issues of 

The Di rectories. 

Similarly. Donnelley shall not publish in The Direc

tories or give out any information concerning any listings 

designated as "non-published" or "non-listed" on service orders 

which will be sent to Donnelley if Donnelley is .select~d by 

API/IL to de liver issues of The Dl rectories. the Regiona I Whi te 

Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Direc~ory. 

Donne11ey shall net solicit any such listings in connection 

with the sale of advertising. 

Except as permitted in Clause 20 herein. all records, 

lists of names. telephone n~~ers, and other data furnished by 

The Telephone Company directly or through its designee here-

under shall be used by Donnelley. its agents or empicyees for 

the performance of its publishing obligltions under this Agree-

ment only. and 3hall ci:'.Jsed :or no ot:-,er -purpose. except when 

specifically apFroved by The TeleFhone Company. Subject to 
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Clause 20 herein. The Telephone Company Ihal~ have the right. to 

enforce this provision by injunction. in addition to any other 

remedies which it may have, 

The Partnersnip may use the information furnished by 

The Telephone Company under this Agreement for such other pur

poses as may be agreed to by The Partnership. so long as such 

use shall not interfere with the proper and efficient furnish

ing of telephone service by The Telephone Company. and shall 

not adversely affect the relationship between The. Telephone 

Company and its customers and the public. 

CLAUSE " - LISTI~9.~_'!'...9_~;'_!}:l_<';~JlP.;Q~~.J:g;...J~~LL9l! PAG";.~ 

Unless other'Jise requested by the subscriber to busi

ness telephone service. Donnelley shall make every reasonable 

effort to provide without charge in the Yellow Pages of The 

Directories under a classification in the approved heading 

structure best describing the subscriber's business. one 

light-face listing representing the primary listing of each 

subscriber to bUSIness telephone service as accepted by The 

Telephone Company for publication in the White Pages sections 

of The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and 

the Chicago Alphaoecical Directory. Donnelley does not insure 

or guarantee to SUb5c~~bers to business telephone service that 

all such listings ~ill be 50 incl~ded. correctly or other~lse. 

and shall not be liabl~ under thIS clause or any other cldus~ 
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of this Agreement for any errors Or omissions with res~ect to 

such listings. This Agreement is not intended to and does not 

give rise to any rights to anyone other than the parties hereto 

and their affiliates. 

CLAUSE 5 - CONTROL OF DIRECTORIES 

As publisher, Donnel1ey shall formulate all policies 

relating to directory advertising in The Directories. However. 

as shall be determined by The Telephone Company from time to 

time, any and all policies so formulated shall not interfere 

with the proper and efficient furnishing of telephone service 

by The Telephone Company, and shall not adversely affect the 

relationship between The Telephone Company and its customers 

and the public. 

CLAUSE 6 - MANUFACTURING AND DELIVERY. ASSIGNMENT 
OF CONTRACTS AND MONIES TO BE PAID TO API/IL 

During the term of this Agreement. API/IL shall be 

responsible for. or shall select contractors, referred to 

herein as "manufacturing and delivery contractors," which will 

be responsible to API/IL for: (1) the printing of The Direc

tories, the Regional White Pages Directories and Chicago Alpha

betical Directory and their covers; (2) the composition for The 

Directories; (3) the purchasing of paper for The Directortes. 

the Regional White Pages Directories and Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory; (4) the creation. maintenance and printing of maps 
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~ithin The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories 

and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory; (5) the delivery of The 

Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory, the five above-stated functions 

hereinafter referred to as "manufacturing and delivery"; and 

(6) other responsibilities of The Telephone Co~pany hereunder 

~hich may be assigned by The ~elephone Company to API/XL or 

resp6nsibilities which The Partnership may assign to API IlL. 

The Partnership shall reimburse API/IL for its rea

sonable costs and expenses which are directly attributable to 

manufacturing and delivery. including the amounts, if any. 

API/IL pays to manufacturing and delivery contractors. and 

general and administrative costs and expenses. which include 

insurance. hereinafter collecti~ely referred to as 

"Manufacturing and Delivery Costs." 

Inasmuch as Manufacturing and Delivery Costs (except 

for the costs of printing, paper, delivery and composition. 

hereinafter referred to as "Determinable Cqsts") are incapable 

of exact computation at the time each issue of The Directories. 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabeti

cal Directory is manu~actured and delivered. Manufacturing and 

Delivery Costs. other than Determinable Costs. shall be 

estimated by API/IL each year during the term of this Agree

ment. based upon current manufactur:ng and delivery~xperience. 

and p~ovided. along wlth Determinable COSts for that year. to 

The Partnership. 
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In consideration for manufacturing and delivery. 

API/XL shall be paid by The Partnership within thirty (30) days 

after The Partnership receives an invoice from API/XL for 

charges relating to printing, paper. delivery or composition. 

In further consideration for manufacturing and delivery, API/XL 

is to be paid by The Partnership on the twenty~fifth (25th) day 

of each month during each year of the term of this Agreement an 

amount equal to one-twelfth (1/12) of Other Costs. As used in 

this paragraph, the words "Other Costs" mean the annual esti

mate of Manufacturing and Delivery Costs, less Determinable 

Costs tor the same year. 

As soon as the actual Other Costs for the preceding 

year shall have been determined, API/IL shall payor be paid 

the difference between the estimated and actual Manufacturing 

and Delivery Costs within thirty (30) days of such 

determination. 

API/IL shall determine the policy under which The 

Directories, the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory are to be distributed, including 

the number of copies of each of the issues of those directories 

which is to be deli~ered. 

The Telephone Company. The Partnership and Don~elley 

agree to provide to ~?!/IL such information as API/~L requires 

.for the provision of :he above ser~ices. at tImes and i~ such 

detail so that A?:/IL can e!f~ctively carry ~ut its obligations 

under this Clause. 
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Subject to the approval of the parties to the con

tracts. The Telephone Company hereby assigns to API/IL and 

API/IL accepts. all of The Telephone Company's rights and 

obligations under the contracts identified in Exhibit 0 to this 

Agreement. 

CLAUSE 7 - COST OF COMpILING 

The cost of compiling shall be the actual cost 

thereof. allocated as set forth below. Such actual cost shall 

include: (1) wages of Oonnelley's compilation employees up to 

and including compilation department management as are properly 

chargeable to The Oirec~ories. the Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory; (2) the cost of 

handling for publication directory advertising sold by 

Dor~elley. other telephone companies. ~i'?SA me~~ers. or other 

selling agencies that per!~rm the fur.c~ion of a NY?SA selling 

agent; plus (3) all other properly chargeable ~ompiling costs. 

including general and administrative costs and expenses. which 

include insurance. chargeable in accordance with Donnelley's 

customary accounting practices. With respect to the cost of 

compilation. other than allocated general and ad~ir.istrative 

expenses and fees. such compilation costs shall consist of the 

following: 
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~~_rtrnent Name 

Compilation-Terre Haute 
Compilation-Chicago 
Copy Center 
Central Files-Terre Haute 
Manuscript 
Ad Revision 
SOS-Metro 
SOS-springfield 
Operations Support 
MPS Team 
Publishing Services 
Local Trade Mark 
NYPS Publishing 
Production Sorting 
Office Services-Terre Haute 
Coordinator Co-Op 

Percent of costs 
of department 
attributable to 
90mpilatio~.~ ____ _ 

100 
79 

100 
100 
100 

75 
28 
28 
80 

73 
46 

100 
50 
73 
45 

It is understood that this list may be revised by Donnelley by 

additiOn or deletion of items or through revision of the above 

percentages. Any such change will be subject to an annual 

review and agreement by The Partnership's auditing firm. 

Donnelley is obligated to advise The Partnership's auditing 

firm of any material change in the aforementioned list of 

departments or the percentages applicable to each of the 

departments. 

Expenses related ~o co~pilatlon services provided to 

other ~sers who use facilities. functions and resources used to 

compile The Directories. the Regional ~hl~~ ?ages Directories 

and the Chicago Alphabe:lcal Direc:ory shall be excluded from 

compilation costs. Such excluded ccst~ ~lll be identified 

annua::y by Donnelley and provlded to The ?artnership's 
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auditing firm. The calculation in determining such excluded 

costs shall be made consistent with existing 1984 procedures. 

except as modified by The Partnership. 

The costs of compiling to be allocated to and paid by 

The Partnership to Donnelley shall also include an amount which 

shall provi~e a fee to Donnelley which, after provision for 

Federal Income Taxes, is equal to three percent (3\) of the 

costs of compiling. exclusive of the fee. hereinafter referred 

to as Hthe J\ compilation fee." The term "provision for Fed

eral Income Taxes" as used in Clause 7 and Clause 8 means the 

total of the highest normal tax and surtax rates as applicable 

from time to time to corporations under the Internal Revenue 

Code. 

Inasmuch as the costs of compiling are incapable of 

exact computation at the time each issue of The Qirectories. 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabet

ical Directory is published. such costS each year during the 

term of this Agreement. including the J\ compilation fee, shall 

be estimated by Donnelley and provided to The Partnership based 

upon current compilation experience. 

As soon as the actual compiling costs for the preced

ing year shall have been determined. Don:lelley shall payor be 

paid the difference between the estimdt~d and actual compIling 

costs within thirty (30) days of such determinatIon. 
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CLAUSE 8 - DONNELLEY'S COST OF HANDLING CLAIMS 
AND HANDLING ~C~O~L~L~E~C~T.~I~B=L=ES~ ______________ __ 

The Telephone Company shall refer to Donnelly all 

customer claims on account of error oi omission relating to 

advertising or business listings in The Directories. the 

Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory for such action as Donnelley determines is neces-

sary. Also. The Telephone Company shall forward ~ach month to 

Donnelley information regarding all advertisers from whom The 

Telephone. Company deems it cannot collect outstanding advertis

ing charges using its collection methods and practices set 

forth in Clause 13 for such action as Donnelley determines is 

necessary. 

Seventy-seven percent (77\) of Donnelley's actual 

costs of handling claims and handling uncollectibles relating 

to advertising or business listings in The Directories, the 

Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory shall be borne by The Partnership and twenty-three 

percent (23\) of such actual costs shall be borne by Donnelley. 

The costs of handling clai~s and handling uncollec

tibles chargeable to The Partner3h:? and Connelley shall 

consist of: (1) act~al costs of ~~e Donne!:ey deFartmen:s WhlCh 

are engaged in those ~ctivities. incl~ding ~eneral and ~dminis

trative costs and expenses. w~ich include lnsurance: plus (2) a 

fee to Donnelley which. after pravis:cn for federal Income 
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Taxes. is equal to three percent (3\) of the total costs of 

handling claims ~nd handling uncollectibles. exclusive of the 

fee. hereinafter referred to as Hthe ]\ handling fee." 

Inasmuch as the costs of handling claims and handling 

uncollectibles are incapable of exact computation at the time 

each issue of The Directories. the Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory is published, 

such costs each year during th~ term of this Agreement. includ

ing the 3\ handling fee. shall be estimated by Donnelley and 

provided to The Partnerahip based upon current claims handling 

and uncollectibles handling experience. 

As soon as the actual costs for the preceding year 

have been determined. the appropriate parties shall payor be 

paid the difference between the estlmated and actual costs 

within thirty (30) days of such determination. 

CLAUSE 9 - DIRECTORY PROMOTION 

During the term of this Agreement. Donnelley shall be 

responsible for providing all ad~ertising and advertising ser

vice designed to promote the use of and advertising in The 

Directories. and advertising in the Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory. except that The 

Telephone Company. at its sole expense. has the right to 

promote the use of the White Pages. The ?artnership is to 

approve ar.y advertising bef~re it is placed. Except as deter

mined by The Partnership. in no event shall the annual amount 
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to be treated as a cost of promotion of The Directories. and 

advertising in the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory exceed two and one-half percent 

(2-1/2\) of the yearly net issue value. The term "net issue 

value" as used herein means the total amount of advertising 

which Donnelley sells for all of the issues of The Directories. 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabet

ical Directory delivered in any year during the term of this 

Agreement. adjusted by subtracting the amount of allowances 

granted and revenue not billed due to disconnection of tele

phone service. hereinafter referred to as "phone-outs." with 

respect to all of the issues of The Directories, the Regional 

White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory 

delivered in the preceding year. For purposes of this para

graph. the city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages Classified Telephone 

Directories shall be con5idered to be delivered in the year in 

which their delivery is completed. Donnelley shall bear ten 

percent (10\) of the promotlon costs and the remaining 90 per

cent (90\) of the pro~otion costS shall be borne by The 

Partnership. 

Inasmuch as the costS of providing advertising and 

advertising services to promote use of and advertising in The 

Directories. and advertis~ng 1n the Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabet:cal Dlrec~ory are incapable of 

exact computa:ion at the ~ime each issue of such directorles i3 
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published. such costs each year during the term of this 

Agreement shall be estimated by Donnelley and provided to The 

Partnership based upon current promotion cost experience. 

As soon as the actual costs for the preceding year 

have been determined, the appropriate parties shall payor be 

paid the difference between the estimated and actual costs 

within thirty (30) days of such determination. 

All audiovisual and print advertising to promote the 

use of or advertising in The Directories (except for filler in 

The Directories, which shall not require the use of the name 

"Illinois Bell") and advertisi.ng in the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory are to 

include the names (i) Illinois Bell. with the Bell logo; (i1) 

Ameritech Bell Yellow Pages, with the walking finger's logo; and 

(iii) Reuben H. Donnelley, with the word "Publishers," all of 

which are to be displayed in a manner consistent with the 

treatment of covers in Clause 2. Where practicable. in the 

judgment of The Partnership. all radio advertising to promote 

the use of or advertising in The Directories or advertising in 

the Regional White Pages Directories or Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory is to include in the closing or sign-off message the 

names "Illinois Bell." "Ameritech Bell Yellow Pages" and 

"Reuben H. Donnelley. P~blis!1ers.· or such variation thereof 

which is agreed upon by The Part~erGhlp. 
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Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the pre

ceeding paragraph. The Telephone Company. at its sole expense. 

has the right to promote the use of the White Pages. 

CLAUSE 10 - COST OF UNCOLLECTI8LES AND OTHER 
ADJUST~NTS TO REVENUE~ ____________________ __ 

seventy-seven percent (77\) of all of The 

Partnership's loss of revenue due to uncollectibles, if any, 

plus the actual costs, other than Donnelley's costs which are 

paid in accordance with Clause 8, of handling each delinquent 

advertiser, and all expenses for collection agency commissions, 

attorneys' fees. court costs. and any other legal expenses 

involved in collec~ion, shall be borne by The Partnership and 

twenty-three percent (23\) shall be bornF by Donnelley. 

Seventy-seven percent (77\) of all amounts recovered 

on advertising charges which previously had been deemed uncol

lectible shall be remitted to The Partnership and twenty-three 

percent (23\) of such recovered amounts shall be retained by. 

or if collected by another party remitted to. Donnelley. 

All expenses paid for Reciprocal Advertising co~~is-

sions and National Yellow Pages advertising commissions are to 

be borne entirely by the Partnership. As used in this para-

graph, the term "Reciprccal Advert-ising cOmmiGSlons" means 

advertising comt:'lis3ions for ad',rer:lsing so11 by Donnelley and 

others in The ~irec:orles. the Reg!onal White Pages Directories 

and the Chicago Alphatetical Jirectory ~or ajver:iser~ located 
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outside those portions of the State of Illinois in which The 

Telephone Company is licensed or franchised to provide primary 

telephone service. As used in this paragraph, the term 

~National Yellow Pages advertising commissions" means commis

sions for advertislng sold by Donnelley or any other member of 

NYPSA or other selling agencies which perform the function of a 

NYPSA selling agent. 

CLA'y.~E.-.l'!-=-~9.? r.j)f _ LEG.bL _ ';''5? ;:.J.~~.;:_S_!_"§.1~I:.r.~~~~]'J.J:?_ ~!iD JUDGM;]'JTS 

Seventy-seven percent (77\) of the costs of all obli

gations incurred by The Telephone Company. Donnelley. API/IL, 

or any of them related to any claims, settlements. costs. 

including attorneys' fees. judgments and decrees, concerning 

Yellow Pages and advertising in the White Pages in The Direc

tories. in the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago 

Alphabetical Directory shall be borne by The Partnership and 

twenty-three percent (23\) of such costs shall be borne by 

Donnelley. .a.I'ly other obligations lncurred by Donnelley. The 

Telephone Company. AP!/IL. or any of them related to any 

claims. settlemen:s. costs. including attorneys' fees. judg

ments and decrees arising out of any obligations under this 

Agreement. excludi~g litigation between the parties to this 

Agreement, shall be borne by The Partnership. 

Inasmuch as the costs related to claims. attorneys' 

fees and other collection-related cOSts. settlements. judgnen:~ 
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and decrees are incapable of exact computation at the time each 

issue of The Directories, the Regional White Pages Directories 

and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory is published. such costs 

each year during the term of this Agreement shall be estimated 

by Donnelley and provided to The Partnership based upon current 

legal cost experience. 

As soon as the actual costs for the preceding year 

have been determined, the appropriate parties shall payor be 

paid the difference between the estimated and actual costs 

within thirty (30) days of such determination. 

CLAUSE 12 - AL~Q.~~S_~L~D. UNCQLLECTULl.&S LIMIT~TION 

Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, 

Donnelley's responsibility during the first year of this Agree

ment for allowances and uncollectibles with respect to adver

tising sold by Donnelley shall not exceed an amount equal to 

4.79 percent of the total amount of advertising sold by 

Donnelley for issues of The Directories, the Re9ional White 

Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory deli

vered in 1985. 

In 1986 and for each subsequent year. the limi~ation 

percentage shall be the lower of (a) the prior year's !imi~a

tion percentage plus an additional one-half percent (.5\) or 

(b) the percent determined by adding the adjustments for allc''':

ances and ~ncollectibles with re£pect to adve~tisi~q so:d by 
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Donnelleyfor issues of The Directories. The Regional White 

Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory 

delivered in the prior year and dividing the result by the 

total amount of advertising sold by Donnelley for issues of The 

Directories, the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago AI?habetical Directory delivered in the prior year plus 

an additional one-half percent (.5\). 

For purposes of this Clause. each edition of the 

city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages Classified Telephone Directories 

shall be considered to be delivered in the year in which its 

delivery is completed. 

CLAUS~-:-_J~!J . .L_~~_q A!fD--fQ],.LECT I NG 

The parties agree that it will be a convenience to 

advertisers if the billing and collecting of charges for 

advertising and related charges are handled by and included on 

the telephone bills sent by The Telephone Company in connection 

with its regular monthly billing for telephone service. There

fore. the parties agree that The Telephone Company. as agent 

for The Partnership. is to perform such billing and collecting 

responsibilities. In addition. The Telephone Company will bill 

and collect for National Yellow Pages advertising in The 

Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory :n ~he ~anner and for~ which at 

the time of billing is the gene"ally accepted procedure in us~ 

for billing of this type. 
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The Telephone Company shall bill and. except as 

otherwise herein provided. attempt to collect all charges for 

advertising and related charges in The Directories, the 

Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory. The Telephone Company in collecting for such 

charges may follow the same standard collection methods and 

practices used in collecting for telephone service. with such 

modifications as may be necessary to apply those standard prac

tices to directory advertising. In addition to billing for 

advertising in The Directories. the Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory, The Telephone 

Company will bill and collect from The Telephone Company's ser

vice customers for Reciprocal Advertising. As used in this 

Agreement. the term "Reciprocal Advertising" means advertising 

sold by Donnelley and purchased by The Telephone Company's 

service customers in directories other than The Directories. 

the Reglonal White Pages Directories and The Chicago 

Alphabe~ical Directory. 

Donnelley shall furnish The Telephone Company with a 

record showing the tele?none number and the amount to be billed 

for each new advertiser and for each advertiser whose billing 

changes with a new issue of any of The Directories. the 

Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory. Don~elley s~all specify any changes to be ~ade fc~ 

any reason :n mont~iy tillings thereafter. 
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CLAUSE H - MONIES TO BE PAIP_.1Q..1.H_E PAAT~?!.~HIP 

All revenues from: (i) the sale of advertising in 

The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago ~lphabetical Directory (except for revenue from Four or 

More Color Advertising Insert Sections which is subject to 

Clause 22); (ii) Reciprocal Advertising; and (iii) leasing of 

the Street Address Directories, are the property of The 

Partnership. 

On the twentieth (20th) day of each month during the 

ter~ 0: :his Agree~en:, The Telephone Co~pany shall remit to 

The ?ar~~e=s~i? the a~ount of ~oney ~i!lec by The ~ele?hone 

Company d~ring the prior month for advertising and related 

charges Wl:n respect to: (i) advertising in The Directories, 

the Reglonal White Pages Directories, the Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory (exclusive of any amounts billed for Four or MJre 

Color Advertising Inser: Sections subject to Clause 22); (ii) 

Rec:procal Advertising: anc (iii) leasing of the Street Address 

Directories. less an a~Ot1nt eq'..lal to a percent of the ~o:ley 

billed by The Telephone Company during the prior month reflec:

ing the estimated uncollec:lbles. Such percent is to be de:er

rnlne1 annually by The Telephone Company based upon cur:en: 

in this ~greement exclu~es ~hQ~~-ou~s a~d a::o~ances. 

three p~rcent (23\) of tr.e amount of unc~llec~~bles est~mated 
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by The Telephone Company in accordance with the preceding 

paragraph less any estimated uncollectibles relating to 

National Yellow Pages advertising. 

By March 31 following each calendar year during the 

term of this Agreement. the parties. with the assistance of The 

Partnership's auditing firm, are to determine, as accurately as 

possible, the amount of revenues collected during the pre

ceding calendar year from: (i) advertising sold in The Direc

tories, the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago 

Alphabetical Directory (except for revenue from Four or More 

Color Advertising Insert Sections which is subject to 

Clause 22); (ii) revenues from Reciprocal Advertising; and 

(iii) revenues from the leasing of the Street Address Direc

tories, hereinafter referred to as "Amount Collected," and the 

amount of uncollectibles, including any llncollectibles relating 

to National Yellow Pages advertising, as well as it can be 

determined, for the preceding calendar year. If the Amount 

Collected exceeds the amount remi tted by The -Telephone Company 

to The Partnership, from and including february 20th of the 

preceding calendar year through and including January 20th of 

the current calendar year, The Telephone Company shall pay The 

Partnership the difference within thirty (30) days following 

the determination of the difference. If the amount remitted by 

The Telephone Company to The Partnership. from and including 

February 20th of the preceding calendar year through and 

including January 20th of the current calendar year, exceeds 
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the Amount Collected. The Partnership shall pay The Telephone 

Company the diff.rence within thirty (30) days following the 

determination of the difference. If the amount of uncollec

tibles, as described above in this paragraph, exceeds The 

Telephone Company's estimate of such uncollectibles. including 

the estimate for uncollectibles relating to National Yellow 

Pages advertising. hereinafter referred to in this paragraph as 

"the Estimate," Donnelley shall pay The Partnership twenty

three percent (23\) of the difference between the uncollec

tibles and the Estimate within thirty (30) days of tho 

determination of the amount of uncollectibles. If the Estimate 

exceeds the amount of ~ncollectibles. The Partnership shall pay 

Donnelley twenty-three percent (23\) of the difference between 

the amount of uncollectibles and the Estimate within thirty 

(30) days of the determination of the amount of the u~collec

tibles. The payments made pursuant to this paragraph are to be 

adjusted in accordance with any subsequent information which 

becomes available to the parties. 

CLAUSE 15 - MONI ES TO BE PAl D T.9 THE_....IELE_~ljQ~ CQ~PANY 

In consideration for The Telephone Company's furnish

ing of information under Clause 3 of this Agreement and its 

providing billing and collection service under Clause 13 of 

this Agreement, The Partnership agrees to pay The Telephone 

Company forty-nine million. five hundred thou~and dollars 
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($49,500,000) in installments of three million dollars 

($3.000,000) on March 31, 1985, three million dollars 

($3.000,000) on June 30, 1985, twenty-on~ million. seven 

hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($21.750,000) on Septem-

ber 30, 1985 and twenty-one million, seven hundred and fifty 

thousand dollars ($21,750,000) on December 31, 1985. Beginning 

in calendar year 1986, and in each calendar year thereafter for 

the balance of the term of this Agreement, The Partnership 

agrees to pay The Telephone Company seventy-five million dol

lars ($75,000,000). Each calendar year payment of seventy-five 

million dollars ($75,000.000) is to be made in four equal 

installments on March 31, June 30, September 30 and December 31 

of each year. During ~he twelve (12) month period immediately 

following the date on which this Agreement terminates. The 

Partnership shall pay The Te!epho~e Company thirty-seven mil

lion. five hundred thousand dollars ($37,500,000). This pay

ment will be made in four equal. quarterly installments within 

such twelve (2) month period. the first q-... art,erly installment 

being payable three (3) months following the date this Agree

ment terminates. 

In further consideration for The Telephone Company's 

furnishing of information under Clause 3 of this Agreement and 

its providing billing and collection service under Clause 13 of 

this Agreement. The Partners~ip agrees to pay to The Telephone 

Company any and all gross profits in excess of :he first thirty-
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six million dollars ($J6.000.000) gross profits but not in 

excess of thirty-seven million. eight hundred thousand dollars 

($J7.800,QOO) gross profits derived by The Partnership from 

advertising in the January 1985 city-wide Chicago Classified 

Telephone Directories. plus one-third (1/3) of the gross pro

fits in excess of the first thirty-seven million, eight hundred 

thousand dollars ($37.800,000) but not in excess of the first 

forty-one million. four hundred thousand dollars ($41.400,000) 

gross profits derived by The Partnership from advertising in 

such Directories. The payment identified in this paragraph is 

to be made on March 31, 1986. The total payment identified in 

this paragraph will not exceed three million dollars 

($3.000.000). For purposes of this paragraph. the term "gross 

profits" shall mean the gross advertising billings related to 

such Directories less expenses directly attributable to such 

Directories including, but not limited to, selling commissions, 

compilation expenses, claims and uncollectibles handling costs, 

Manufacturing and Delivery COSts, directory operations services 

costs and estimated uncollectibles. allowances, phone-outs, 

legal and promotion costs. 

In further consideration for The Telephone Company's 

furniShing of information under Clause 3 of this Agreement and 

its providing billing and collection service under Clause 13 of 

this Agreexent. beginning with respect to the calendar year 

1986. and wlth respect to each calendar year thereafter durl~g 
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the term of this Agreement. The Partnership agrees to pay The 

Telephone Company an amount equal to seven and one-half percent 

(7-1/2\) of the difference between the total revenues received 

by The Partnership in a calendar year: (1) from advertising in 

The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory; (2) revenues from Reciprocal 

Advertising; and (3) revenues from leasing of the Street 

Address Directories. and the total of such revenues and charges 

received by The Partnership in the immediately preceding calen

dar year, hereinafter referred to as the "Additional Annual 

Payment." It is understood that for purposes of calculating 

the Additional Annual Payment with respect to calendar year 

1986, the amount of revenue deemed to have been received by The 

Partnership in 1985 will be increased by the amount of revenue 

collected by The Telephone Company in 1985 with respect tJ 

directories published u11er the 1975 Yellow Pages Directory 

Agreement. 

It is agreed by The Partnership that notwithstanding 

the possibility that there could be less charges and revenues 

collected by The Telephone Company in one calendar year than in 

the prior calendar year. beginning in the year 1986 and each 

year ~hereafter during the term of this Agree~en~. ~he Tele

phone Company is to be paid by The Partnership no less than 

seventy-five million dollars ($75.000.000). The first 

Additional ~nnual Payment to The Telephone Company is to be 

made on Aprll 1. 1987 with respect t~ calendar year 1986 and 
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the other Additional Annual Payments are to be made on 

April 1st of each year thereafter with respect to each preced

ing calendar year during the balance of the term of this 

Agreement, 

Notwithstanding any of the other terms in ~his 

Clause 15, in the event this Agreement terminates before Decem

ber 31 of any calendar year, The Partnership agrees to pay The 

Telephone Company for that year in which this Agreement termi

nates: (a) that percent of the seventy-five million dollars 

($75.000,000) which is equal to the percent resulting from 

dividing the number of days dur ing which this Agreement. is fn 

effect in the year in which it terminates by 365; plus (b) 

seven and one-half percent (7-1/2\) of the difference between 

the revenues received by The Partnership for advertising and 

charges for The Directories, the Regional White Pages Direc

tories. the Chicago Alphabetical Directory and from Reci

procal Advertising during the period of time this Agreement is 

in effect in the year in which it terminates and such revenue 

from such advertising and charges recei'/ed by The Partnership 

during the like period of tlme in the prevlous year. 

In addition. !8r the time this Agreement is in 

effect. The Partnership shall relmburse ~he Telephone Company 

its reasonable costs and ex?enses. lnclud~ng general and admin

istrath'e e:-::~e!1ses, · .... hic:1 :nc:'...!de lnsurar.ce. ~f any, properly 

chargeable. in accordance ~lth :he Tele~~0ne Company s accoun:

ir.g procedures, to the publishing ot the White Pages and for 
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providing of directory operations services for certain of The 

Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory (not otherwise reimbursed to 

API/IL under Clause 6). 

Inasmuch as the costs of publishing White Pages and 

of providing directory operations services are incapable of 

exact computation at the time each issue of The Directories. 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabet~ 

ieal Directory is published. such costs each year during the 

term of this Agreement shall be estimated by the Telephone Com

pany and provided to The Par~nership based upon current White 

Pages publishing and directory operations services experience. 

In consideration ~or publishing the White Pages and 

providing directory operatlons services. as described in Clause 

2, The Telephone Company is to be paid by The Partnership on 

the twenty-fifth (25th) day of each month during each year of 

the term of this Agreement an amount equal to one-twelfth of 

the annual estimate as set ferth in this Clause. 

As soon as :he act~al Whlte Pages publishing and 

directory operations services costs for the preceding year 

shall have been deter~ined. The Telephone Company shall payor 

be paid the difference bet~een the esti~ated and actual pub

lishing and directory operations services costs within thirty 

(30) days of such determination. 
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CLAUSE 16 - MONIES TO BE PAID TO DONNELLr{ 

In consideration for its publishing of the Yellow 

Pages in The Directories and advertising in the White Pages of 

the Co-Bound Directories and in the Regional White Pages Direc

tories and the Chicago Alphabetical ~irectory Donnelley is to 

be paid by The Partnership (a) twenty-three percent (23\) of 

the gross value of advertising. excluding art preparation 

charges. sold by Donnelley in each issue of The Directories, 

the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alpha

betical Directory, less twenty-three percent (23\) of the loss 

of revenue related to the prior year's issue published under 

this Agreement or, where applicable, under the 1975 Yellow 

Pages Directory Agreement due to phone-outs and allowances, and 

(b) seventy percent (70\) of the art preparation charges billed 

to advertisers for advertising sold by Donnelley in The 

Directories, the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. In consideration for 

publishing the Street Address Directories, Donnelley is to be 

paid by The Part~ership twenty-three percent (23%) of the gross 

value of leas!ng payments for each issue of such Directories. 

For eac~ cf The Directories, the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Direc:ory, Donnelley 

is to deliv~r to The Partnersnip in the month in whIch delivery 

of each issue of such Directories lS scheduled :0 be completed. 

or sucn earlier date as The Partnership deter~lnes. an inVOice 
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~hich reflects the amounts due Donnelley. as hereinabove 

described. Payment is to be made to Donnelley ~ithin thirty 

(30) days of The Partnership's receipt of an invoice from 

Donnelley. Nothing in this Clause affects the amount of money 

~hich Donnelley is to remit to The Partnership for uncollecti

bles in accordance with Clause 14. 

In consideration for Donnelley's compiling of The 

Directories, claims handling. uncollectibles handling, direc

tory promotion. and handling of legal matters. as described in 

Clauses 7, 8. 9, and 11. Donnelley is tc be paid by The Part

nership on the twenty-fifth (25) day of each month during the 

term of this Agreement an amount equal to one-twelfth (1/12) of 

the annual estimates of the costs to be borne by The 

Partnership r~lating to those activities. 

CLAUSE 17 - DEFENSE_-=--.1.~~plJCE 

While Donnelley does not insure or guarantee (1) that 

all listings will be included. correctly or other~ise. in The 

Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Direc:ory. (2) that all applications for 

advertising will be acceFted. or (3) that no error ~ill be made 

in inserting such advert:sing. it is recognized that suits may 

be instituted or claims filed agaInst any of the parties with 

respect to The Dlrectories. the Regional White Pages Director

ies and the Chlcago ~lphabetlcal Jirectory. In such event. 
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notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Clause 4. Donnelley 

shall defend such suits or claims. except for suits or claims 

relating to (i) free listings in the White Pages and (ii) Four 

or More Color Advertising Insert Sections, not only on its 

behalf but also on behalf. and in the names of. The Telephone 

Company. API/IL and The Partnership in connection with any 

claims. demands and suits arising directly or indirectly from, 

or by means of. any errors. omissions. refusals to accept 

advertising. or misuse of information, claimed or actual, con

cerning any issues of The Directories. the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory. provided 

that the costs. including reasonable attorne:.'s· fees. incurred 

by Donnelley to so defend. and the liability for any settle

ment, judgment or decree resulting from suits or claims con

cerning any of The Directories. the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory will be 

borne by The Partnership and Donnelley as provlded 1n Clause 11. 

As used herein, the word "defe:;d" means that Donnelley 1..1:"11 

retain counsel to defend not only its interests but also The 

Telephone Company s, API/IL's and :he Partnership s interests 

in regard to such SUlts or clai~5, and 1..1111 make its best 

efforts to have The TeleFho~e Ccmpa:;y, ~?:/IL and The Par:ner

ship dismiss8C:, :f ar.y of the~ is :-:lade a partj'. from the pro

ceedi~1S rela:ed to 5~ch S~lts or clai~s. 
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Donnelley further agrees to defend and carry adequate 

public liability, property damage and workmen's compensation 

insurance. fully to protect The Telephone Company. API/IL and 

The Partnership from any claims. demands. claims under the 

Worker's Compensation Act and suits arising by reason of injury 

to. or death of, persons, or damage to property (including 

employees and property of The Telephone Company, API/IL and The 

Partnership) occasioned by Donnelley's publishing of the Yellow 

Pages in The Directories. or advertising in the White Pages of 

The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories or the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. 

Donnelley shall carry adequate prope"rty damage. fire 

and thp.ft insurance on all property of The Telephone Company, 

API/IL and The Partnership. including records and directories, 

which may at any time be in Donnelley's possession by reason of 

this Agreement. 

API/IL agrees to defend and carry adequate public 

liability, property damage and workmen's compensation 

insurance. fully to protect The Telephone Company. The Partner

ship and Donnelley from any claims, demands, claims under the 

Worker's Compensation Act and suits arising by reason of injury 

to, or death of, persons, or damage to property (including 

employees and property of The ~elephone Company, The Partner

ship and Donnelley) occasioned by API/IL's manufacturing and 

delivery of 7he Directorles, the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetlcal Directory. 
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API/IL shall carry ade~~ate property damage. fire and 

theft insurance on all property of The Telephone Company. The 

Partnership and Donnelley. including records and directories. 

which may at any time be in API/IL's possession by reason of 

this Agreement. 

The Telephone Company agrees to defend and carry ade

quate public liability, property damage and workmen's compensa

tion insurance. or retain the risks fully to protect Donnelley. 

API/IL and The Partnership from any claims, demands, claims 

under the Worker's Compensation Act and suits arising by reason 

of injury to, or death of. persons, or damage to property 

(including employees and property of Donnelley, API/IL and The 

Partnership) occasioned by The Telephone Company's publishing 

of the White Pages in certain of The Directories, the Regional 

White Page Directories and the Chicago Alph~betical Dirpctory 

and providing directory operations services. 

The Telephone Company shall carry adequate property 

damage. fire and theft insurance on all property of Donnelley. 

API/IL and The Partnership, or retain the risks for loss of or 

damage to such property including records and directories, 

WhlCh may at any time be in The Telephone Company's possession 

by reason of this Agreement. 

~LAUSE _~ ~IOTJ~~~ 

Notlces and agreements provided for herein shall be 

signed as follows: for Donnelley. by the Vice President and 

General Manager; for The Telephone Co~pany. by the General 
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Manager-Number Services; for API/IL, by its President; for API. 

by a Vice-President; and for The Partnership. by a person 

designated by The Partnership. Any notice or agreement given 

hereunder shall be in writing and shall be conclusively deemed 

to have been received and to be effective on the date on which 

delivered to the office of the recipient. or 1f sent by regis

tered or certified mail, on the third business day after the 

day on which mailed. 

CLAUSE 19 - O~'NERSH I P OF CO!"',PUTER SOFTw';RE JO I :lTL'l 
DE·~r:Q~~JL..£:C T~~~_ T_;..h.~::ljQ_ri;: _~_vl'li'.;.}!( _~':J..~_.!2Q~I}~J:;::" ~Ey _ 

Ownership of all computer soft .... are developed by 

Donnelley and The Telephone Company for the purpose of 

compiling and/or composing The Directories, ~he ~eqlonal White 

Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory. part 

of the cost of .... hich was borne by The Telephone Company. shall. 

when this Agreement terminates. vest jointly in The Telephone 

Company and Donnelley. T .... enty months i~~ediately preceding the 

date on .... hich this Agreement terminates, and at the request of 

The Telephone Company, Donnelley shall reprod~ce and deliver to 

The Telephone Company. copies of all programs. doc~~entatlon. 

an~ other materials which are a part of the above descr~bed 

computer soft~are. 
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otherwise disclose the contents of the software during the term 

of this Agreement without prior written consent of the other 

developing party. The Telephone Company agrees that Donnelley 

may utilize the software for purposes of compiling and/or com

posing directories within the prior Illinois-Cincinnati Region 

(now called the Midwest Region) of Donnelley and under contract 

to Donnelley on the effective date of this Agreement. and any 

directory or group of directories, subsequently contracted to 

Donnelley by other telephone companies during the term of this 

Agreement. whose annual value at the time of acquisition does' 

not exceed $5,000,000. The term "time of acquisition," as used 

herein. shall mean the effective date of any contract between 

Donnelley and any other telephone company, and the term "annual 

value." as used herein, shall mean the annual value of all 

advertising appearing in the directory or directories. 

A party's interest in utilization of the software for 

com~iling and/or composing any other d:rectory or group of 

directories shall require written consent of the other party 

except tha t Donne II ey or The Te!ephone Co:n?ar~y may use the 

software for compiling and/or composing any other dlrectory or 

group of directorles to be dIstributed ?~:~arlly outslde of the 

states of Illinois, Indiana, Oh:'o, ~:ch:qa;1 and '0'1/isconsin 

without having to obtain consent ~~c~ :he ~tner so ion? as the 

at her i s g i v e n r. 0 t 1 ceo f s ',J c h use, 1 S D a ! '.:: d fee i:1 d ceo r dan c e 

WIth chis Clause and every s:x mon:hs dur:~q the :e~m of this 
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Agreement is advised of the directories being compiled and/or 

composed with the use of the software. The information 

provided by either party pursuant to the preceding sentence is 

to be treated as confidential. It is understood and agreed 

that where consent is required. once such consent has been 

given. the party initiating the request for consent shall pay 

or arrange to have paid within twelve (12) months of the effec-

tive date of the new contract. to the other party. a one-time 

fee to reimburse that other party a portion of the developmen-

tal expense paid for by that other party. Such fee ~ill be 

determined based on the annual value at the time of acquisition 

of the directory or group of directories for which the specific 

consent was given. as follows: 

Percent of Applicable Share 
of Developmental Costs to be 

~!.l.nual VaJue Paid as Fe~ ____ _ 

Up to $5,000,000 0% 
$5,000,000 to $9.999.999 6% 
$10,000,000 to $14.999,999 9~ 

For each additional increment of $5,000,000 of annual 

value in excess of $10,000,000. an additional 3% of applicable 

costs will be reimbursed, to a ma:-nmum of 33·~ reimbursement of 

applicable costs for each conr:act. 

The total developmental costs fer the jOlntly-

developed soft~are are 11.988,965 for The relephone Company and 

$2,721.465 [or Donnelley. Total cum:..;lat:l':e payrr.e;l1::s to ei'.:her 

party based on :~e !crmula aoave are no: :0 exceed the amount 
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reflected above as the respective party's share of costs in 

developing the software. If either party's share of costs has 

been fully repaid, future expanded use of this software by the 

other party during the term of this Agreement will be, except 

as otherwise provided in this Clause, by mutual consent but 

without there having to be a fee paid to the party whose share 

of costs has been fully repaid, 

In any instance under this Clause where written con

sent is required to be obtained by either party. the other 

party agrees not to unreasonably withhold or delay the giving 

of such consent. 

From and after the date on which this Agreement ter

minates. Donnelley and The Telephone Company are free to use. 

sell to others or disclose the contents of the Joint devel

oped software without the other's consent and without having to 

pay a fee or make any other payment for the right to use. sell 

to others or to disclose the contents of the jointly developed 

software. 

£L';USE 2_0 - T~~"UNATrON 

Bet~een twenty (20) mo~t~s and eiq~teen a~d one-~a:f 

(18-1/2) months prior to the date O~ which thl~ ~gree~ent ter

minates. regardless of the reason for such ter~~nation. 

Donnelley is obligated to tc.rr. over to 7~e 7elephot'.e Co~pa;,:. 

or its designee. the info~mation :~ ta~g:ble forn (inc:c.d:~S 
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documents. copies of which are to be turned over to The Tele

phone Company, or its designee, and the originals of which are 

to be retained by Donnelley} which is then in the possession or 

control of Donnel1ey or any of its affiliates (except for bud

get, personnel. and internal Donnelley financing information) 

and which is then being used by Donnelley or any of its 

affiliates in connection with or in any way to facilitate the 

publication of The Directories. the Regional White Pages Direc

tories or the Chicago Alphabetical Directory. without excep

tion or regardless of who developed, paid for. or supplied the 

information. hereinafter referred to as "lnfor-matio:1." The 

parties agree that. as of the time this Agreement comes into 

effect. such Information is limited to: (a} al: jirectory 

advertising contracts. advertising program applications and 

associated copy sheets; (b) all billing records; (c) all specu

lative art; (d) all specifications data; (e) all headings lists 

and pending heading req'Jests; (f) all sales assign;r,ent records. 

edited so as to exclude only the names of ;)o:::le~~ey employees: 

(g) all canvass sales results data: (h) all r9c8rds and lists 

relating to potential advertiser~; (i) all pend::1g and eXIsting 

National Yello~ Pages Assoc:ation contraC:3. ad~er~ising pro

gram i1P?l icat ions. and data; (j) ,111 ~e;.·..:! :;;~ .:Ind e:·:i st ::1g 

and data; (k) dll c~s:o~er ser~ice recorj~ ~;;cludin~ completed 

a r. d Fen d i ;; q c l a : m s; (:) a I: ~. (l C C : :::..:; ~ f ;: e:-: i; : :. ~ 1 it:: gilt 1 0 n.; ( ~ ) 
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all Co-op and unpublished trademark file records and orders; 

(n) all standards and ethics material; (0) all marketing plans 

and programs; (p) all market research data; (q) all 'mechanical 

files', including the advertising specifications and artwork in 

such files: (r) all page mechanicals; (s) all veloxes and ad 

materials: (t) the listing control file, which contains all 

telephone listing information which The Telephone Company has 

provided to Donnelley under this Agree~ent, and the advertiser 

master file; and (u) all software to which The Telephone Com

pany is entitled under Clause 19 (which at the time of the 

effectiveness of this Agreement consis:s of the MIDAS syste~) 

and all system, application, and utility 50ftware used by 

Donnelley or any of its affiliates or which is owned or con

trolled by Donnelley or any of its affiliates but used by a 

third party in processing Ir.formation to be turned over to The 

Telephone Company, or its designee. under this Clause. The 

parties recognize that the Information to ~hlCh The Telephone 

Co~pany or its designee is entItled ~ncer :nlS Clause may 

change over time because 0: changes in operational methods and 

technology. Accordlngly, The Telephone Company. or its desig

nee, will be entitled, at the time DO:1:-:el:e·!·s obligation to 

turn over Information to T~e Telephor.e Cc~pany nr its de~lg:-:ee 

becomes effective. to caples of ~ny replace~ents, enhancements. 

or funct:onal equl\.'a~en,,:s of the r:1fc::r..a::o:~ and Donnelley is 

to reta::1. ar:r': is free ':0 r.";a~;e a:--.y u~e i: dee~,::; flt of, the 
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originals of the Information. To the extent that the Informa

tion Donnelley must turn over to The Telephone Company, or its 

designee, under this Clause becomes integrated with other 

information, Donnelley shall either segregate a copy of the 

Information it must turn over to The Telephone Company or its 

designee under this Clause or turn over that Information as 

integrated with other information to The Telephone Company or 

its designee. 

The Telephone Company or its designee shall have the 

right to use immediately the Information turned over by 

Donnelley under this Clause for the purposes of: (i) selling 

advertising in and publishing classified and White Pages direc

tories; (ii) disseminating business information which is 

classified by business and which contains the same or generally 

the same business advertising and listing information contained 

in The Directories except that the business advertising and 

listing information are to be conveyed through an electronic 

means, hereafter referred to as "disseminat:ng electronic busi

ness information," or (iii) any purpose for which ~onnelley may 

use information it has obtai~ed from The Telephone Company 

under this Agreement (including business a~d reside~t~al list

ing information which Don~e:ley has t~e r:~h: to ~u[chase from 

The Tele~hone Com~any ~urs~a~t to th:s C!Juse frem and a!:er 

twenty months prior to :~e date )~ ~h:c~ th:s ~greement ter~:

nates) or the 1975 Yel!cw ?a~es Jlrectcry ~~reeme~t. 
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Except for Information ~hich is disposed of in the 

ordinary course of Donnelley's business. Donnelley agrees. as 

to the Information ~hich it is obligated hereunder to turn over 

to The Telephone Company or its des:g~ee. that it will maintain 

such Information and ~ill not dispose of or transfer to any 

third party any of such Information ~ithout keeping adequate 

copies thereof. Donnelley shall not. during the period bet~een 

t~enty (20) months before this Agreement terminates and the 

time by which Donnelley has satisfied its obligations to turn 

over Information to The Telephone Co~pany or its designee. 

dispose of any Information ~ithout the ~ritten consent of The 

Telephone Company. 

Donnelley warrants that all persons who lease or 

license information. including. but not limited to. soft~are. 

and any substitute therefor or replacement thereof, ~hich is 

being used in connection ~ith or in any way to facilitate the 

publication of The Directories. the Reg:onal White Pages Direc

tories or the Chicago Alphabetical Dlrectory as of twenty (20) 

months before this Agreement term:nates will. at The Telephone 

Company's request. lease or license such information to The 

Telephone Company. or its desig~ee. Dro~~ded that the party is 

at the time of such request ty The ~ele?hone Co~pany still sup

plying such information to Donnel:ey :0 be used by Donnelley or 

any of its affiliates ~n connec::~n ~::h the p~blication of The 

Direc:ories. t~e Reg:8na! ~h::e ?)qes )l:ec:orles or the 

Chicago Alphabetlca! Directory. 
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If at the time Donnelley is obligated to turn over 

Information to The Telephone Company. any supplier of informa

tion. including. but not limited to. soft~are. and any substi

tute therefor or replacement thereof. ~hich is being used in 

connection with or in any way to fac!l:tate the publication of 

The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories or the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory as of t~enty (20) months before 

this Agree~ent terminates. declines to lease or license such 

information to The Telephone Company or its desig~ee. Donneiley 

agrees that it will not use such lnf~rmation. including. but 

not limited to. software. and any sU8stitute therefor or 

replacement thereof. to publish post-termination directories 

until either (i) the supplier provldes s~ch information to The 

Telephone Company or its designee. or (ii) until The Telephone 

Company advises Donnelley that The Telephone Company has found 

an alternative source for such infor~at!on. The Telephone Com

pany agrees that Donnelley's agreemen~ not to use information. 

as set forth in this paragraph. is ~he Telephone Company's only 

remedy for any breach. alleged or ac:~al. of Vonnelley's war-

ranty set forth in the preceding ~aragraph. 

If the Information to =e tur~~d over to The Telephone 

Company or its designee ~s stored cn pa;er or :n a form that is 

not computer readable. Donne~:ey :~d:! ~~rn:sh The Telephol:e 

Company or its designee coples ~i a:: ~a:er:d:S conta:ning such 

Informatio~. with the cop:es to je Jr~~~:~e~ ~~ the sa~e man~e~ 

as the originals. Donnelley and The :elepnone Company shall 
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divide equally the cost of making such copies. If the Informa

tion to be turned over to The Telephone Company or its designee 

is stored in a form that is computer readable. Donnelley shall 

furnish The Telephone Company or its designee such Information 

in computer readable form according to reasonable specifica

tions. both in terms of the instructions and in terms of the 

time by which such computer readable Information must be pro

vided by The Telephone Company or its designee. Any dispute as 

to the reasonableness of such specifications. both in terms of 

the instructions and in terms of the time in which such com

puter readable Information shall be provided. shall be subject 

to resolution under the arbitration procedures contained in 

this Clause. 

In resolving such dispute. if any, the arbitrator 

shall determine what specifications would be reasonable and the 

time required to develop such specifications. However. in no 

event shall such a dispute relieve Donnelley of its obligation 

to turn over Informatlon under this Clause to The Telephone 

Company or its designee. 

Donnelley shali cooperate ln developing interface 

programs to permit such Infor~at:~n to be transmitted. The 

Telephone Company shall bear the reasonable cost of developing 

such lnterface programs. The Partnersnip snail bear the cost 

of transmitting !nformatlon ~nic~ l~ :n a form that is comp~ter 

readab!e. 
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In the event of any dispute between the parties as to 

Connelley's aforementioned obligations to turn over Informa

tion. and upon request of either Connelley or The Telephone 

Company at any time between eighteen and one-half (18-1/2) and 

sixteen and one-half (16-1/2) months prior to the date this 

Agreement terminates. the matter in dispute shall be submitted 

for arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration 

Rules of the American Arbitration Association. In deciding 

whether Donnelley has fulfilled its aforementioned obligations, 

the arbitrator shall determlne whether Donnelley has used its 

best efforts to turn over the Information to The Telephone Com

pany or its designee. Connelley shall bear the burden of prov

ing that it used its best efforts to turn over the Information 

to The Telephone Company or its designee. rn order to satisfy 

its obligations to provide The Telephone Company with Informa

tion. except for Donnelley's obligations to (i) provide copies 

of Information, (ii) create interface programs to transfer com

puter readable Information. or (iil) segregate Information from 

other information, Connelley is ~Ot obligated, and shall not be 

required, to purchase or c:eate :~:cr~atlon to discharge its 

obligation to turn over Infor~at:~n u~jer th:s Clause. The 

arbitrator shall not find that Jc~nel:ey hos fulled to com?ly 

with its aforement~oned obl~gat:ons :0 t~r:l over Information if 

Donnelley does not t~:n over to 7~e Tel~~hone Company or lts 

designee :nformat:an ~hich Donnel:ey h~s :nad~er:ently los:. 

pro~lded :hat Connelley shall have the burden of proving to the 
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arbitrator that Donnelley has inadvertently lost such Informa

tion. If Donnelley locates such Information at any time. whe

ther before or after the date this Agreement terminates, it 

must turn over such Information to The Telephone Company or its 

designee. 

The arbitrator shall determine prior to fifteen (15) 

months before the date this Agreement terminates whether 

Connelley has complied with its aforementioned obligations to 

turn over Information. If the arbitrator determines that 

Connelley has turned over all of the Information. such deter

mination shall constitute his ultimate decision. If the arbi

trator determines that Donnelley has failed to turn over 

Information, he shall state with particularity what Information 

Connelley has not turned over to The Telephone Company. 

Connelley shall have the opportunity in the next thirty (30) 

days to cure the breach of its aforementioned obligation~ to 

turn over Information as determined by the arbitrator. After 

Connelley has had such an opportunity, the arbitrator shall 

reach an ultimate decision as to whether Connelley has complied 

with its aforementioned obligatIons to turn over Information. 

With respect to any matter which is subject to arbi

tration under this Clause. the ar~itrator's ultimate decision 

shall be final. may not be appealed and shall be completed and 

an order ~ith resp~ct to the decision entered prior to fourteen 

(14) months before the date this Agreement terminates. Jud~

ment on the arbitration order may be entered in any court of 
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competent jurisdiction, including the United States District 

Court for the Northern District of Illinois. 

Between twelve (12) and ten (10) months prior to the 

date on which this Agreement terminates. The Telephone Company, 

through its regular billing process, but at The Partnership's 

expense, shall send a notice in the form attached hereto as 

Exhibit E. telling each of the advertisers with which or whom 

Connelley has entered into Advertising Program Applications to 

place advertisements in The Directories. the Regional ~~ite 

Pages Directories or the Chicago Alphabetical Directory (the 

"Applications") that Donnelley will not use those A~plications 

as the basis to obligate the advertisers to place advertising 

in the directories published by Donnelley to be delivered after 

the date on which this Agreement terminates. that The Tplephone 

Company, or its designee, will be publishing directories to be 

delivered after the date on which this Agreement terminates 

which will compete with directories which Donnelley will pub

lish to be delivered after the date on which this Agreement 

terminates, and that representatives of Donnelley and The Tele

phone Company, or its designee. will be contacting the adver

tisers regarding entering into future applications or 

contracts. The notice shall be on plain paper and shall not 

bear any letterhead. identifying marks, addresses or telephone 

numbers. Donnelley agrees that it will be bound by the repre

sentations contained in the notice (whlCh will be signed by 
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Donnelley) and that Donnelley will not use the Applications as 

the legal basis to obligate an advertiser to place advertising 

in directories published by Donnelley to be delivered after the 

date on which this Agreement terminates. Donnelley further 

agrees that during the term of this Agreement it will neither 

enter into any contracts with any advertisers nor change its 

Applications with advertisers from the form in which they exist 

as of the date this Agreement becomes effective in a manner 

which would frustrate the intent of this patagraph. Donnelley 

represents that. as of the date this Agreement becomes effec

tive. it has no contracts ~ith or applications from advertisers 

which would frustrate the intent of this paragraph. Notwith

standing the foregoing provisions of this paragraph. both 

Donnelley and The Telephone Company. and their respective 

affiliates. may use the information contained in the Applica

tions in publishing and soliciting advertisements in direc

tories to be published by Donnelley. The Telephone Company. or 

thelr respective affii!a:es. to be delivered after the date on 

which this Agreement terminates. 

The Telephone Company agrees to supply to Donnelley 

during the entire term of this Agreement. including the last 

tW0n:y (20) months of the ter~ of this Agreement. ~he Teiephone 

Company's basic list:ng infor~aticn and current updates, The 

Telephone Company agrees to supply AP!/IL. at APr/IL's option. 

The 7elepnJne Co~pany s baSIC l:s::n~ 111!O~~~(lOn and curre~: 
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updates during the last twenty (20) months of this Agreement's 

term. 

Any time within twenty (20) months before the date on 

which this Agreement terminates, Donnelley, by giving not less 

than ten (10) days written notice to The Telephone Company, may 

elect to purchase and receive from The Telephone Company. and. 

if Donnelley does so elect, The Telephone company agrees to 

sell and provide to Donnel1ey, on a continuous basis for a 

period of twelve (12) months imr..ediately following a date set 

forth in the notice. which date shall not be later than ten 

(10) days after the date this Agreement terminates. in computer 

readable form, the names. addresses, telephone numbers and 

business classifications for all business telephone subscribers 

of The Telephone Company, including updates, in the same man

ner, fre~uency and format in which it is supplied to Donnniley 

under this Agreement or in any improved or enhanced manner used 

or developed by The Telephone Company, as Donnelley elects. 

hereinafter referred to as "business listing information', 

Any time ~ithin twenty (20) months before the date on 

which this Agreement termlnates. Donnelley. by givlng not less 

than ten (10) days written notlce to The ~elephone Company. may 

elect to purchase and receive frem The Telephone Company. and. 

if Donnelley does so elect. The !e!e~hone Company agrees to 

sell and prOVIde to Donnelley, fer a per:od of twelve (12) 

months :rr;~ediately ::ello· .... :::q a jate se: ~cr:h in the not:ce. 
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which date shall not be later than ten (10) days after the date 

this Agreement terminates and. if Donnelley has elected to 

receive business listing information. shall not be different 

than the date on which Donnelley begins to receive such busi

ness listing information, in computer readable form. according 

to reasonable specifications provided by Donnelley to The Tele

phone Compar:y in the notice. the name. address. telephone nUI:1-

ber. professional designation. if any. community and any other 

information concerning every telephone subscriber of The Tele

phone Co~pany which or who normally appears in the White Pages 

of The Te~eFhcne Company. for selected communities or groups of 

:elected cor.-J'!'1Unitles designated by Donnelley from time to time. 

with the uncerstanding that such residential listing informa

tion is to be the most current available information which The 

Tele~hone Company has at each time during the twelve (12) 

months in which The Telephone Company delivers residential 

listing infcrmation to Donnelley. hereindf~er refer~ed to as 

"reside:-.t:"al listing information." If Donnelley elects to 

recelve resldential listing information classified by selec~ed 

cornmunl::es or qroups of selected cOrT'J11'Jnities with:'n Illinols. 

Donnellcy ::;hall bear the reasonable COSts. if any. of clas-:i:-

selected i! su=h c:asslflCatlon has not alreRdy been perior~ed 

by The Teiepha~e COm?dr.y. 

ness or resldentia: list~ng l~f8r~a::on. or joth. for the 
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twelve (12) month period described above. Donnelley agrees to 

pay The Telephone Company a total of ten million dollars 

($10.000.000) for such business or residential listing informa

tion, or both, payable in equal monthly payments over the 

twelve months immediately following the date of the firzt deli

very to Donnelley of any listing information under this Clause, 

The ten million dollar ($10.000.000) payment is not to be 

reduced should Donnelley elect to purchase less than all of the 

listing information which it is entitled to purchase under the 

two preceding paragraphs. Should Donnelley elect to purchase 

no listir.g Infor~ation from The Telephone Company under the two 

preceding paragraphs. it is not obligated to pay the ten mil

lion dOllars ($10,000.000) or any portion thereof, 

Wlthln the twelfth (12th) month i~~ediately following 

the date on which this Agreement terminates. Donnel1ey. by.giv

ing not less than ten (10) days written notice to The Telephone 

Company, may elect to purchase and receive from The Telephone 

Company, dna if Donnelley does so elect, The Telephone Company 

agrees to sell and prOVide to Donnelley, in the sa~e manner in 

which it ~as provided during the term of this Agreement, or in 

any impr o'.'ed or ennanced mAnne r used 0 r deve loped by The Ie! e-

phone Co~pany. as Donncl:ey elec:=, business lis:ing infor~a-

tion on a ccn:inuous baslS for a perlod of t~elve (12) month~ 

irr .... nediCi.te:y follo'..Jl:1::j a cate set [,:;r::-" :n the notice ...... h:c:; 

dute s~a:: :;ot je late::- ::-:0:1 ,:" .. p~':e (12) :7,0:.::-.:; immed~ate~ ..... 

follo',..';':lg :he cate on '..JlllCh th:::; ';Creer.f?:l: tf.:'!-:;)lnates. 
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Within the twelfth (l2th) month immediately follo ..... ing 

the date on which this Agreement terminates. Donnelley, by 

giving not less than ten (10) days ..... ritten notice to The Tele

phone Company, may elect to purchase and receive from The Tele

phone Company, and, if Donnelley does so elect, The Telephone 

Company agrees to sell and provide to Donnelley, In the same 

manner in ..... hich it ..... as provided during the term of this Agree

ment. or in any improved or enhanced manner used or developed 

by The Telephone Company, as Connelley elects; residential 

listing information, as designated by Donnelley from tIme to 

time. for a period of t ..... elve (12) months immediately fo~lowing 

a date set forth in the notice ...... hich date shall not be later 

than t ..... elve (12) months immediately following the cate on which 

this Agreement terminates. If Donnelley elects to rece:ve 

residential listing information for such twelve (12) month 

period. classified by selected communities or groups of 

selected corrmunities within Illinois, Donnelley shall bear the 

reasonable cost, if any, of classifying the resicent:al listing 

information by the co~~unities selec:ed if such classificatIon 

has not already been performed by The Tele~hcne Company. 

In the event Donnelley elects to pu:c~dse b~s:ness or 

residQntial listing lnformation. or ~c:~. for a :~e:ve (12) 

month penod. immediately follo'.I1:1':; :r.e firs: :· ... el·/e (12) 

months after this Agree~ent termind:~s. Jonnelley agrees to ~dy 

to The Telephone Company a total of :en ~li:~~n Jol!ars 
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($10,000.000) for such business or residential listing informa

tion. or both, payable in equal monthly payments over the 

twelve months immediately following the date of the first 

delivery to Dohnelley of listing information for sucn twelve 

(12) month period. The ten million dollar ($10.000.000) pay

ment is not to be reduced should Donnelley elect to purchase 

less than all of the listing information which it is entitled 

to purchase under the two preceding paragraphs. Should 

Donnelt~y elect to purchase no listing information from The 

Telephone Company under the two preceding paragraphs. It is not 

obligated to pay the ten million dollars (S10.000.000) or any 

portions thereof. 

For ea~h twelve (12) month period after twenty-four 

(24) months following the date on which this Agreement termi

nates. so long as such twelve (12) month period ends prior to 

Januaty 1, 2005. Dorinelley. by giving not less than ten (10) 

days written notice to The Telephohe Company. may elect to pur

chase and receive from The Telephone Company. and. if Donnelley 

does so elect. The Telephone Company agrees to sell and pro~ide 

to Donnelley. in the same manner in which it was provloed dur

ing the term of this Agreement or in any Impro~ed or enhanced 

ma:mer used or developed by The Telet='ho:~e Cor.,pan!. as Jonnelley 

elects. the buslness listIng intormc1'::!C:l or the res:j,er:tia~ 

listing information. or both, AS ~es:~~ated by Jonneliey, for a 

t'..,rel'/e (12) :-:1onth l?er~oc :'~.ed:a"Ce>! ::o::.J''':':-:j a date se: fer:=-: 
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in the notice. If Donne1ley elects to receive residential 

listing information for such a twelve (12) month period. 

classified by selected communities or groups of selected commu

nities within Illinois. Donnelley shall bear the reasonable 

costs. if any. of classifying the residential listing informa

tion by the communities selected if such classification has not 

already been performed by The Telephone Company. 

For each such twelve (12) month period Donnelley 

chooses to purchase business listing information or residential 

listing information. or both. Donnelley agrees to pay The 

Tele~hone Company in e~Jal monthly payments over that period an 

amo~~t equal to the national average market value for similar 

bUSlr.ess listing information or for similar residential listing 

ir.formation. or both. as Donnelley chooses. 

The national average market value for either the 

bus~ness listing information or residential listing informa

tion. or both. depending upon which Donnelley chooses to buy. 

is to be determined by a represer.tative of a national acc~unt

ins firm who is to be selected by The Telephone Compa~y ar.d 

Donnelley. In the event that Donnelley and The Telephone Com

pany cannot agree on such a representative. Don~elley and ~~e 

Telephone Company are each to selec: one reFresenta:i~e of a 

national accountlng firm. The :~o re~resenta:ivEs are the~ to 

select a representa::ve from a natIonal accGunti~g firm which 

e! ther Don:'.e ~ : ey 
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or The Telephone Company or any affiliate of either, herein

after referred to as "a or the representative" I to determine 

the national average market value for similar business listing 

in:ormation or for similar residential listing information. 

The representative is to make a separate determina

tion as to the national average market value for business list

ing information and for residential listing information, 

hereinafter referred to as "market value," depending upon 'Whe

ther Donnelley chooses to purchase either the business listing 

infor~ation or residen:ial listing information. or bo:h. The 

de~erminations of the market value by the representative are to 

be on a statistically sound sample basis and. to the extent 

reasonably possible, based upon prices paid for listing infor

mat~on for geographic areas, including Illinois. 'Which have 

communities of the sizes and populations 'Which are reasonably 

comparable to the geographic areas for 'Which Donnelley is pur

chasing business listing information or reSIdential listIng 

information from The Telephone Company. I n de t e r min i og :-:1 a r Y. e t 

val~e for similar business listing information or residential 

listlng information. the representative may take into acca~nt. 

among other things: (i) pr:ces paid by any affiliate of The 

Tele~~one Core~any e:ther to The Telephone Ca~?a~y or :0 any 

aU:lia'C.e of 7he Te~e::!".or.e Com::,ny: (li) prlces rald by a;:y 

thad p"rty to The Tele~:lOnt? Com;"d:1y::>r ar.y of ::s aff::lCltes, 

(ii~) an'l la',,' or reg\~lt.1~.:on wnlC:, se::; ():: d:sc~sses the :;".,1:~::et· 
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in ~hich prices are to be set; and (iv) any judicial or admin

istrative decision ~hich sets or discusses the manner in which 

prices are to be set, for similar business listing-information 

or residential listing information. Under no circumstances is 

Donnelley to pay for the business or residential lis~lnq infor

mation an amount greater than that paid by any affilldte of The 

Telephone Company to The Telephone Company or any of lts affi

liates for reasonably comparable business or residential !ist

ing information. 

For each such twelve (12) month period, Connelley may 

choose not to buy either the business listing informati~n cr 

the residential listing information. or both, either beca~se it 

has no need for such or because it does not agree With tne mar

ket value for such listings as determined by the representative. 

In either case. upon thirty (30) days notice, if practicable, 

and if ~t is not. • ... it!1in a reasonable period of time. Jc:melley 

is ent:tled to purchase either the business listing ~~:or~ation 

or res:dential listlng informa~ion. or both. in any ot~er 

t· ... el·,,'e (12) month period. not end:'nq after Jece::-.ber 31. 200 .. " 

In the event Connelley intends to use tne ~~s:ness or 

resldent~a! list:ng information for the ?urpcse, in a~~:::~~ to 

the purpose of publishIng classlfied or ~h~[e ?a~es ~~~ec

tories. of diss~~:nat:ns electrO:ilC :-'':S::1~SS in::cr:':'.,l::::: .Jr" ar:y 

other use per~itted under :~:s ~sree~c~:. t~~n Donnc!ley .~ to 
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residential listing information, The representative is to 

determine whether th~ market value of the business or residen

tial listing information is dependent on the use or uses to 

which the listing information is to be put and will advise 

Donnelley and The Telephone Company of the additional value, if 

any, which the market places on one's opportunity to use the 

listing information for such purposes other than publishing 

classified or White Pages directories. hereinafter refe~red to 

as "premium payment", Donnelley will have the right to elect 

p.ither to make such premium payment to use the business or 

residential listing information for such additional purpose or 

purposes or to pay the market value and limit its use of the 

business and residential listing information to assist It :n 

publishing directories. Should the representative find tnat 

there is no premium payment. Donnelley need pay only the m.\rket 

value and may use the business or residential listIng Informa

tion for any purpose permitted under this Agreement. The 

representatIve'S determination as to market value and prem:~~ 

pa~ent. if any. of the business listing :n:ormatlon or resi

dential listlng information shall be finai. may not be appealed 

and is to be completed and an order ~lth respect to the deter

mination entered no later than nlnety (90) days folla~ing 

Connelley s request that t~e representat:~e ma~e sucn a dete~

minat:on. Judq~ent on the re;re5~~:at:~e 3 deter~ination ~ay 

be entered In any court a~ c~~~~:~n: :~r:sd:ctlon. inc!ud:nq 
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the United States District Court for the Northern District of 

Illinois. 

The market value and premium payment. if any. for 

such business listing information or residential listing 

information are to be redetermined for each twelve month period 

(so long as such twelve month period ends prior to January 1. 

2005) by a representative, using the same process described 

above in this Clause, in which Donnelley elects to purchase 

from The Telephone Company either the business listing 

information or residential listing information, or both. The 

C8st of the representative's service is to be borne by 

Dcnnelley and The Telephone Company jointly. 

Donnelley agrees that it may not resell the business 

and residential listing information it purchases pursuant to 

this Clause and that it may use such business and residential 

lIsting information only for: (1) selling advertising in and 

publishing classified and White Pages directo=ies; (2) dissemi

na~ing electronic business information; (3) any purpose ior 

which such lis~ing information is being used by any party 

(including affiliates of The Telephone Company) whi~h has 

obtained that listing informatlon from The Telephone Company or 

any of its affiliates; and (4) such other uses as may be co~

sented to by The Telephone Company. ?rov~ded. however. that 7he 

Telepnone Ccrnpa~y shall not unreasonably WIthhold its consent. 

The Teie~ho~e C~mpa~y shall not bo je~~~d to be acting unrea

sonao!y i~ i: withholds I:S consent !or any use that is ~~:a~f~: 
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for Donnelley or if The Telephone Company is prevented by 

tariff or other law from so consenting. 

If Donnelley uses the business and residential list

ing information for any purpose other than publishing classi

fied or White Pages directories, whether or not such use or 

uses require the consent of The Telephone Company. Donnelley 

must give The Telephone Company notice of such use or uses in 

sufficient detail to permit The Telephone Company to understand 

the nature of such use or uses and. if applicable. to permit 

the representative to determine the premium payment for such 

use or uses. 

Except as otherwise agreed upon by The Partnership. 

as permitted pursuant to Clause 3, before twenty (20) months 

prior to the date this Agreement terminates. Donnelley may not 

use any information it obtains from The Telephone Company under 

this Agreement for any purpose other than publishing The Direc

tories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the Chicago 

Alphabetical Directory under this Agree~en:. After twenty (20) 

months prior to the date this Agreeme~t ter~ir.ates. Donnelley 

may use the information it has previously received from The 

TeleFnone Company under this Agreement for the purpose of 

publishing classified and White Pages direc:ories and dissemi

nating electronic business infcrmation or any other purposes 

for which it may use the listing inEormat:on it has the rlant 

to purchase under thlS Clause. 
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Neither Donnelley nor any of its affiliates shall 

have the right to require The Telephone Company or its designee 

to return the Information which Don~elley turns over to The 

Telephone Company or its desig~ee ~~de~ this Clause. Neither 

The Telephone Company nor any of its affiliates shall have the 

right to require Donnelley to return the listing information or 

other information received by Donr.elley under this Agreement or 

the 1975 Yellow Pages Directory Agreement. Nothing in this 

paragraph shall nullify the res~:lctions on the use of such 

information or listing informa~lon con:iined in this Clause. 

Upon termination of thi3 ~g=~ement. and if Donnelley 

elects to use the service. The Telephone Company agrees to pro

vide Donnelley for each twelve mor.th period. so long as such a 

twelve month period ends prior to January 1. 2005. with billing 

and collection service. comparable to the billing and collec

tion service which has been provided by The Telephone Company 

to The Partnership during the term of this Agreement. at a 

prIce comparable to that charged by The Telephone Company to 

others for such billing and col!ec::on se~vice. for advertIsing 

and related charges for direct~rl~S ?U~ilShed by Do~nelley :0 

be ~elivered after this Agree~e~: :er~inates. If ~he ~elephone 

Co~pany is not the~ prov:dl~g ~~ch a se:vlce :0 a~y~~e other 

than The P~rt~ership or to an a~!il~ate o~ 7he 7eiephone CO~

pany. a represe~ta:l~e. selected In the sa~e ~d~~er as 

descrijed abo~e :~ :hlS C:a~:e. :s :0 de:e~~:~~ ~he mar~et 
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value of the billing and collection service to be provided 

Donnelley, The representative's determination is to be made 

using the same guidelines and methods provided in this Clause 

with respect to business and res~ce~::al listing information, 

The representative's determinat:on as to the market value of 

the billing and collection serVlce shall be final, may not be 

appealed and is to be completed and an order with respect to 

the determination entered no later than ninety (90) days fol

lowing Donnelley's request that the representative make such a 

determination, 

JudS'~ent on the represe~ta::':e's determination may be 

entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. includi~g the 

United States District Court for the Northern District of 

Illinois. The market price for such Dllling and collection 

service is to be redetermined for each twelve month period. so 

2005. by a representative. u~:~q t~e same process descr:bed 

.. DC 'J e ~ n ':. ::. ! s C: a \.; s e, S 0 ~ 0 n ~ ~ s ;) (.; l. :', e ~ 1 eye 1 t:' C t s t ':) P U I C h 3 $ eo 

frem The 7ele~~o~e Cc~~a~y s\.;ch ~::::~g a~~ col:ec::~~ ser-

vice, The cost of the represen:at~~e s Se[~lCe 15 to be bor~e 

by Donnelley and The Telepho~e Co~~any Jointly. Donne:ley 

shall pay The Teleph8ne Company ~c~:h:y ~~r the =ro~:siGn G~ 

such billi~g and cc~lect:on ser~ice. 

Donnelley ~ay c~cose ~c: to ;~r~~ase s~ch bi:l:~; an~ 

any :'w'e:':e 
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(12) month period either because it has no need for such ser

vice or because it does not agree with the market value for 

such service as determined by the representative. In either 

case. Donnelley is entitled to purchase the billing and collec

tion service in any other twelve (12) month period ending prior 

to January 1. 2005. 

Beginning twelve months prior to the date this Agree

ment terminates. but not before then. any party hereto or its 

affiliates m~y advertise on television. radio. billboards or 

through any other mass media that it intends to publish or wIll 

be publishing directories following the termination of the 

Agreement. Until the later of (i) nine months prior to the 

date this Agreement terminates or (ii) three months after The 

Telephone Company or its designee has received. in a form 

satisfactory to The Telephone Company or its designee or found 

satisfactory by an arbitrator. all of the Information to which 

The Telephone Company. or its desig~ee. is entitled under this 

Clause. neither Connelley ncr The 7elephone Company. nor any of 

their affiliates. may (a) solIcit (other than through mass 

media advertising) advertisers to place advertisements in 

directories which that party intends ~o beg!:: publishing during 

or after the ter:-:1 of this ";qree:-:-,e:1: and :0 de~i'/er follo, .• :ing 

the date on wh~ch this ";gree~er.: :er~:na:es. or (b) enter In:o 

contracts or a~pilca:lons ~i:h ad~er:~ser: :0 place ddver:l~in~ 

!~ addl::cr1, eV(!;1 :f sclicl~atlon fer 
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such directories would be permissible under the preceding sen

tence. neither Donnelley nor The Telephone Company, nor any of 

their affiliates. may solicit (other than through mass media 

advertising) any advertisers to advertise in directories 

designed for use in a particular geographic territory and to be 

published by any party hereto or any of its affiliates for 

delivery after the date this Agreement terminates, or enter 

into contracts or applications with advertisers to place 

advertising in such directories. until ten (10) days after the 

final sales close date with respect to the last issue of The 

Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories and the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory to be published under this 

Agreement designed for use in the same geographic territory. 

Except as provided in the fourth paragraph of 

Clause 1 with respect to the city-wide Chicago Yellow Pages 

Classified Telephone Directories. Dor.nelley will publish under 

this Agree~ent only those issues of The Vlrectories. the 

Regional White Pages Directories and ~he Chicago Alphabetical 

Directory which are scheduled to begi~ to be delivered be~ore 

this Agree~ent ter~inates. Donnelley ~lll not conduct any 

solicitation of any advertisers or undertake any other 

publ:shing activities ~it~ respect to any of the issues of The 

DirectorIes. the Regional W~lte Pages Jlrec:orles, or the 

Chicago ~lphabetical Directory ~hlCh dre not scheduled to begin 

to be del:vered before th:s ~gree~el1: termindtes. 
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Donnelley is to receive payment for the life of each 

issue of any of The Directories, the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory as to which 

it has substantially performed its respor.sibilities hereunder 

(provided that it was entitled under thlS Agreement to publish 

or sell advertising in that issue), including each of those 

directories whose life extends beyond the date on which this 

Agreement terminates. Donnelley is not entitled to any payment 

as to any issue of any of those directories as to which it has 

not substantially performed its responsibilities hereunder. 

Neither The Telephone Company, nor API/IL, nor any of 

their affiliates, may represent to anyone that it or they' are 

the "publishers" of the Yellow Pages in The Directories pub

lished under this Agreement. The Telephone Company, API/IL and 

any of their affiliates may represent that they are the "pub

lishers" of the White Pages and Four or ~ore Color Advertising 

Insert Sections in The Directories. the Regional White Pages 

Directories. and the Chicago Alphabetlcal Directory. 

Neither Donnelley r.or its affilla~es ~ay re?resent to 

anyone that i-t or they are the "publ ishers of the Whl:e Pages 

and Four or More Color Advertising Ir.ser: Sections in :he 

Directories. the Regional Nhite Pages Directories or the 

Chicago Alphabetical Dlrectory. Dcr.r:elley ane ~ts aUiliates 

may represent that they are the 'putlis~e[s Gf the Yei!o~ 

Pages :r. The Dlrect~r:es, 
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The Telephone Company, API/IL and their affiliates 

may not use the tradename "RED BOOK" or the names "Reuben H. 

Donnelley," "Donnelley" or "Donnelley Yello\W Pages" or any 

trademark. tradename or service mark of Donnel1ey in connection 

with publishing any post-termination directories. Donnelley 

and its affiliates may not use the name "Illinois Bell," 

"Illinois Bell Yello\W Pages," "Ameritech," "Ameritech Bell 

Yello\W Pages," or any trademark. tradename or service mark of 

The Telephone Company, API/IL or any of their affiliates in 

connection \With publishing any post-termlnation directories. 

Each party and its affiliates or designees may use in connec

tion \With their post-termination directories any name. trade-' 

mark, tradename or service mark based on their companies' 

names, even if those names. trademarks. tradenames. or service 

marks had been used in connection with The Directories. the 

Regional White Pages Directories or the Chlcago Alphabetical 

Directory published under this Agreement. 

All parties hereto and any of their affiliates may 

use yello\W colored pages and generic :erms such as "Business to 

Business." "Consumer Yello ..... Pages," ··tello· .... Pages," and "Let 

Your Fingers Do the Walking," and the 'tJall.ing fingers logo or 

any facsimile thereof ln any directcr:es Fublished or delivered 

after the termlnatlon of :hIS Agree~ent. 

No party hereto. or ar.y 0 f affiliates, may use 

any cOFyright. trademari<. :::-aae:-.Jme. or l:cc:;se to prevent a;;y 
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other party hereto or any of its affiliates from using adver

tisements that appear in any of the issues of The Directories. 

the Regional White Pages Directories or the Chicago Alphabeti

cal Directory in directories to be published by any party 

hereto or any of its affiliates for delivery after this Agree

ment terminates. or from publishing such directories; except 

that neither The Telephone Company nor its affiliates may use 

the terms "Redbook," "Reuben H. Donnelley." "Donnelley," 

"Donnelley Yellow Pages." or any phrase incorporating those 

terms in identifying or promoting directories published by The 

Telephone Company or by any of its affiliates to be delivered 

after the date this Agreement terminates. and neit~er Don~elley 

nor any of its affiliates may use the terms "Illinois Bell." 

"Illinois Bell Yellow Pages." "Ameritech." "Ameritech Bell 

Yello''''' Pages." or any phrase incorporating those terms in iden

tifying or promoting directories published by Donnelley or by 

any of its affiliates to be delivered after the date this 

Agreement terminates. Each party and its affiliates shall be 

permltted to use the contents of The Directories. the Reglonal 

White Pages Directories and the Chicago Mlphabetical Directory 

(including advertisements> in its ~ost-ter~inat~on dlrectories. 

Each party and its affiliates. shall clearly Identify on the 

cover of all post-termInation dlrector:es that that pa~ty. or 

its affiliate. is the source of suc~ dlrect~r!es. Neither 

Donnelley. nor its a!!!liates. nor The Telephone Company. nor 
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its affiliates. shall use Directory covers copyrighted by the 

other, or the other's affiliates. In Donnelley's Applications' 

with advertisers, it ~ill not seek to obtain for itself or an 

affiliate the copyrights over the advertisements placed in The 

Directories, the Regional White Pages Directories or the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. Neither The Telephone Company 

nor its affiliates ~ill seek to obtain the copyrights over the 

advertisements placed in The Directories. the Regional White 

Pages Directories or The Chicago Alphabetical Directory. 

The Telephone Cc~panf' API/IL and their affiliates 

shall no~ reproduce or depict the covers of the (a) city-~ide 

Chicago Yello~ Pages Classified Telephone Directories; (b) 

Chicago neighborhood directories: (c) Area-Wide Yello~ Pages 

Classified Directories; (d) Street Address Directories; (e) the 

Chicago Visitor's Guide; (f) the Health Care Industry D~rec

tory; and (g) the Bradley University Student Directory. pub

lished under this Agreement in advertISIng any directories 

which The Telephone Company, API/IL or any of their aff~liates 

publish for delivery af:er the term:nJ~icn of this Agreement. 

Connelley and its affiliates shall not reproduce or depIct the 

covers of any issue of The Directories not identified in the 

preceding sentence, t~e Eeqicnal White Pa~es Directories, or 

the Chicago Alphabet:cal Jirect~ry :n advert:sing any direc-

tories ~hicn Jonnelley or a~y af its a~~il:ates publish for 

delivery ~fter th~s Agr~~rren: :er~lnates. 
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The rights and obligations of the parties under this 

Clause 20 are unconditional and enforceable regardless of the 

manner in which this Agreement is terminated or the basis for 

such termination. The parties agree that there would be no 

adequate remedy at law if any party were to breach its obliga

tions under this Clause and that injunctive relief would be an 

appropriate remedy to enforce any ~arty's rights under this 

Clause. 

~~~~S_E~_~~~§J'_Q~~_L~J1_II.t;:_~_I3;.~~-r:~.!'~C; __ !Q _!~R.:-~INATI_ON 

On and after the date on which this Agreement termi

nates. The Telephone Company is to continue to bill and collect 

for advertising. includin~ Reciprocal Advertising. and Street 

Address Directory lease charges and remit to The Partnership 

the payments for such advertislng and lease charges relating to 

The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories. the 

Chicago Alphabetical Directory. a~d Reciprocal Advertising on 

the twentieth (20th) day of eacn month for the balance of the 

life of each of the issues of :he Dlrec:ori~s. the Regional 

White Pages Directories and the Ch:cago Alphabetical Directory 

consistent with the procedure set ~orth ln Clause 13. hny 

additional payments received by ':'he Telepr.one Company , ... ith 

respect to such adver::sing and le3se charges after the life of 

each ~f such issues are to be rem:::ed ?rcmptly to 7he 

Partnership. 

Payments due Ocr.nelle:' ?'..:r::;'..:d~:':: to thlS Agreer..e:1: 

which are due as of, but ' .... hich !-la';E' :10t oee:l pa:d to DO:1r.elley 
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on. the date on which this Agreeffient terminates. are to be paid 

to Donnelley by the Partnership within thirty (30) days of The 

Partnership's receipt of an invoice from Donnelley for such 

payments. 

Payments due The Telephone Company p~rsuant to this 

Agreement which are due as of. but which have not been paid to 

The Telephone Company on, the date on which this Agreement 

terminates. are to be paid to The ~ele~hor.e Company by The 

Partnership within thirty (30) days of The Partnership·s 

receipt of an invoice from The T~lephone Company for such 

payments. 

Payments due API/IL pursuant to this Agreement which 

are due as of. but which have not been paid to API/IL on, the 

date on which thi~ Agreement terminates, are to be paid to 

API/IL within thirty (30) days of The Partnership's receipt of 

an invoice from API/IL for such payments. 

On and after the date on which this Agreement termi

nates, Donnelley is to continue to take such reasonable actions 

to (1) collect advertising and lease charges; (2) handle 

claims; and (3) handle settlements, judgments and legal 

matters, relating to The Directories, the Regional White Pages 

Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory in a manner 

consistent with its obligations under Clauses 3, 11 and 17. 

The costs incurred to conduct such activities are to be paid in 

accordance wi th Clauses 8, 11 and 17. Any del inquent 
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advertising or lease charges collected by or through Donnelley 

are to be remitted promptly to The Partnership, less 23\ 

thereof. 

~LAUS E 2 2 -=--.£.QJ,_Q~_ ~VER ~~J}'£~~~~_'rr ON S 

Donnelley agrees that, if requested by The Telephone 

Company or its designee, Four or ~ore Color Advertising Insert 

Sections will be bound into The Directories published under 

this Agreement. The term "Four or More Color Advertising 

Insert Sections" as used herein. ~eans separate, nonclassified 

four (4) or more color advertising sections. hereinafter 

referred to as the "Color Advertising Sections." There shall 

be no more than one Color Advertising Section in each of the 

issues of The Directories. the Regional White Pages Directories 

and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory. The Color Advertising 

Sections shall be inserted either before or after the Yellow 

Pages in The Directories. The Telephone Company or its 

designee has sale discretion to deter~ine whether to insert 

Color Advertising Sections and. if so. where in the Regional 

White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Direc

tory. The color of the paper of the Color Advertising Sections 

shall not be yellow. The Color ~dvortlslng SectlOns will con

tain advertising that tells the directory user about products 

and ser'/lces and must cross refecence the user :0 the classi

fied heading Section of the directory :0 find where to obtJln 

the prcd~c:s and services. 7h13 requlre~ent relating to cross 
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references may be modified if agreed to by Donnelley prior to 

the publication of the issues of The Directories which will 

contain the Color Advertising Sections. Donnelley agrees to 

provide. upon request by The Telephone Company or its designee, 

all required cross reference information needed to print the 

Color Advertising Sections. Requests for cross references must 

be made by The Telephone Company or its designee within the 

time periods and guidelines established by the Partnership's 

publishing schedule. 

The Telephone Company, or its designee. agrees that 

(i) no more than twenty (20) percent of the value of all adver

tising in the Color Advertising Section in each issue of The 

Directories will be derived from local advertisers and (ii) no 

more than twenty (20) percent of the advertising space in each 

Color Advertising Section will be purchased by local 

advertisers. 

As to each of The Directories in which The Telephone 

Company or its designee chooses to inse~t a Color Advertising 

Section, The Telephone Company ag~ees to provIde Donnelley a 

list of the names, addresses and telepno~e numbers of the 

advertisers in each of the Cclo~ ;d~er:!sing Sections along 

with the advertising unlts WhlCh each advertiser has placed in 

the Color Advertising Sec::on before the Color Advertising Sec-

tion is inserted in any of 7he Jirectories. :f eit~er of the 

Ilmi~Jticns stated i~ the prl~r ~a~~gra?h is exceeded, The 
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Telephone Company or its designee will determine, at its sale 

risk, vhich advertising is to be eliminated from the Color 

Advertising Section to meet such limitations. The Telephone 

Company or its designee will furnish such information and 

Donnelley viII respond thereto within sufficient time so as not 

to interfere with the schedule governing the publishing of The 

Directories. 

As used in this paragraph. the term "local adver

tisers" means advertisers whose advertising reach is primarily 

within the State of Illinois. 

Donnelley agrees to pro'/ide, upon request by The 

Telephone Company, directory specifications, standards. 

headings and ethical requirements for use in the publishing of 

the Color Advertising Sections only. 

The Telephone Company, or its designee. agrees that 

the profits from advertising in the Color Advertising Sections 

will be payable to The Partnership when in, and effective at 

the beginning of, any calendar year, the advertising revenues 

from the Color Advertising Sections in The Directories exceed 

the reasonable costs dlrectly attrib~table to such Color Adver

tising Sections. In such even:. for such calendar year and for 

each year thereafter during the ter~ of this Agreement. and as 

to each Color Advert:slng Section Inserted in any issue of The 

Directories p~b!ished j~r~nq that t~~e. the revenues from the 

Color Advertlsing Sections ~::~ belo:lq to. and the reasonable 
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costs directly attributable to the Color Advertising Sections 

will be borne by, The Partnership. 

Donnelley agrees that the profits from its Illinois 

editions of the "New Connections" magazine di~tributed 

primarily in Illinois, hereinafter referred to as "New Connec

tions," will be payable to The Partnership when in. and effec

tive at the beginning of, any calendar year. the advertising 

revenues from New Connections exceed the reasonable costs 

directly attributable to New Connections. In such event. for 

such calendar year and for each year thereafter during the term 

of this Agreement, and as to the editions of New Connections 

published during that time. the revenues from New Connections 

will belong to. and the reasonable costs directly attributable 

to the editions of New Connectlons will be borne by. The 

Partnership. 

Either The Telephone Co~pany. or its designee. or 

Donnelley is entitled. at ~he Partnership's expense. to have 

audited annually by The Partnersh:rs auditing firm the 

financial results of New Connections and of the Color Advertis

ing Sections. respectively. to satlsfy themselves regarding the 

profitability. if any. of Ne~ Con~ec:ions and Color Advertising 

Sections. In the event of a dlspu:e between the parties 

regarding the financial reSG~:s of :he Calor Advertising Sec

tions or of Ne'''' Conr.ec:ions for nny c"le:1d"r year. such disp:te 

shall be resolved by :~e ?ar:ne~s~:p s auditing firm. whose 

decis~on wlll be final and not subjec: :0 apFeal. 
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CLAUSE 23 - SCHEDULING 

The Partnership. subject to Th8 Telephone Company's 

obligation by tariff to provide White Pages, is to determine 

the annual Schedule under which The Directories. the Regional 

White Pages Directories and the Chicago Alphabetical Directory 

will be published in such detail that the parties can effec

tively discharge their obligations under this Agreement. The 

Telephone Company shall provide to API/IL White Pages in plate

ready media in accorda~ce with the schedule. 

API/IL is to develop from time to time detailed sche

dules that provide for the flow of media between the parties 

hereto and the manufacturing and delivery contractors to insure 

that API/IL and the manufacturing and delivery contractors 

coordinate the performance of their responsibilities under this 

Agreement with The Telephone Company's and Donnelley·s perfor

mance of their obligations under this Agreement. The schedules 

developed by API/IL are subject to the approval of The 

Telephone Company a~d Donnelley. 

g..;"USE ~~ - AUQLT I ~ 

Each of the parties hereto shall keep complete and 

acc~rate records re~lecti~g ~ac~ ite~ of cost or expe~se 

incurred by it i~ connection ~it~ the performance of its obli

gatio~s ~~der t~lS A~ree~ent and ~h:ch is charged to The Part

nership. hereInafter referred t8 as~ecards.· Each year 
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firm. at the request of either partner of The Partnership. 

shall have the right to inspect the Recurds of another party 

upon not less than thirty (30) days written notice to that 

party. Each party agrees to provide reasonable access to its 

premises for purposes of such inspection at reasonable business 

hours, and to provide The Partnership's auditing firm with the 

Records it seeks to review. 

The parties hereto agree that The Partnership's 

auditing firm may examine. in its discretion, any Records of 

the party as may be necessary for the auditing firm to verify 

that all amour.ts of costs and expenses incurred by the party 

for which it is charging The Partnershi? are accurate, reason

able and directly attributable to the performance of the 

party's obligations under this Agreement and for which The 

Partnership is charged. The auditing firm making the exami

nation, if it deems such actions to be necessary or appro

priate. may consult with and make inquiries of the party·s 

officers and employees ar.d the indopendent public accountants 

serving the party whose Records are being examined. The 

Partnership's audi~ing fir~ shall also have the rlght to 

examine any workpapers, sched~les, memoranda or other doc~

mentatlon p~epared by the par:y'S independent public accoun

tants wh:ch are reasonably re:a:ed :0 :~e sGbJect of the 

examina::on. 
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Each of the parties shall treat any information 

learned as a result of any examination under this Clause as 

confidential. 

Should the aUditing firm determine that a party's 

cost or expense which has been charged to The Partnership is 

not accurate. reasonable or directly attributable to the 

party's performance of its obligations under this Agreement. 

the auditing firm is to give written notice to that effect to 

The P~rtnership and to the other parties hereto promptly. 

describing the amount by which the party is found to have over

charged The Partnership. The par:y will have thirty (30) days 

from its receipt of the notice within which to repay The Part

nership the amount of the overcharge or to appeal to the 

auditing firm. Should the party choose to appeal. it will have 

sixty days from the time it received the notice to preser.t its 

position to the auditing firm as to the notice of over-

charge. The auditing firm is to make a decision as to the 

appeal within sixty (60) days from its receipt of the notice of 

appeal. The par~ners of The Par~nership and the party appeal

ing may all particlpate in the appeal. The declsion of the 

auditing firm wlth respec: to tne party s appeal will be final 

and not subject to further appeal. 

CLAUSE-.1.5-=--'!:"~.Q~;"~~~;-;:-~L_: __ O:rf.~::::.::._ ~':;.~~~~ 

AP: hereby guara~t~es t~e ~ro~pt and complete per~~r

mance of all of Apr/I~'s obli~a:lo~s cescr:8ed or contemplate~ 
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under this Agreement as it currently ex!sts and as it may from 

time to time be amended in accordance with its terms. This 

guarantee includes the payment of all damages, costs and 

expenses which may become recoverable by Donnelley from API/IL, 

API also agrees that in the event API/IL is dissolved or other

wise unable to perform as a partner in The Partnership, API (or 

an affiliate of API acceptable to Donnelley) will assume 

promptly and perform completely all of API/IL's obligations as 

a partner under The Partnership Agreement and will assume 

API/IL's role as partner i~~ediately to prevent the dissolution 

of The Partnership by reason of API/IL's dissolution or inabil

ity to perform as a partner in The Partnership. API agrees to 

indemnify and hold harmless Dor.r.elley and its parent company. 

The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation. from and against damages to 

them caused by API/IL. including. but not limited to. API/IL's 

failure to perform its obligatlons under this Agreement. its 

causing. for whatever reason not induced by Donnelley, ~issolu

tion of The Partnership. or ~?:/IL's liquidation. dissolution 

or other term:nation. 

This guarantee shall continue in full force and 

effect for the duration of this Agreement and thereafter to the 

extent any rights or claims of !)cl1!"..e:ley cont:n'Je ':0 exist ·.."it!1 

respect to API until such rights or clalms have been co~?letely 

satisfied. 

Any mcdificatlon of the tel~S of th~s Agree~ent or 2f 

any other contract contempldted by thlS ~greemer.t inclGding. 
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without limitation. the Partnership Agleement. executed by 

Donnelley and API/IL shall not in any way relieve API of its 

guarantee hereunder. For purposes of this guarantee. any such 

modification will be treated as if it had been in existence 

from the date of this guarantee. 

API hereby waives nOtlCe of any nonperformance or 

nonpayment of API/IL of any of API/IL's obligations or 

liabilities arising under or related to this Agreement. 

This guarantee shall inure to the benefit of Donnelley 

and The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation and their successors and 

assigns. and shall be binding o~ API, its successors and 

assigns. 

CLAUSE 26 - REGUL~TORY APP~.9~{"~_~ 

This Agreement becomes effective only upon: (l) 

approval by the Illinois Cor.merce Co~roission of the business 

transactions contemplated under this Agreement between The 

Telephone Company and API/IL. API and The Partnership; and (2) 

upon such approval. the entry by the United States District 

Court for the Northern Distrlc: of Illi~ois of an order 

substantially in the form of Ex~ibit 8 to the settlement 

agreement attached hereto as ~X~:~lt .. 

CLAUg~ __ T_=-__ LQ?~c;;: !"'-~LE~';~,-=; 

[f any party hereto soal: be prevented from perform-

ing any of its obligations under ~~:s ~~reement because of any 
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act of God, lockout. strike or other labor dispute, riot or 

civil commotion, act of public enemy, law. order or act of 

government (whether federal, state or local) or other similar 

event beyond the party's control, hereinafter referred to as a 

"force majeure event." then that party shall be excused from 

performing any of its obligations which are so prevented. How-

ever. the party so excused is responsible for performing those 

obligations. of which it had been relieved due to the force 

majeure event. as soon as the force majeure event has ceased to 

prevent the party's performance, 

This Agreement is to be interpreted in connection 

with the Partnership Agreement. 

CLAUSE 29 - PRIOR DRAF'.:::: 

The parties agree that prior drafts of this Agreement 

are entirely irr.materlal and may not be considered. cited or-

r-elied on by anyone (including. but not limited to. the par-

ties, their- agents and representatives, any arbitrator. The 

Partnership's accounting firm or any court) for the purpose of 

constr~ing or interpreting this Agreement. 

CLAUSE 30 - \!I,'HE?E ~JO':"rCES M1W OTHER CO!-t"\:;~nc.;TIONS 
ARE TO_~L_~E;.!~_. ______ . _________ ._. _________ .. _ 

Any not:ces, conser.:s or o~r.er co~~unicatlons here-

under shall be 3ent as fO::C~5 (unless such addresses are 

~odlf:ed ~y any of :he part:es): 
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if to Donne1ley: 

The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation 
Prudential Plaza 
130 East Randolph Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Attention: Vice President and General Manager 

with a copy to: The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation 
Attention: William H. Buchanan, Esq. 

299 Park Avenue 
Thirty Fourth Floor 
New York, New York 10171 

if to The Telephone Company: 

Illinois Bell Telephone Company 
225 W. Randolph 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 

Attention: General Manager-Number Services 

with a copy to: Vice President-General Counsel 
Illinois Bell Telephone Company 
225 w. Randolph 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 

if to The Partnership: 

The Reuben H. Donnel1ey Corporation 
130 Prudential Plaza 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Attention: Vice President, General Manager 

and 

Ameritech Publishing of Illinois, Ir.c. 
225 North Michigan 16th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Attent~on: Secretary Treasurer 

with copies to: Ameri:ech P~blishing. Inc. 
31100 ?l~outh Road 
Livonia. ~icnigan 48150 

Attention: Operating Vice President 

and 
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Ameritech Publishing, Inc. 
100 East Big Beaver Road 
15th Floor 
Troy. Michlgan 48083 

Attention: Vice President-General Counsel 

if to API/lL: 

Ameritech Publishing of Illinois, Inc. 
225 North Michigan 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Attention: Secretary Treasurer 

with a copy to: Ameritech Publishing. Inc. 
100 East Big Beaver 
Troy, Michigan 48083 

Attention: President 

if to AP I : 

Ameritech Publishing, Inc. 
Vice President-General Counsel 
100 East BI0 Beaver 
Troy, Michigan 48083 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the part ies hereto have c.lused 

their respective representatives duly authorized the day and 

year first above written to sign this Agreement on their behalf. 

THQ H DONNEL~EY C RPORJ' ... 710N 

8Y~ __ ~~ ___ Q _____ _ 

ILI...:r·;O:s BE~~ 7E:"'EPH •• S CO.'1P.;: ..... { 

By ~M [).O~ 0' .... ~-----.--
THE AM-DON PARTNERSHIP 

8~(,~k.~L_~/~ 
8y:~J¥., ~ APilJ-
AMERITECH PU~SHING OF I~~~S. INC. 

BY:~4(~_ 
AMERITECH ~~~~~Jl.~c. 
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